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ABS'1'PJ~CT 

'1'he; lomdforms a:ld sediments in the lakemc,rginal ancl eoostal area 

south\Jest of Banks Peninsula to Coopers Lagoon ,'Tere studied to 

a~3certain coastal developments in this aTea durin8' the lat3t 15, 000 

yeaTS. All surficial evidence indicates shorelines following 7,000 

YS2TS B.P., Hhen sealevels h2ve h'3en close to thet of the present. 

S8011ence of shorelines is develoTlecl "rhich differs from the conclusions 

of same rece~t writers. se~uence is nluced within an absobrle 

furner 

~l2cial SGalevel ri~e. 

Teeeedin~ s~oreliDe on the l(estern Kaitorete Jarriel' 8S ~ell as f~rther 

':Test. ThG store}ine fcr muc\ of t~e rest of the 3arrier ~nne2rs to be 

directions of movement on the coast give an indication of longer-term 

coastal actions: progradation and retro~r2d~tion. The ereater 82St-

vrard extent of dunes on the CO&st, COLllJs:red vri th dunes on the inner 

Ke.itorete Barrier, sugGests thflt 80re sflncl has been transported along 

recent Barrier shores. rL'his may relate to en eastue.TCI !:',ovement in t.he 

sediment source. 

!c series of curving sJ.~ingle ridges on the inner mHrgins of the Kai torete 

Barrier indicate tl18 form of an initial spit "l'1hieh developed from a western 
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shoreline, tOI'rards Barik:s Peninsula. Probable relations between the 

l'"eights of these ridges and sealevel (uhen they vTere formed) suggest 

that t~lis spit formed tovnwds the end of the postglacial rise in 

sealevel, nearly 7,000 years ago. Beach ridges on the seawarcl portion 

of t:le Kai torete B2rrier indicate that shorelines along the Kai torete 

Barrier prograded following the joining of the Spit to the Peninsula. 

ll..."'l increase in ridge levels in the east succ:ests a rise in sealevel 

associFted with the progradation of the shoreline in this area. 

',leve action on 8 forner, hi[;her 18.ke Ellesmere i,s demonstrated as fornin,": 

stingle Tidges on the inner Kaitorete 3arrier and western lake-

V"rian8 lines 0= evidsnr.:e sUf':r:est 'higher Lkeleve1s, a"1d 

theoretical calculations of wave heights for this lake indicate that 

cTaves 1'!Ould have been of sufficient magnitude to mOV8 the sedimeTlts 

present in most rl~ges. 

ll08G3 i.3 f::lUnd to overlie relic shore p12.tforms that are present on the 

spur-ends of Banks IJeninsula. This relationship suggests that the 

shore platforms, and other associated marine-formed features, were 

formed at some preglacial high sealeveL '.'!aves formed on the 1ake at 

higher lakelevels are indicated to have recently exposed the platforms 

an(l cliffs. 

A sequence of shoreline positions is proposed from 'glacial' timesj> 

15,000 years ago, to the present. Shorelines earlier than 10,000 years 

B.P. are suggested to be seawards of E11es~ere. The positions and forms 

of shorelines in the Ellesmere area betvreen 10,000 and 7,000 years B.P. 
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are uncertain. Tentative shorelines, based on deductions f~om coast-

line dynnmics, are SUCfested. South of Ellesmere the shorelines existed 

s2verr:il. miLes SeaHCl.:c'rrs o~ the fi'::f~sellt cO,ctst at £l.akaia. ~-)horeliY'_es 

fGllo~tng the presence of t}ld Spit indicate that progrartation was active 

alonG the ';.Thole of the B3rrier. An opnosite mOv80ent, coastal recession, 

Former siorelines, trending 

i 
J. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE LIBRARY 
IJNIVERSITY OF CANTER8URY 

q-lRISTCHURCH, N.Z. 
',., 

General 

The geomorphology of the coastal area southwest of Banks Peninsula 

is of considerable interest in the study of recent coastline changes 

in Hew L;ealand. Accumulation landforms between the Peninsula and 

Coopers Lagoon record shoreline changes related to postglacial sea-

levels near the present level. Several writers have referred to 

this area in studies of larger areas but only two detailed invest-

igations have been undertaken. Conflicting opinions have been expres-

sed by different writers about the positions of recent shorelines in 

the area. Thus a fresh study of the area? on the basis of recent 

advances in coastal geomorphology in New Zealand, is felt justified. 

Also, increases in the documentation of recent sealevel variations and 

of the Canterbury Plains fan surfaces allow a sequence of coastal events 

to be ordered in absolute time. 

The study is concerned with the area southwest of Banks Peninsula to 

Coopers Lagoon. Progradation has occurred in this portion of the 

Canterbury Bight while coastal recession has removed evidence of former 

shorelines elsewhere. There is sufficient evidence in the depositional 

forms east of Coopers Lagoon to reconstruct past coastal positions and 

to obtain a picture of recent coastal development. This investigation 

provides a good opportunity to study coastal dynamics on a steadying 

sealevel in recent times. It also provides a basis for assessing the 

extent of future changes in the area. 
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Purposes 

An attenpt will be made in this investigation to satisfy six aims. 

These a~ms are:-

1. '1'0 describe ano. exnlain the landforms and sediments between 

Bs.d:s Peninsula and Coopers Lagoon. This per~its a better 

understanding of the relative importance of recent proceElses 

"Thich ho.ve been active in this area south of Christchurch. 

2. To investigate t~2e di::ection of nresent coastal movements in 

l!orther'.1. Ccmterbury Bight. Knowledge of erosion, accretion, 

and stability, allmvs some extrapolation to longer ter!'l coastal 

movements such as pro~radation and retrogradation. 

3. To describe the sequence of coastal changes northeast of 

Coorers l,agoon coneequent ,,,ith the postglacial rise in sea-

leveL Such an account TIJoulCl add to the knOTiTledge of recent 

sLore2.ines in Canterbury. In addition to this it 1;Iould allow 

a greater understanding of the general dynamics of this coast

line. 

4. To evaluate the extent of the marine influence on the landforms 

in the area surroundin,~ Lake Ellesmere. Different ,,;riters have 

ascribed certain lakemarginal lendforms to formation either 011 a 

l~keshore or on a seashore. 

5. To account fer the eastwards increase in width of the Kaitorete 

Spit. ~lhis Spit exhibits an increase in vridth away from its 

sediment source in the west. S})its generally na.rrmi 8."/Tay from 

their sources. 
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6 To ascertain the effect of Lake .t;llesmere on the landforms 
• 

at the lakemargins. Prior to man's interference a lake of 

larger magnitude may have exerted a greater influence on this 

area than at present. 

The realisation of these aims ,'!Quld contribute significantly to the 

recent geomorphic history of the Canterbury Plains margins. This is 

because the study area links the well-knovm coastal areas north of 

Banks Peninsula with the lesser-kno\m Canterbury Bight to the souths 

Description of Study Area. 

~he study area illustrated in Fig. 1 is a low-lying area dominated by 

Lake Ellesmere Bnd Kaitorete Spit. Danks Peninsula, on the north-

eastern margins of the area, provides the only major relief form. Land-

forms are otherwise subdued, with local relief variations in the order 

of 5 ft to 10 ft. To the north and east the surface grades from l~~e-

level to alluvial fans "lith no evident change. 

The study area is approximately 190 square miles in extent, tow-fifths 

of which is Lake Ellesmere. The area has physical boundaries on two 

sides: the sea on the south and the hills of Danks Peninsula on the 

east. The northern and vrestern boundaries shovr no distinct physical 

changes. A line from l'aitapu to 0pringston marks the northern boundary 

and one from Springston to Coopers Lagoon marks the western boundary. 
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'Ehe KB-itorete Spit is a shingle barrier 17 miles long, joining the 

ou ter f 8n-Dl;::rgins near the Rakaia Hi ver Non th to Banks l)eninsula in 

a continuously trendinG' coastline. Lakes Porsyth and 111esmere are 

contained in depressions landvmrds of the Spit. It is a low marine-

formed feature 22.5 square miles in area, lying mostly beb.,reen 10 and 

(+) 
25 ft above raean sealevel ' • Tbe coastal margin is COmIJOsed of a 

mixed se.nd-shingle beach backed by dunes ufl to 25 ft high. The lake-

HaTe margins of the Spit are lost beneath lc:,kesil ts. 

Li1ke ~alosmere i,':} a la.rge brackish vrater-body l8.nrJ,wrds of the Kai torete 

.C" 
i. c. area of 750 sqw~re miles, hTo-tlr~i::,ds 

of 1'11ic11 is Canterbury Plains p.llcl the Lake itself. The Jehryn Hi ver is 

the main river entering the Lake. It drains part of the foothills and 

enters the Ls}::e from t l1e northvrest. Burrovrs (1969) notes that 1rJater 

entering the Lake fron the ~el1r~rn and other rivers averages 320 cusecs. 

Present lakelevels are controlled by the Horth Canterbury Catchment Board 

to maximum levels between +3.7 and +3.25 ft. i'fhen the Lake reaches such 

levels an opening is created in the narrow shingle barrier at the western 

end of the Kaitorete Spit. The Lake drains into the sea until storm-

"lBves close the o'Jtlet "Tith shincle. S,J:tT,mte:r can enter the Leke tbrough 

an open outlet at high tides and lov! lakelevels, and the Lake is generally 

about 20}b semmtero 

(+) Levels will be expressed as + for levels above mean sealevel and - for 

levels below mean sealevel o The 'mean sealevel' term will be omitted o 
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The areas marginal to Lake Ellesmere are low-lying and flat to 

slightly undulating. LOI': shingle rid[;es are :oresent on much of 

the western margins of Lake ~llesillere. They have their best expres-

sian in the series of 'spits' -vThich project into the Lake near Lakeside. 

From these rid[;es the surface grades westwards imperceptibly into the 

surface of the youngest alluvial deposits on the Centerbury Plains. 

There is a similar nortlnrards transition at the northern end of the 

Lake. BehTeen the hills and the L2.ke, on the northeastern lakeme.rgins, 

there are areas of partly stabilised dunes and sand-ridges. For 12 

wiles 'fTest of the present coastal cliffs, the spurends of the Banks 

Peninsulcl hills have been cnt to form old shoreplutforms, stacks, and 

Nomenclature 

Plr,_cenames are taken from the NeH ~:;ea12.nd Topographic Ila}! Series 

1:63360; Sheets S83, 384, 393, and S94. Irl this respect Porcmui Point 

refers to the seacoast at the eastern end of the Kaitorete Spit. The 

name 'Birdlings Flat' has been commonly applied to this area but the 

usage of the current Topogra,hic series ,1i11 l)e fol101'Ted. Bircllings 

Flat will be restricted to the area landwards of the present coast. 

GeomOrl)hic features are named, vTere placenames are absent, by some 

distinguishing a.spect. The name 'Speight Ridge' is used for the 

significant ridge which trends east~west along the middle of Kaitorete 
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presented in Table 1. 

13iY-cllinr:.s \r! Iley }~i:i\~8S. 

Ra~cI'ier l{iclr.~ps 

BaJ:':rier Eidges 

ltD i. hray en t t ing' and B 1:>:'c11 i.ngs 
Veilley Ridges 

Hooked Ridg'es 

The n~:lming of these 

rrhompson IS 

J 0 

Main Jpit ridges 

Arcuate flid[es 

Hooked Spits. 
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USAG~ OJ;' I BARRIER' AIm 'SPIT'. 

rrhis subsection seeks to clarify the naming of Kaitorete Spit, and 

it Hill set fonrard the usage to be fol101rTed in this study. The 

lilOrd 'spit' is defined in the Glossary of Geology (American Geological 

Institute, 1962, p 276) as "A small point of land or narrow shoal 

projecting into a body of water from the shore" vihile :6enkovich (1967, 

p 384) notes that "Spits and arrows are attached to the land at one 

end. The other end is free." Both definitions indicate that a spit 

is fixed at one end with the other end free. Kai torete Spit does not 

satisfy this condition because both ends are tied to the land. 

'1'he "Triter feels that the term 'barrier' li!ould be a more accurate 

description of Kaitorete Spit. Price, in t he Encyclopedia of Geomorpil-

ology (}'airbridge, 1968, p 51) defines a barrier as "a partly emergent 

bar-like ridge of scmd or coarser sediment lying off a shore or shoal 

and usually subparallel to the shore. projecting from the flank of a 

headland or connecting hlO headlands." ~enkovich describes features 

such as Kaitorete Spit as 'beach barriers' (beaches connecting two head-

lands.) Both VTri tel's include features connecting hIO headlands in their 

ideas of liIh8.t a barrier can be. 

This Ivriter feels that the term 'spit' should not be applied to the 

present feature; 'barrier' describes it better. For the rest of this 

study the feature will be referred to as Kaitorete Barrier. The term 

'spit I vdll be used "ihen discussing early forms in the development of 

Kaitorete Barrier, which satisfy the definitions given above. 
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Geological History 

Tl,is brief account Ifill d~scuss both the study area and adjacent 

areas. Knowledge of the associated areas is important because they 

set the limi tinS' conditions fo r the geomorphic develoPQent of the 

study area. Fig.2 indicates the position of the l~llesmere area 

behTeen the bra major lcmdforlJ units: Banks Peninsuln and the 

Canterbury Plains. It is important to realise that the sequence 

of recent shorelines in the study area has been a response to the 

special position of the area between these two land-units. 

I3anks Peninsula consists of the erosion calderas of hTO VOlc2.Iloes 

whose central areas were situated t~lere Lyttelton and kkaroa Harbours 

are now (fig 2). The volcanoes overlie a basement of Torlesse grauD 

sedimentary rocks of possible Triassic age, eXDosed in Gebbies Pass. 

Thi~) basement probably underlies the C2nterbl.cry Pls.ins at a val"=Tin'~ 

depth. Where exposed in Gebbies Pass, the basement is overlain by 

andesite, sandstone, and rhyolite with tentative ages from Crptaceous 

to Niocene (Liggett and Grep,g, 1965). 

Stipp and lkDougall (1968) date· thepresence of the Lyttel ton volcano 

as between 12 and 10 million years before present (B.P.). Host activity 

from the main Akaroa volcano vras from 9.5 to 7.5 million years B.P. The 

volcanoes are of similar composition; rocks in lava flows are either 

basalt or andesite. Both volcanoes have a similar history. The 

Diamond Harbour group ranges from 8.2 to 5.8 million years in age. These 

lavas ",ere erupted into the centre of the partly eroded Lyttelton Volcano. 
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Both volcanoes have been extensively eroded on the margins and in 

their central areas. Drmming by the sea has lead to deposition 

in the eroded valleys 8.nd the forme. tion of erosion calderas. 

CMJTEHBUEY PI,AIHS AI,LTNIAL Fi'.NS. 

'rhe Kaikoura Orogeny began in the Tertiary and reached its climax 

in the middle Pleistocene (Soons, 1968). This series of earth move-

ments thrust up the Paleozoic and Mesozoic sed~ments whic~ now form 

th? Southern Alps. Huch of NevT Zealand vJaS of similar relief to that 

of the present in the middle Pleistocene, but in Canterbury Banks 

Peninsula was an island at most sealevels. 

Late Pleistocene glaci2.tio:1S lead to the del'Josi tion of fluvio-glacial 

outvTp.sh gravels from coalescing fans at the outer marpins of the foot-

hills. " succession of glacial 2nd interglacial periods lead to a 

sequence of p~ lluvi81 pnd me: rine deposits. 'rheae sediment s hc.ve gradually 

formed the Canterbury Pl~ins. The alluvia.! depoei ts anrl their related 

surfaces form the p:::-esent plain-surface. Fig.2 indicates the extent 

of the BurnhaD formation (22,000 years B.P., 000ns, 1968), the youngest 

-
surface of the recent Otiran Glaciation. The Windwhistle formation 

(greater than 45,000 years B.P. Gage, 1958) and older formations are 

of limited extent at the surface; they dip beneath the younger gravels 

and their horizontal extents are unknown. 

The Snringston formatior'. is the youngest outwash surface and is either 

1{holly or partly of postglacial age (Suggate, 1963). It can be seen 

on Pig. 2 to approach vTithin 1 mile of the Lake is 'destern edge. This 
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surface approximates the study area's vrestern margin. Suggate (1963) 

sugr;ested that the Springston formation was related to aggradation in 

the 1m'Jer reaches of rivers caused b~T chan.ginc baselevels as sealevel 

rose. Degradation in the hec.ld"lmters ensured a continuing sediment 

supply to the lower reaches. 

Holocene sediments "Tere deposited durinc the last 10,000 years mainly 

near present rivers [mel the coast. On the northern coastal plain, 

frincing Pegasus Bay, sandls and SltmDp deposits record a maximum 'ivestern 

Pro:r2~8tion since t~at 

time has brought about an eastl,rards movement to the present shore 

position. The Geological Map of New ~ealand 1:250000, Sheet 21 -

Christchurch (Suggate and Oborn, 1959) plilces all of the study area with-

in this category. 

Between ,Lake Ellesmere and the Peninsula the sediments are predominantly 

silts to medium sands. On the western side of the Lake shingle is 

present in a hummocky ridge series. The Kaitorete Barrier is composed 

of sand and "Tell rounded shingle in a complex series of ridges. 

the Lake, silts overlie the shingle. 

Tovrards 

Sediments on the Barrier and beach are simil.s r ill composi ti.on to those 

in the outwash gravels of Canterbury Plains and different to those from 

Banks Peninsula. Pebbles are dominantly of I greY'vacke I composition: 

they are slightly metamorphosed sandstcnes anel mudstones. l'hnor 

quantities of igneous and siliceous rocks are also present. The 
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composition of the pebbles on the Barrier precludes any possibility 

of its forming from materials derived from the rocks of Banks Peninsula. 

Thus the peculiar shape of the Barrier: a westwards decrease in width, 

cannot be explained by spit development from Banks Peninsula. The 

formation is necessarily related to sediments from the fan gravels and 

rivers south1tTest of Coopers Lagoon. Therefore this shape must be 

connected with c08stal changes durinG the Barrier's development from 

the west. 

The important time-period for this study is the last 15,000 years. 

rL'his period follows the deposition of the Burnham formation and includes 

that of the Springston forsution. The important factor, related to 

coasts in this period, is the glacio-eustatic rise in sealevel. Shore-

line changes in Northern Canterbury Bight have been related firstly to 

the rising- sealevel, and secondly to processes of coastal rectification 

followin[ sealevel stabilisation about 5,000 years ago. 

ST ABILITY O}<' Tl-I8 AREA. 

It is not knmm hO\lT stable the study area has been tectonically. This 

is because there is no direct evidence of recent tectonic movel'lent. 

There is no evidence of recently active faulting on Banks Peninsula or 

the surrounding Plains 1 an.d earthquake activity h2.s so far been minor. 

Also, the region is situated 35 miles from the tectonically active 

Southern Alps. However, Suggate (1958) notes that oxidation has been 

active in the gravels beneath Christchurch to depths of -550 ft, and 

could suggest subsidence if sealevel curves for the late Pleistocene 
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did not reach this depth. 

Suggate (1968) noted th2.t any vertical movecl-?nt vrhic11 h2.3 occurred 

in the area vrould need to be equal over the vr1'1018 2rea because the 

symuletrical form of the calderas indicates that tilting has been absent. 

In the absence of any positive evirrence for tectonic movements in the 

lc1,st 15,000 years the region will be assumed tc be stable. Thus, 

changes in the vertical rel£!tiom3 behreen land and sea vTill be attributed 

to sealevel fluctuations. 

Sealevel V~riations. 

Itecent vlriters e;eneraJly accept that sealevel hEeS risen froD between 

200 and 300 feet below mean sealevel to its present level, during the 

last 15,000 years. This is in response to the glacio-eustatic adjust-

r,lent to climatic amelioration E1.l1c1 vridespreael glacial recession eluring 

thi~: time. The curve of glacioeustEctic sea18vel rise is important to 

this study because of the very small number of Carbon 14, dates in this 

area. '1'he sealevel curve offers an indirect vmy of dating events cfhich 

'dere related to sealevel. The accuracy of such inference is related 

firstly to the accuracy of the sealevel curve and secondly to knmlledge 

of the precise relationship of the landform with sealeveL 

':'he envelopes of dated sealevel positions in Pigs. 3Jl IJnd 3B indicate 

'\'Thy there are differences of opinion as to the precise curve of sealevel 

rise. The differences in opinion ar!long Horkers in this field 1.S related 

to differing evidence in m.fferent areas. This variance in evidence is 

related to three factors. They are:-
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1. 3ealevel curves may be derived from areas which have under-

gone some vertical movement. 

2. E3amples "Thich are dated may give an inaccurate sealevel indic-

ation because of misinterpretation of their relp..tionsLips \~ith 

sealevel. 

3. Samples may give inaccurate ages through sample contamination. 

The Dost likely reasons for discrepancies are vertical movements of the 

areas involved and misinterpretation of sanples I relEltionships l'li th 

sealevel. 

In Pig 3A Currayls generalised Cllrve of sea2.evel rise indicates a sea-

level approximately -260 ft 15,000 years ago (Curray, 1965). The 

envelope of sealevel elates in Fifo: 31\ sugf:ests tlip.t considerable reliance 

can be placed on Curray's curve of sealevel rise llntil 7,000 years B.P. 

This part of his curve suggests a rise in sealevel to a level near that 

of the present in 8,000 years, a rate of 3 ft per century. 1' hif3 rapid 

rise "Toulc. tend to bring about shorevwrds movement of the shoreline in 

coastal areas. In Canterbury Bight this landvrards moveme:at me.y have 

been of the order of 25 miles. 

F01' the period covering the last 7,000 years three broad types of curve 

hD.ve been advanced. These types are: 
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1. An oscill&tin,o; seEllevel about thF;t of t'1e present (Fairbriclge, 

lq r, C' h -0" ld 1061) ~~bJ.; kJC O-Lle-L? J 4 • 

2. J, sealevel reHching the present level 5,000 years aESO, and 

relnaining approximately constant since that time (Shepard, 

3. h slo'lring rate of sealevel ri03e vrl~lich did not re!lch its maximum 

until the ]Jresent (CUl'r!:JY, 1965; Jelgersma, 1961.) 

lihateven the m',ture 0: the real curve of sealevel t!',e envelopes suggest 

a sealevel within! 15 ft for t~e 12st 7,000 years. 

re-olacec1by GlOVements relEt ted tu the clevelo'oraent of e0uilibrium coastlines. 

Thus proc:radation haB been recordeel eluring this time on some shores in 

many parts of the world. 

Curray's curve of seE,level rLse 'dill be used tel bro(",elly date sealevels 

prior to 8,000 years B.P. Betvleen 8,000 years and 5.000 yeaTs B.]). 

Suggate's curve of sealevel rise will be used for broadly dating sealevels 

(Suggate, 1968). This is because the curve is local, being derived from 

the Christchurch area 'which is 15 miles north of the study area. It 

shoVls the relntionship of land and sea in the B[mks Peninsula region in 

recent time, even if the aren has been subject to vertical movement. 

Following 5,000 years B.P. no attempt has been made to date shoreline 

events by analogy with sealevels, because of the considerable variation 

in dated sealevels Q 
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'1'he broad datillf' of events in t'1e area prior to 5,000 years B.P. 

wj_ll introduce the time factor into this study. Earlier l'iriters 

hove not had the ill2sns with which to place events in the area into a 

time-scale. This has lead to differences of opinion as to the actual 

sequence of events and shorelines in the Bllesmere area. 

Previous Investigations of :3tudy J:rea. 

Carruthers (1877) was the first vTriter TJrho recognised the importance 

of ,mve action on littoral drift ancl in forming spits. He realised 

long's~nore drifting of sedililent 

from the south. The area did not receive attention again until ~peight 

~nublisherl articles about the C2nterbury area in the early 20th Century. 

Speight (1910) wTote tha.t the Barrier 1-JEW formed by shingle moved north 

by coastal currents. Marshall (1912) mentioned Kaitorete Barrier in 

connection with the position of outlets of barriers. lIe urote that the 

opening in a barrier is always at the updrift end, and cited the Kaitorete 

Barrier as an example. He gave no reasons for his conclusions hOi"ever\l 

Jobberns (1927) repeated Speight I s (Speight t 1910) explanation for the 

presence of the Barrier, and attributed its origin to a northerly current. 

Jpeight (1930) published the most authoritative "Tork on the Barrier to 

date. He accepted "rave action, rather th2.n coastal currents as earlier, 

as being the action moving sediment northwards to form the Barrier. In 

this study ~)peight gave a good descrj_ptive account of t'le sediments and 

landforms on Kaitorete Barrier. ',vri ting prior to the development and 

acceptance of the hypothesis of glacio-eustatic sealevel variations, 
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;-)peip,ht attributed changes in 12.nd-sea relCltionships to movements 

of the laml. He 2.ttempted t'J ex,)lain the forI:lC'tion of certain 

ridges on the inner Barrier and the vlestern lakemargin in terms of 

,{aves from the sea after the Barrier had formed, suggestinc that the 

land vias 101l,er and the Barrier vTaS 1 avmsh' • The sea could enter the 

area of the present Lake and vTaves formed the f olloHing features: 

1. A 'Barrier beach' on the inner Barrier (Speight Ridge in 

this s tndy • ) 

2. Ridges at the western end of the Lake. 

3. ~)horel)l.'ltforms, stp,oks, and cliffs on the spurs of Banks 

Peninsula. 

'l'hompson (1964) hOHever arrived at sone different conclusions to 

Speight (1930). Thompson suggested that the Speight's 'barrier beachv 

,s,nd the ridges at the Ttlestern end of the Lake were fonned by Naves on a 

former higher Lake r.;llesmere. He further correlated the levels of the 

shoreplc~tforms vlith t 118 Princess Anne sealevel of 85,000 to 90,000 years 

B.P., thus implying a preglacial period of formation. 

SU{~gate (1968, p 292) on the other hand, argued for a more recent origin 

of the shoreplatforms. He >lrote: 

"and the fresh appearance (of the shoreplatforms) indicates a 
postglacial age. All the spur ends are modified to substantially 
similar extents, which vlould be unexpected if the beaches were of 
interglacial age, uncovered along a postglacial lakeshore." (p 292). 

He also advanced evidence from the western margins of Lake Bllesmere 
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for recent shorelines in the EllesTJere area. 

"l\. seashore is also indicated by the straifhtness of the north
west shore of Lake Bllesmere. In the south-west spits developed 
but failed to extend to Banks Peninsula ••• I, (p 292). 

~u~gate mappect approximate shoreline positions for 10,000, 7,500, 

and 5,000 years B.P. in the IUlesmere area. The shorelines are illustfated 

on Fig. 4. rfhey indicate the sea to have been recently I'd thin the 

Ellesmere area and the Barrier to have been formed within the last 5,000 

years. 

Burrows (1969) drew similar conclusions to Suggate for the 8hore-

Like ~hohlpson (1964) 

he ascribed the formation of :')peight :(idge to waves on a higher Lake 

L.:llesmere. BurroviS tentatively suggested an age of 2,000 yeclrs for the 

Barrier. 

From this brief revie"T of previous investir;ations of the area there 

appear differences among writers on several points. Included among the 

more important questions which arise are those related to the age of shore-

platform cutting, to the mode of formation of the ridges on the lake margins 

and inner Berrier, 2nd to the actual shoreline sequence in ~llesmereo 

}Jart of the anmTers to SOj_~e of these questions lie in understanding 

vrhat is presently happening un the coast. Kirk (1967, 1969) undertook 

a detailed study on the coastal processes and beach responses in Canterbury 

Bight. He gave new evidence about the present coastal processes and the 

present coestal development in, and adjacent to, the study area. 
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Kirk (1969, p 35) concluded that the present "net longshore transport 

into t 11is sector from the south is small. lI He wrote that douinant 

sediment movement in present storms is shorenormal: sediment is moved 

offshore during a storm and returned to the beaer] following it. He 

further suggested tha,t sediment released to the beach system through 

erosion of the coastal cliffs behreen the HE!kaia and Hangi tata Rivers 

is largely lost offshore. 

~~irk' s conclusions [~re surprising in view of the established origin of 

the Kaitorete Barrier by longshore sediment movement from the west. 

If these conclusions are ccnfirmed, it 1)Til1 mean thE,t tile conclitions which 

formed the Bnrrier have since ended. It could also mean tiat Dresent 

processes are seekinG to modify or destroy Kaitorete Barrier. 
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Summary 

'Phis section has been conc erned with indicating the study's purposes 

and providinG the backgrOlmd necessary for this investigation. 

In the follovling t,'lO sections the basis for this investie;ation vlill 

be fully laid. ~ethods of data collection and analysiS will be 

described. FollmJj.ng this the major landform groups of the 

Mllesmere area will be briefly described and discussed. This will 

al101'1 some understanding of the int errelationships of landforms in 

different are;:w and also indicate the spatial nattc'e of the problems 

to be studied. These sectio~s will provide the basis for the results 

and conclusions reached in the successive sections. 
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PROCEDURE 

General 

A large portion of this investigation involved fieldvlOrk but a 

significant part was concerned vTi th other methods of data collection. 

FieldvTork 'Iv[I.s n9cessary to gain an understanding of the complex evidence 

for former coastal and lacustrine environments in the study area. 

Knovrledge of processes acting on the present beach is necessary to test 

and evaluate the conclusions arrived at by a study of the landforms. 

FielchTork was undertaken to investigate marine processes. Also, 

theory v,ras employed to study some effects of wind on the coastal dunes 

analysis of aerial photographs, maps, 

and 1·{ell records served to provide furthar in:F'orma t:i.on about landfo:c-ms, 

processes, and former shorelines. 

1andforms were studied in several lHays. Interpretation and mapping 

of features Vias unrierta1cen from aerial photogr8.phs. Relr-l tions11ips 

could be discerned in this way vrhich "lvere not apparent in the field" 

Profiles were surveyed and transects Ivere taken, across prominent 

features on Kaitorete Barrier. These gave information about levels of 

ridges, S'lvales, and other significant landforms. Also detailed invest-

igation of landforms was carried out in the field. Secliments, beddtng, 

and stratigraphir r,,1:d~ion8 sFive fnd:her infr)Y'Ilation about the modes of 

formation of vario-os landforms. Particle size and shape analyses also 

al101fed a fe'll' inferences to be drmrn B.bout urocesses forming some features. 
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Nerine processes were studied by collecting information on various 

wave parameters and on some beach responses. The wave parameters 

The beach responses: 

vo lumetric beach changes and various sediment cf'lar8.cteristics, gave 

some indication of the actions of the present beach. Ihnd data vTas 

analysed from records taken at Taumutu between 1951 and 1956 Q One 

yeBr of wind records was analysed in detail to gain theoretical 

information about WBve heights on a higher, more extensive Lake Ellesmere. 

Infornation about recent shorelines Y,Tithin Ellesmere was obtained from 

wellhole records. Barly VTo:rkers wrote conflictinG renarks about the 

oCltlets of 1al.ces l~llesmere an:1 ii'orsyth. Unfortunately these (hfferent 

opinions cannot be tested because olcl maps lack the precision necessary 

to allow for valid inferences about coastal changes over the last 100 

years. 

This section will describe the methods of investigation used in this 

studYQ Hethocls involved in landform and sediment study will be 

discussed first. This will be folloHed by a description of ways that 

information about processes was gathered. The use of wellhole records 

will finally be discussed. 
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Landforms 

AtRIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Aerial photographs vrere valuable in studying Kai torete Barrier 

because the flat nature of the area often precluded the recognition 

of groups of ridges on the ground. Aerial Dhotographs allowed groups 

of ridges with distinct plan-form characteristics to be identified. 

This enabled a more precise study of ridge groups and relationships 

between groups than has hitherto been undertaken. Aerial photographs 

also a11m'Ted for the investigation of ridge patterns as reflected in 

the vegetation on the inner m.srgins of the eastern Barrier. 'l'hese 

ridges are buried beneath lakesilts and cannot be easily discern~d in 

the field. 

The 1952 aerial survey, with a photograph scale of approximately 20 

chains to the inch, allO'lfed individual ridge-axes to be mapped. The 

aerial photographs uEed in this study ere listed in Appendix I. Field 

investigation ~ms carried out vrhere questions arose from studying the 

ridge-axes. 

FIBLD STUDY OF LANDFORI>'IS. 

Certain landforms, or groups of landforms, identified on aerial photo-

graphs vTere studied furtl1er in the field o 8vidence of their depositional 

history vras sort in the form of tl1e surface, in the sediments and bedding, 

and in the relationships of the lE'.,l1dform with associated landforms. 
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i~xposures of sections through depositional lendforms were lirllited 

because of the lovr-lying nature of the study area. In most of the 

northeastern and western lakemarginal areas they were restricted to 

shallow drains. On the Barrier there vrere only hro sections through 

ridges and both of these were at the eastern end. The absence of many 

significant ez:)osures means tlwt conclusions must be derived from the 

surface form and apparent relationships between features, and also 

from their sediments. Conclusions thus often lack the certainty w:lich 

goo~ exposures would give. 

Profiles were surveyed across sigllificant features on Kaitorete Barrier 

and at Tf1umutu. Their genel"c;,l 10cHt:i.omJ EtTe s'lOvm on fig 5, ,'Tbile the 

more precise 'position of ec"ch profj,le if, described in iqJpendix II. 

Two profiles cross some inner ridges at the eastern end, five cross the 

Barrier; and one crosses the bBrrier beach separating Lake t:llesmere from 

the sea. An additional profile crosses the lakemaT,g-innl ridges at 

Taumutu. Heights of ridges, SHales, and other sif,nificant featnres 

viere noted. 

A Hilger and Vlatts 'Dumpy' level Bnd staff graded in hundredths of a 

foot wns used to survey the profiles. 

+ maintained to - 0.01 ft in 150 ft by N. Reay, University of Canterbury 

Geography DepartrneTlt Technician. The instrumental error, when compounded 

for 40 changes of station over an 11,000 ft profile, could produce a total 

.I-
error of ~ 0.8 fto Unfortuna tely no benchmarks viere present in the areas 

surveyed to check the accuracy of the levelling. 

-
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Profiles were connected '\Iri th a datum by surveying from the level 

of Lake Ellesmere. A continuous lakelevel recorder at Ttmmutu 

records levels, I'li th mean sealevel in Christchurch as the datum. 

Thus heichts above mean sealevel vTere OIJtained for all profiles. 

b;rrors may be incurred "Then lakelevels are used because of fluctuations 

in the level of the '\Irater produced by "rind I piling up' "rater at the 

do"mwind end. LS.kelevels vrere thus used at times 'tihen conditions 

"Tere calm and the Lake VTaS lmv. ~ater-levels obtained for the various 

profiles show a variation of 0.35 ft vlhile recordine; a slight increase 

in lakelevel. 

.SlTB~)lmFACE TRlu1iS8CTS. 

Vegetation groi,Ting on lakesilts on the eastern po:ction of the iriller 

Barrier exhibits a pattern of lines and curves. To investigate ':rhetlcer 

the vegetation pa.ttern is a response to subsurface shine;le ridge and 

swale patterns, the form of the underlyine; shinEle WRS noted along 

three east-1vest tr8x~sects and tHO north-south tr2.n,sects. The location 

of these transects is given in fig 5 and AppeCldix IlIA. 

Depths to the shine;le surface I'Tere measured by forcing a thin steel 

rod vertically into the soft silt until it ree.ched shingle. On the 

east-west transects the near-level lakeflat surface was estimated to 

+ vary by ab8ut -0.25 ft. A surveyed c1iffere:,we of 0.10 ft in 180 ft 

on Transect C confirmed this. The north-south trCJ.Ylsects vJerB tied 11i th 

surveyed profiles ,vhich pro ceeclecl from the 1iT8.ter-eclge. These profiles 
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cross Transects A Emd C. Thus all transects except Transect B 

are tied with mean sealevel. 

~;amnles I'rere collected from locctions on the Barrier Rnd lakem8Tf':ins 

for p!lrticle size aEd sh[!.pe analysis. These par~meters allowed some 

distinction to be drc:,vu behreen cert8in environments of denosition e 

Particle sj.ze 8hm·red differences behreen d.unes on the coast a:cJ.d on the 

lakemprgins. ~hape parameters indicated possible differences in 

selective processes behrsen sedirnents on the nortln·restern lakemergins and 

Kaitorete Barrier 

Sediment analyses ,'rere performed at t'lS University of Canterbury 

SaID-pIes ,·rere ,"Tashed and dried. They were then shaken on an 'Endrock' 

shaker for 15 mintu8s in sieves, vri th half phi divisions, liThicb con-

formed to the British ~)tandard Code of Practice, Number 410. Ideighing 

of the sediment on each sieve was carried out using a 'Mettler H6' 

balance. Proportions, by weight, in each sieve size were calculated o 

These vTere converted to cumula ti ve percentae;es i:1Yld plotted on logarithmic 

paper. Percentile values vrere read off and the grain size parameters 

of Folk and ~ard (1957) were calculated. Formulae used in the calcula-

tion of these ~arameters are given in Appen~ix v. 
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Pipette Analysis. 

:B'ine sediment samples of ap:proxiuately 15 gms I'Jere weighed and. 

pl-<lCed in a beaker THi th some di_stilled water. Organic matter was 

removed wi tIl 1010 Hydrogen :Peroxide so lution and the sam:ple we.s heated 

in a 700 C oven until the reaction was cOill:pleted. The sample was then 

washed into a metal mixing fle.sk and a dispersing agent (Calgan) was 

added; the sam"ple ",as violently stirred using a soft-drink mixer. lihen 

no flocculation occurred the sulution was wet-sieved into a litre measuring 

cylinder. 

After wet-sieving was comuleted the residue, contained on the 4¢ sieve 

(0.063 11LlTI mesh) 9 1IW.S dried and analysed accorrlin,s- to procec11,1re described 

above. Pipette a"lalysis 1;TCiS carrieJ OII.t on the silt and c12ey fraction 

in the litre jar. The solution in the .jar vTaS agite.ted v7i th a stirring 

rod and then allowed to stand. SRmples of 20ml solution vJere vri thdrawn 

P.t selected time intervals and depths v7hich gave half :phi divisions up 

to 6y) and 1,Thole phi divisions betlleen 6 and lO¢. '1:he 2001 ,'Ti thdrawals 

vTere :placed in beakers of knovm Heights End dried in an oven. The 

,.[eight of the sediment in each beaker vTas calculated. The total s8lJlple 

weight in the jar was calculated from the initial '\vi thdravral. The dry-

sieved and v·ret-sieved fractions lifere combined and the pro:portions in 

each size class Here derived. Particle size distributions were :plotted 

as described above, anel particle size param.eters Here calculated. 

j I 
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All porticle size names used in this study relate to sizes defined 

in Folk (1965). 

'3elvryE Iliver, 4 s<1;;rpL:;s fron tllG lT82tern rirlge arei"" 4 s8.nples frolJ. a 

transect across ~he Barrier, and 12 beach samples. Locations of the28 

p,ar;:ples are given in Allpendix VI. Roundness 1,'1[18 derived. using PO(Jer's 

ViSllEJ.l F[onno.I12ss ~)c8.1e. Form ua3 related to measu::.'er'lont of the three 

ma.in axes of 50 gre;yc-Je.cke r8bl-;1'?~!, 8ontqin.-:;d on a -3 phi ¢ sieve. For 

eacb PGbble tLe ra,tios of short to 1o'ng pxis (~;/1) 2,~i(1 lonG' 11inn8 inter-

n1 p r .. l'!'1 J,',8 ,"yi" :Jl·"-i.de~,. 'O';T 10''''''0'" ,',·.:'ll'Yl'.l,S' q11""~~' "'Yl'S ((1 11/(lJT c:l) Trc>~e '-'''lcl'l-c+er1 
"". ~'"~_'" \L v~ (I" J.' -, __ ,.; V~ u ~.'.' ,.J- '11 -,~, ,,~.'- ~" '" c .. '.' ·'·0 

l~ff2Ctiv0 Settling Sphericity' index ~JP1S 
, 

u.LSO 

calculated llsinC t~l.e forLllll:"l g:LVeYl in i1ppen.diy. ~r ~ The ratios 1'Tere 

proportion in each fOI'ID class vTBS derived. 

Weathering Modification. 

Sm:rples 1!Tbich were collected on the transect across the B;:,rrie:r at 

Bircllings Fle.t Here Hlso studied for vTeathering modification. The 

thickness of a zone of staining by iron "ras measured on coarse-grained 

greyrlTacke peb'bles from each sample. 

Processes 

\!ave data were rec'Jrded on trips into the area by the ,'Triter and also 

on 41 consecutive days by 1:1r. Bob Neale, a ser:li-perl11cmen-;; resident of 

Bird1ings FIst Settlement. ~lhe data vTaS of 'Ivave height, wave period, 
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and deep-water wave direction. 

The ':Triter recorded VTave data pt various ],oints on tele COB,st, on 

24 occasions between late December 1969 and March 1970. JIlr. Heale 

recorded daily Have data at Poranui Pt. from 7th April to 17th relay 

1970. Two checks v18re made by the 'writer of his data and the records 

compared well. 

VOLUDE']TRIC BlflACH CHLNGES. 

~)even beach profiles 1'lere surveyed in December 1969 behTeen Ponmui Pt. 

and 'l'aumutu. The eeneral positions of these profiles are also indicated 

in fig 5. The profiles were shorenoroal lines which ran from datums 

on the backshore to vTave brea:c point. 8xact locations of the datums 

are described in Appendix VII. 

Profiles \lrere surveyed usine the same level and staff FiS for the Barrier 

profiles. J;jrrors using the instrument over a distance of 400 ft and 

changing station up to three times give a cumulative survey-error of 

+ - 0.07 ft. 

Points 50 ft apart on each profile "Tere resurveyed in :B'ebruary, He,reh, 

Nay, and July, 1970. The vertical level-changes were calculated and 

converted to volumetric beach changes by considering a 1 ft viide strip 

of beach and comparing successive surveys with the December 1969 survey. 

Profile 1 "TaS omitted from the analysis because considerable errors were 

involved if the survey line ,ITas not shorenormal. 
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Beach samples ·were collected from surveyed profiles and frora three 

adni tional bec'Lch transects durinc the surveying of the I'larch, 1970 

profiles. ~he precise locations of these 8anples are recorded in 

Appendix IV . Particle size and shape parameters were used to invest-

igate the possibility of longshore sediment trends. Such sediment 

trends could indicate the action of longshore sediraent movement at the 

present. 

The samples were collected on a stratified-random sample plano }<'our 

zrmes "I',rere delineated on tlte he!='lch on the b8.8i8 of beach morpholog'y 

and sediments. 'l'hese \'Tere: 

1. backbeach, a low sloping zone of sand and large pebbles. 

2. upper foreshore, a steep sl01;ing zone of (;ranules and p8bbleso 

3. lOc'fer foreshore, a level or 1m,! sloping zone formin2,' the back

slope of the active beach, and composed largely of cobbles 

with smaller sizes beneath. 

4. lO1rrer S"loJash zone, granules and sand sizes slopine to "I'lave 

break point 

Lme sa.mple '/TaS randomly selected from each zone. Saraples of one 

kilogram were collected \'Jhere pebbles and cobbles vTere significant" 

Othervlise samples of 300 grams 'Here collected. ~he samples were 

analysed according to techniques described earlier in this section. 
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I/-]ellholes 

Hellhole records, kept at the Geological Survey, University of CAnterbury, 

vTere studied to obtain information on rece~lt shoreline<, in the Ellesmere 

area. Two well records also offered information about the vertical 

extent of Kaitorete Barrier. The use of wellhole data was severely 

limited by the paucity of good well records. Hm;ever a small number 

of "I'Tellholes behleen Lalcesic1e and l'auTIlutu, and beh-Teen Greenpark Huts 

and 1incoln, offer some information. 

referred to in the text. 

Wellholes from these areas are 

ReleVAnt wellhole data to the purpose of this study is sediment size 

2nd sediment colour. ,size gives some indication of the enviroll_ment of 

deposition; in this area coarse sediment suggests a fluvial or coastal 

situ8tion, "l'1hile finer sediment suggests a lagoonal, offshore, or near-

shore situation. iL brown sediment colour indicates an oxidising 

location (above the water-table) while a blue colour reflects a situation 

1'lhere reduction has been prevalent (marine or, if on land, belo,'! the 

"\'/8 t er-ta ble. ) 

\lhile a dense netvrork of adequate well records tied to significant 

dates may allow the tracing of shorelines, the sporadic netvlOrk in 

Ellesmere allO"l'rs fevT conclusions to be drmm. Hov,ever the information 

added is significant and cannot be ignored. 
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Summary 

In th'2S8 initial sections much of the b8,sis for the present study 

has been c1evelopeo.. The relevant basic infoTrmtion h8.s been given 

and the aims stated. Description of the procedure that has been 

follmTed, both in collecting and in analysinG data, has indicated 

the varied bases of this investigation. Three main lines of shldy 

have been discussed: l~ldforms, sediments, and processes. Houever, 

the stud:, does not follovi this fornat but instead follm,'S a br~)ad 

frame'vTork releted to the main pro~esses ,'T'lich have been active: 

I~rine, lacustrine, and aeolian processes. In the Bllesmere area 

this follows certain area~ d~viEions. Thu~ la~1formsJ 8e~iments, and 

procesees are sh1Clied together for the different areas. Before dealinb 

wi th these Dreas separately it is necessD:C~' to gain a more distinct 

vie'w of the rele,ttonships of the various landforra groups in space. 

rrbe fol101;ling section I'rill seek to fulfill thi2 purpose. 1:1 ad,dition 

to this it vTill f1J,rthor define 'J,nc1 cl£'Tify questions 'IlThich hc:ve been 

asked in the first section. 
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nl\,JOH lJUIDFORIvIS ~i.\jm SSDHlliI·fTS IN STUDY ARE~A. 

General 

This section serves as an introduction to the rel i12:i_ncler of the 

study. In it the n1e.jOT. landforms ,md the sedil'lents are briefly 

deseri becl. flo treatrilent of t"e ,Thole Elrea at this point enables 

landform groups, discussed separEltely in following sections, to be 

understood in the context of the "rhole 8.rea. 

ion of the laajor lEmdforr.ls than h[eS already been given, p~;r::ii ts t''le 

full implicr:tiol1s of the cOllclusicus reachecl lCJ.ter to be realised" 

Landforms 

The location and extent of the major lsndforms, referred to in thi2 

section, is indicated in Fig. 6. These lElnclforms will be discussed 

under five major areal headings. 

1. Beach 

2. Kaitorete Barrier 

3. \!estern Lakemargins 

4. IJortheDstern Lakemargins 

5. ~:;pur-ends of Banks Peninsula. 

It should be noted that certain points expressed in the folloviing 

discussion are based on conclusions reached in the succeeding sections. 
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BEACH. 

The present beach is a narrOli zo ne betVleen 300 8.!1(l 400 ft wide. 

It is a sand-shingle beach sloping between 5 and 100 from the break 

point to the b~ckshore area. i\. stey at the brealc point marks a 

sudden increase in depth from the foresl10re to the nearshore zones. 

For the easternmost 2 miles the beach has the characteristios of other 

shingle beaches; three wave-formed berms are often present at succes

sively lower levels behleen th,:; backs~ore beac~l ridge Bid the lOll energy 

I,rave zone. li'urt11er 178st, thE 1)8ach deposit is of mixed sand [mel s:~in,~:le? 

and such features are less noticeable. 

For most of the Kaitorete Barrier dunes are presen~ landwards of a 

narrOld backshore area. In other beach si t.18.tion3 bacl;::sI:.ol'e 2reas are 

more extensive and forI:] an irJ])ortant part of the beach system. 

comprises the nort:hern segment of the beach fringing the Canterbury 

Bight behreen Banks Peninsula and Dashing Rocks, Timaru. It is 

important to understand that the beach in the study area i,3 part of a 

much larger continuous beach. Thus, land"lmrd or 8 eaHard movement o·p 

the C08J3t in the northern sector is related to the attempts of the I'Thole 

beach to form 9,Y' equilil)rium l,r:Hh the 1rT2.Ve regime. 
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13arrier :lirlp;es. 

llarine-forrlled ridges are pref,ent 18ncl\uTcls of the beach on Kpi torete 

Barrier. This ridge 2.rea extend s CL})proximaiely 15 miles in BXL east-

~vest (lirection. It naI'1'OI'TS HeshJards from 1.5 miles ~'Tide at 

Birdling's Plat, to 100 ya.rcls Hide in the extreme vrest 1rThere it is 

covered by dnnes. ~.ipeiGLt Riclge forrrls the northern limit of the 

I3arrier ~{id ges it 

Lxial trends of tlee Barrier I!.irl:,,~es are illustreted tn Fig. 7. (see 

foldout man inside back cover.) The trends of the ridge-axes in the 

extreme obliquel.y to 

formGr shorelines crossed the present coast. The imolic&tiol1s of the 

positions of ea.rlier ,<Jest ern shorelines are importa.nt VJ~len considering 

the present sh;:n:>8 of the Ba.rrier. A 9,000 ft profile across the ridges 

in the e8.st shmrs 8n irregulcJr increCJse in ridge heights from +9 ft to 

+30 ft over the inner 5,000 ft. !'- levelling out of riclp'e llei.o:hts aToclnd 

+30 ft iT8S noteel over the subsequent 4,000 ft to the sea. The seavTard 

increase in ridge-levels is important when considering the age of the 

Barrier. 

Coastal dunes are present alone; mos t of the area IS seavmrcl m2.rgins. 

Dunes landvrards of the coastal dunes are restricted to hIO areas. An 

area of 1;\ est ern Inner Dune s is indicated in Pig. 6. to be in the extreme 

west of the Barrier Ridges 'l'he dunes are 10';! dunes, less tlJ.an 5 ft 

high, which were formed before the coastal dunes. The Eastern Inner 

Dunes are present east of the middle Barrier. They are low chmes vii th 
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very irregular plan-forms, situated landvrards of l,lovJOuts in the 

Coastal Dunes. Two questions related to the d~nea on the Barrier 

need to be asked. It is important to a 8k vThy the; dunes on the C02.at 

clecre[,se in extent to the eccst, and also, vThy dc1iles 3re lc1.rgely Ebsent 

from the inner Barrier eR.,'3blB,rd~j of the •. ' esteni Inner Dunes. The 

solution to both of these oUE:stions alloHs for a better understanding 

of the sediment b1Jdget on thE:: present, awl earlier, coasts. 

Lake-formed Ridges. 

Conclusions arrived at in later sections suggest that Speight ~(idge 

and other releted ridges Here formCld by 1;{Cwes fron Uw Lclke. [Phe 

ll'.ke-formed 1:'id cres on the BErri'cT i"lC~ U0 e (froG east to Fest): 

Birdlin,c;s Valley Ridges, He.ihTay-Cuttins Ridges, ~)peight 

Bayleys Ridges. The relations of these ridges to the rnarine-form8d 

ridges CEn be seen better on Fig. 7. (inside back cover). [l'h8 ridges 

form the lake1rrards mE.rgj.n of the Barrier Ridges. The main ridge 

(Jpeight Ridge) truncetes the inner .bFLrrisr Hiclges; those in the eest 

have been deposi tert vii thin a re-entrant angle oetl1een Barrier Ridges 

and spur-ends. Bayleys Ridges appear as a complex del)Ositional ridge 

series in the vJest adjacent to the~j estern Inner Dunes. 

\<Ji t'c. one exception lakevmves have removed evidence of the IilaTine 

ridges on this inner portion of the Barrier. rEhe excelltion is a series 

of hooked shingle ridges (Hooked ldclges), preserved beneath lakesilts 

on the inner ma.rgins of the eastern BaTrier. 
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Hooked Ridges. 

The Hooked Ridges occupy an area, 4 miles in east-west extent and half 

a mile wide, on the eastern inner Barrier. Truces OF t~e ridge-axes 

in Fig. 7. (inside back cover) indicate a series of linear east-west 

orientEcted axes; curve,l hooks branch from then ancl trend nortl:nmrd 

towards a north-south orientation. The level of the r~dges is bet1)ieen 

-5 ft and +5 ft. The plan-form n~d level of these ridges raise 

imnortant questions. It ic3 necessary to [,sk hovr these ridges ,'Tere 

f0r.t21eCL and fErther~'iore, "11Th;,! they \'Tere formed at this level. AW31Ters 

to these questions have an ilxoortant beDring on (~arly coastal develop-

ment in this area. 

Ridges are present on the western lakemar,sins QEd have been relo.ted hy 

various v,rri ters to former shorelines. The absence of any direr;t 

relationship between these ridges and the Bnrrier raises the important 

question of tl18ir <,ge of formcction: are these rid[8S evi0ence of 

former m2,rin8 shorelines or are they re12ted to a former lakeshore? 

'rhe '1'aumutu Ridges fringe the lakeshore for the southern 2 miles of the 

,Testern lakemargins. They are 2,000 ft ,dde at their ,ridest point 

near Taumutu, but they narro" nort 1nw.rds to less than 500 ft. '1'l1is 

ridge series he18 a rego.lar ridge and Slwle form, similar to t~,e ridges 

on the Barrier. Fig. 7. indicates that near 'l'aumutu they are orient-

ated facing the northeast. 
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'l'h~ Lakeside Ei(lges are present south 0 [' Hart Creek as four 10v{ 

projections extendin2; into P'J:; Lake. FOT 8 miles north of HRrt 

Creek these ridges are present as a hummocky shingle deposit of 

varying dimensions, situated about two-fifths of a mile from the 

present lakeshore. The surface form of this ridge area differs to 

other ridge areas in tna t there is no ridge and Sliale form. The 

level of these 'ridges' varies; the projections have surfaces less 

than +8 ft but the area north of Hart Creek has a surf Ecce Ul) to +15 ft. 

in that the features in this area are formed of fine sand. In this 

area it is difficult to distinguish between ridges and dunes, so both 

terms are used somevlhat freely . 

The Davidsons Road Ridge forms the raost distinct feature in the ,Thole 

are$; this is an undulating area I',hich rises 10 ft from the near-

flat lakemarginal area. The Greenpark Ridges are a low set of distinct 

riclges less t!1Bn 4 ft high that parallel the present lekeshore. Towards 

Hotukarara a shallOIlT lake"\Iard-facing slope indicates a ridge feature 

(Ridge Road Ridge). In Gebbies and NcQueens Valleys Imr dnnes less 

than 5 ft, are present in a broad belt 250 yards 1lide. 

mouths of both valleys. 

They cross the 

The base of most of these dune end ridge features is +6 ft but that 

of the dunes in Gebbies and McQueens Valleys is approximately +10 ft. 
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These dune and ridge features are in an area Hhich separates the 

present lakemargin8 from the spur-ends of the Peninsula. They raise 

an important question for this study: were they formed adjacent to 

former marine shorelines or Here they formed adjacffilt ta e~rlier more 

extensive lakeshores? The distance of this area from the present 

Barrier makes it difficult to answer this question because stratigralJ~:c 

associations are absent. 

SPTTR-END;:) OF' BANKS PJ::;iHNSULA 

Various relic meTine abrasional features are present on tbe spur-ends of 

the Peninsula for a considerable distance from the present coast. Tb.e~T 

:3horeplatforEls are common "\,;Gst of KBi.tuna. In some J oca,tio!ls the 

platforms are backed by cliffs in the bssalt, but more often cliffs are 

absent Bnd the platforms have an uncertain relationship 1lith the associated 

Cliffs \Tj.tl~ shore-platfon0s rerlur:!ed or absel't? are ~oresent eR.st 

of Kaituna. Stacks are located at Kaituna, rlohlkarara, a,nd Ahuriri. 

The presence of these defin:ij;e marine-formed features at this location 

land\mrds of the Kai torete Barrier, ancl at this hej.ght above mean sealevel, 

poses the ~roblem mentioned earlier: were these features formed by a 

recent shoreline adjacent to the Peninsula or vrere they formed at some 

time earlier than this postglacial period? The nnswer to this question 

has consequences for postglacial sealevels in this area. If these land-

forms "rere formed on a postglacial sealevel they indicate a sealevel 

po;~sibly behTeen +10 and +15 ft. 
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It is clear froD the foregoing discussion that similer clUestions are 

being asked in several separate areas. It is nece~)sclry to knol' Nhet~~er 

former shorelines were within the ~llesmere area at a sealevel near, or 

above, that of the present. Interrelated with this is the question of 

the influence that a former more extensive Lake ~llesuere had on the land-

forms of the lakenargins. Thus. general problens have appeared 1,yhich are 

not limited to one area; they have a general siC';nificance for all lake-

marginal situations. A feliT of the problems involved in anm/ering these 

questions are indicated in the f()llo~·rj.llf: cl.iscussion of the sediwents. 

::eclir:ler:.ts 

The sediments present in the depositional lendfor~s were ~escrihed in e 

previo1l" section E'S h5.ving one iWIJediate source: the alluvial gravels 

of the Plains. The provenance of sediments in this part of the Plains 

area is si.milar. Thus, pSTticle com~Josition is little help in differ-

entiating eClvironments or sediment novements. 

PARTICLE SI:0E. 

Secliments '\-Ji th mean s j_zes betliTPen s il t and large pebbles c,re present 

within the area. Silts and fine sands are found in lakemarginal situations 

'I1hile the various dunes are formed of sands. Landforms on the western 

lakemargins and on most of tlw Barrier are largely coarser sediments: 

granules and pebbles. Thus, a considerable range of particle sizes were 

encountered in this study. 

Particle size pElrameters alloH hro distinctions to be dravm beh/een 

sediments from different environments. These distinctions are: 
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among sediments in different dune situations in the study 

area. 

2. bet1veen sediments in dunes 811(1 those in Eiclge ,:end Beach 

situations. 

These arise Hher comparing mean grain size and sorting. Envelopes of 

sar::rples from various sj_tuations, illustrated in Fig. 8, sho\'I these 

distinctions. Dunes in Gebbies and. TIc(c~lleens Valleys have finer means 

than tflOse from bebTeen GreelTIvl.rk Huts a~ld 1incoln. These dunes from 

the northoastern LJke:llHrgins ha.ve finer means than the dunes on the 

Kaitorete Barrier. 'rhe poorer sorti.nc and coarser mean r;r[dn ,sizes of 

s ofte~ results from t~e add~tion of a pebble 

ruode to th.8 S edirnellt I') 

distirw:uished fro I'! the sediments on -I;h8 ]'::-,esent beacl~ and those in the 

various shingle ridges. 

The distinction between the lakemarginal and coastal fulnes allows some 

conclusions to be dra'l'rn about the dnnes on the nort1".!easteTH lakemaTgins. 

OthervJise gTain size paTameters offeT little differenti8.tion bGh:een 

depositional landforms that can solve problems in this study. Sediments 

from the Barrier Ridges, BarTier lakeformed ridges, and Ijakeside Ridges 

mostly fall 1;!ithin the envelope of Beach sarrmles in Pig. 8. 

7his inportEcnt Elethod of investigat:Lon is thus of limited use in providing' 

ansvreTs to major questions arising in this study. However, in contrast 

to this, particle fOTE< analyses alloH SOlile distinguishing of certain l<md-

forms. 
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Two measures of particle form are mentioned in this study; they 

are psi (Effective ~;ettJinE Sphericity) anc~ an associated index of 

flatness, the 8/1 ratio o It appears from the fm, s2illples t.slken, that 

sediments from the Lakeside Ridges and the Sehryn River have different 

sedimentform characteristics to those on the Barrier and BerLch. 

incicates the hig'her proportion of flatter particles on Beach and 

Barrier compared vJi th thos e from the other bra areas. The Beach and 

Barrier have a correspond.ingly lOi'rer proportion of comTlact particles 0 

IleB.n 8/L ratios are presented in 'i'able 2 along Hith mean psi values. 

Both of these measures inc1icate similarities behTeen the Beach and Barrier 

salil~lles, and b ehleen 1akesicle ldclges and lLi vel' samples. 

indicate a broed differentiation between Barrier and Beach and those from 

the ljakeside Ridge and River si tu.ation. 

rrhese distinctions Bnd similarities raise questions 'IThich are of 

importance to those which were asked earlier. It is necessary to ask 

what the relatiollship is beh-Teen sediments in the La..1(eside Ridges and 

those in the Selwyn Eliver. One must also ask what the distinction 

between the Lakeside samples and the Barrier and Beach samples signifies. 

Succeeding sections will atter:Ipt to answer questions ,'Thich have been 

raised in this and earlier sections. This section has been concerned 

only ''lith asking them.. It has tried to view the area and its problems 

in a spatial context. Without consideration of the areal relations of 

the landforms it is difficult to note the implicatio::ls of the problems 

which are discussed in the succeeding sections. 
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Table 2. Particle Form Characteristics of Sediments from the Present 

Beach! Barrier% Lakeside Ridges! and Selvlyn River. 

l~nalys i s No. Nean Psi Std. Deviation )vIean SiL 

Beach Sam.:pJ-es 

4 0.63 0.11 0.43 

5 0.65 0.12 0.44 

6 0.58 0.10 0.36 

7 0.59 0.09 0.40 

8 0.62 0.11 0.41 

9 0.59 0.08 0.38 

10 0.56 0.11 0.38 

11 0.56 0.09 0.36 

12 0 0 52 0.08 0.33 

Barrier Samples. 

13 0.59 0.10 0.39 

14 0.59 0.09 0.38 

15 0.55 0.09 0.36 

16 0.59 0.10 0.39 

17 0.60 0.10 0.41 

Lakeside Hidf;;eJ3 

18 0.71 0.09 0.52 

19 0.70 0.08 0.50 

20 0.63 0.11 0.44 

21 0.68 0.08 0.47 

River SamJ21es 

22 0.70 0.08 0.51 

23 0.66 0.11 0.48 

24 0.68 0.09 0.49 

+ 8/L is the ratio of the Short diameter to the Long Marw.eterQ 
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Summary 

From the previous sections it is apparent that several questions, wortr-:y 

of consir1eration exiE;t in this area. The cU versi ty of opiJlion about the 

origin of various 18.nclforms and, about the sequence of recent coastal 

chane;es, indicates a problem which must also be faced in this studyo 

This problem is one of a scarcity of ready inforDation. It vT:Ul be 

shown in the following sections that various lines of investigation, 

hitherto neglected in studies of the area, allow the answers to most of 

the pr01)lems so far raised, to be given vlith some degree of certai.nty. 

In tl;e follovdng sections a more complete description of the landforms 

"Till be given and T)roblems re]CI.ted to the realisation of the stuciy's aims 

i'Till be i.nvestigated. The beach environment ,'Iill be studied in tl,e next 

section; ~art of it "Jill investigate present directions of coastal move-

mer~t • Th8 rest of the section allovJS an unders tandinG' of coastal ·,rocesses 

and le.ndforms; this i::3 vital for a full evaluation 0: t'::e landforms on 

Succeeding sections describe, expla.in, and discuss the different major 

landform groups. A sequence of coastal changes Hill gradually become 

eviclent and the associated problems will be clarified. An understanding 

vTill trms be gained of Lake Bllesmere' s effect on landforms and also the 

extent of marine influence on the landforms around the Lake. A final 

section -will draw much of the evidence together and illustrate the 

sequence of coastal changes around the study area. 
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General 

Knocrledge of th,," present beach environment is irn1lortant 1}Then evalu<Jting 

cunclusions g'2j.ned from a study of the landforms in the rest of the area. 

The processes on tile present beach will be similar to those on coasts in 

this area over the last 15,000 years. ;{esJ:l0nGes may have a1 tered ho;\rever, 

as changes in beach geometry, shoT01ine orientation, or sediment perameters 

have occurred. This section 1Ilill study the character of the pl'esent beach 

zone, some processes and beach responses, and the present directions of 

coa"taJ. movement. 

Beach Character 

The beach deposit is of mixed sanC' and shingle sizes, present as a 

moderately sloping foreshore landl'rards of a ster at the break point. 

Andrews a~d Van Del' Linden (1969) recorded dips of the lower foreshore, 

midI/ray along Kaitorete Barrier, as SO with dips of the associEted strata 

in the beach face betHeen 3° and So. The step marts a sudden il1crease 

in water depth to the nearshore bottom. Breakers of a plunging or surging 

type break on or near the step, and their s1}rashes S1J>Teep the foreshore o 

'l'he sand-shingle beach betlireen Poranui Pt ancl Coopers Lagoon SlJ01·iS 

consistent variatioD.s across the beach. Cobble sizes are present at the 

step, while granule and coarser sanc1 sizes are in the S1:-Tash zone. A band 

of pebbles and cobbles usually marJ(s the m'rash~limit. If the swash zone 

is restricted by lOH wave conditions, stringers of sand and pebbles occur 

at higher levels on the beach to the limit of wave action. 
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There are three sets of relationships between the beach anrl its 60astal 

hin+;erland. The changing coastal cl18racter encOIn:passed 'tTi thin tl:cse 

situations indicates directions of recent coastaJ movement along the 

lJorthern C;:mterbury Bight. The three types of beach relationship are: 

lQ A barrier beach is present at the outlets of Lakes Ellesmere 

and }<lorsyth, separating both lakes from the sea. In this 

situation the beach face presents a moderately sloping foreshore 

and the backshore descends at a more shallow angle to toe lake-

marginsQ This is illustrated in Fig. 10. This figure shows 

the difference in slopos of the; fo:ceshore and h8ckshore. Pa:ct 

nhotograph. Although n2rrow! this beach fo:cLls a stable cl euosi t: 

it is mB,intained in storn condi tiona 1I[hi18 beach erosion occurs 

in the latter two beach categories. 

2. "(rest of Taumutu a beach is -present as a narr01JJ zone seyarating 

lOvl-lying sediments f:com the sea. The moderately sloping beach 

face is similar to that in the first beach type. The backbeach 

situation differs however in that beach sediment forms an over-

wash fan coverinc lOW-lying hinterland sediment. Dunes are 

present, either as a thin sand cover on the backbeach or as 1m-, 

sandhills less than 10 ft high (Fig 11.). Towards Taumutu 2, 

storm in Harch 1970 exposed hinterland sediment in the beach face 

and cut it back. i"ig 11 sbmvs the cQv8ring over of this beach 

bc.sement, folloc'Ting t~1e storm, by the 101:'T8:c-energy ,-rave regime o 

This exposure of beach basement 9 shOl'Tn in Fig 11, indicates that 
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the beach forms a shallmr cover on the underlying sedime:1t. 

1'he \IIhole beach zone is moving land~'J8rds 2S the baseL'lsnt is 

CFt back. 

3. The beach in front of Kaitorete Barrier differs frOB the first 

two categories in the relationship of the backbeach with the 

hinterland. Unlike the first two types, the backshore beach 

deposit rests against sediment at a similar level. The beach 

can be seen in I~ig 12 to be a lovr angle fores~ore area sloping 

from sealevel to a restrictRo backshore aTeCl adjacent tr) the 

dunes. Dunes form thn lenclN,'~.:cds wEcrgin for most of t"le leng·th 

absent faT the easternI10st 3 miles. ~!Jave-triI'E(led coastal margins 

of the (knes fo:c the Vlestern 5 miles of the Barrier, indicate 

some recessional movement of the shore. The uave-cut margins 

are illustrated in Fig 12. Short-term observations suggest that 

t~is recession is limited at nresent. 

I)OIUUmr PT RIDGH; ON B;lClG3:'lORE. 

For the e8stern 2 miles of the beach in front of Kaitorete Barrier a 

beacl:. r~Ldp:e is present on the backshore at a height of +24 ft. 

at thi:-=, height arparently marks the limit of I·rave action in the present 

1'lHve regime & In :B"ig. 13 it lies along the dashed line in the foregrounrJ Q 

The ridge in the background is the first of the adjacent Barrier Ridges" 

It indicates the increase in level (bv 4 ft) from the backshore ridge to 

the adjacent Barrier ridge. The vegetation semTards of t;,is Barrier ridge 
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Rbsence of wave-influence in the swale. 

second I)":,riml Clul -iIEJVe}leights lJp to 10 ft sent mTash to a vertical 

heicht of 15 ft on tIl':;; beach. 

ridge ,rc'll,I therefore be of c')nsi('!e::~able magnitude. 'l'hus the he:Lcht of 

this heach ridge DpjJ~'c!rs to b8 adjusted to the maximum 1,wves in the 1)ref3ent 

VT ~'ve regime. 

The lower level of the ridge on tJ~ backshore, in app&rent adjustment to 

tts boech e!Nironment, raises an imno~tant nuestion: 

r~ll jn sealevel since th~ for~Rtion of the 

The answer to thiu question i~ re].&te~ tc t~E 

level. 

L ::-:to::'['} Ha'fe p2xameters - V"rger "wves can form higher ridges if all 

els8 remains constant. 

of the shoreljne may cause 101·r er ri;lce~he:Llth-cs. The low-fr8mlency 

hi£"h magni -cudA storms may not be ab 1e to !;fork on all beach ridges 0 

3. Sedili1Ant particle size ch(1rac-ceris-cics - higher ridges 8Te formed 

where l".rger particles are !)redominant.. 

If these three fcwton, can be held constant (1 considerable va.ri2,tim1. in 

ridGe-height vdll JlTobably relB.te to f1 varietion in sealeveL 
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It is suggested later in this section thet storm vTaves enterine: this 

beaer:. zone are probably of sinilL'.r oD.D:ni tude to tl'o,se of the last 

15,000 yeE'Ts. Particle size characteristics are also later shown to 

remain consistent across the Barrier. Thus these two variable a~near 

II01,;ever the s eCOYl(j varia ble is more di fficu1 t 

to assess. This is because accretion may be occlJrring at present. 

Accretion is surgest~d in Table 3, which lists a comparison of the 

sbore--position on an ol'~. DIB}) 1,rith those on recent aerie,l photographs. 

---.-------.--

1862 Black liB}) 115 9 

1952 Aerial Photo 1l.5 

1966 Aerial l'hoto 11.5 

on the eastern side of the barrier beach, to the waterline. 

The difference in distance between shoreline and stack suggests a two and 

a he.lf chain semrard movement of the shore in the last 100 yeaTS. This 

'movement' rnajr hm,rever be related to the surveyor's definition of the 

s]16re anJ to inaccuracies rel~ted to the sketching in of the shoreline. 

TI'W and a half chains of accretion in the 90 years prior to 1952, 'i'lOu1c1 

mean that progrRdation, if real, is still occurring on the eastern Barrier o 
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'L'118 ridge on t~le backseore fi1E,y be recently added and not yet fully 

cleve loped. However, it was earlier noted that the absence of wave action 

on the rid€Se landvrards 0: thl:1 t on the backshore sU[Sg'ests full development 0 

The uncertainty as to continuing rapid progradation means that doubt must 

be expressed as to the backshore ridge's full development. 

Coastal Processes 

H.ecent VIri ters agree that the 00uth Isl[mc1 bast Coast has a high energy 

v-rave environment relutec1 to S1·Jell-uaves fror,1 a southerly quarter and less 

significantly from the northeasterly sector. The study area faces the 

l.i Fnres 

from a more northerly- quarter th!:ln southeast only a;rproach the coast after 

considerable refraction; this relates to the shelterinG effect of the 

Peninsula to waves from these directions. 

Inc1icat:i.ons of t1: e hir:h e"1ergy natu!."e of the Have enviromnent have alregdy 

been given. i,lave data collected durin;,:,;, the study confirm the importance 

of laTeer waiTes in ths wave regime. A significant proportion of large 

waves were recorded: w·aves 5 ft andiligher occurred 26;;; of the time. The 

histoe-ram of the continuous TtT2Ve data, sh01rHl. in Pig 14, indicates significant 

minor modes at W2ve heights of 4 and 8 ft. 

A consistent variation in l'iaveheight along the Barrier occurred for Vlaves 

approaching from directions north of southeast. The more southerly 1"aves 

were of similar magnitude for the length of the Barrier. Easterly svrel1s 
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shmred consistent decreases in height over the easterl] 3 miles. On 

7th May, 1970,an easterly swell increased in height from 4 ft at Profile 

1 to behreen 6 Imcl 8 ft west of Profile 2. The vmves broke wit" a 

westerly component to their swash. This is different to the svmsh-

direction of the southerly waves; their swash was directed shore-

nornally or with an easterly component of motion. 

From this brief review it can be concluded that this area is on a high 

energy coast. An open fetch tu the s011th means that this coast is ODen 

to the full extent of lfrBVeS from storms passing acr:)ss, and south of, the 

~)outh Island. 

\!Hfl) • 

The study areg l s exposure to the srmth means thcd strong ,'rinds from this 

sector can exert considerable influence on the COHstal sediment budgeto 

The averages of 5 years wind velocity records taken at TRurnltu are 

summarised in Fig 15. This figure indicates that a significant proportion 

of high 'Hinds do occur from this southern Quarter. Gusts up to 60 mph 

and hourly average vrindspeeds greater than 40 mph, have been recorded at 

Taumutu from the south and southwest. Such 1tJinds have fOl'med the dunes 

on the seacoast and on certain inner parts of the Barrier. These ",rinds 

have also lead to fOl'ms of dUOle decay: the blowouts aOld the parabolic 

dunes. The precise effect of wind on these features will be described in 

a later section. 
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PM'3T VARIATIONS. 

Extrapolation of present littoral nrocesses to the lust 15,000 years 

ca~ only be carried out in a generalised sense. T~li:: is becal-cse 

climatic chan/?;es D12y involve chacges in the magnitude, frequency, and 

tracks of normal '-Ienther events and storms. 

I'lave regimes can subsequently change. 

The resultant wind and 

The nuture of the THave regime i~; easier to deduce than the ,'{ind regime. 

It was previously stated that the present coast has unlimited fetch to 

the south and southeast, and is thus open to "Taves from storms to the south. 

A minor storm path currently crosses llevl Zealand but the major storm Tlath 

is scmth of the conntry. Changes in the Upper \,'esterlies, and subsequent 

storm tracks, in the oouthern Heraisphere durinG the last 15,000 years are 

unknovm. Opinions even differ as to the probable changes that would occur 

in the General Circulation in glacial times, 15,000 years ago. 

a southerE or nortl1ern movement of the present storm tracks vJOuld not 

le~1sen the s:i.ze of 1rIElVeS able to recch the study are? becau[~e of the area's 

openness to the south and southeast. It is als0 doubtful whether a north-

vmrd shift of the storm tracks "Tould produce maximum wave dimensions greater 

than those at present. This is because storms of considerable magnitude 

cross the area at present, forming waves higher than 15 ft. 

The nature of the T/rind regime in the stud;;r area durin€, the last 15,000 years 

is unknown. Two deductions can be made from the location of the study area 

specifically, and of Nel'T L;ealand generally. Firstly, the exposed nature 

of the study area to vrinds from the southern quarter means that winds from 
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such directions l;'!,~·u,ld aluays have been fully developed vrhen reaching 

t 118 area. Secondly, New ~ealand's locution in the middle latitudes 

na;~es it unlikely th2.t an environment devoid of high vrinds "ms ever 

present. 

It is trllJS concluded that the "rind and 'ITave reg-imes of the past 1:1,000 

years had. 11ie;h m2g':li tude ev'2'i'ts of [, 2,cale similar to t'rcose of the present 

Th8 frequency of occurrence and the directional impo::::,tance 

of high magnitude conditiOliS may hove changed for both regimes. But 

changinG frequency and directional importance is not of great significance 

Beach Eesponses 

Volumetric beach clJanges reaffirm FIe imDOJ:'tance of lO'd frecuency hiCh 

magni tilde e\Tents 011 this c:oast 4) Profiles surveyed following a storD in 

Harch 1970 indicated net erosion averBEing 0.63 cubic feet per Elque.re foot 

of profile. Volumetric beach changes also suggest thl?t no consistent long-

shore pattern of change exists. They confirm that beach responses on these 

sand-shingle beaches are very complex. 

The net erosion th.:lt occurred during the r.'jarch storm is shovln in Pig 16A 

to represent a net loss to the beach west of Profile 2. This suggests that 

sedinent moves fror:l the beach face during storms into, or p,"st, the bree.ker 

zone. Kirk (1967) concluded that the dominant moveL1ent during a storm is 

shorenormal. The loss of sediment over the step represented a fall of 3 
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to 4 ft in the lower to middle foreshore in some profiles. By the liay 

survey the beach profiles 'i'rere similar to the Pebrucry and December 

surveys, inclicatint: tllE.t tlv; matel"ial 1tJ28 retuTned to the beE;ch during 

conditions followinz the storm. 

Volumetric beach changes sh01,,red no Rpparent trend of profile change thnt 

coulet suggest any longshore movement of moterial from one pert of the 

beach to another. Fig 16B indicates that average volumetric changes for 

IJrofiles during' the f:mr surveys vriry irregularly beh-Teen succesRive 

profiles. }i'ig 16A simiLnly shovrs an irregular pE.ttern for tho stann. 

'l'h8re 18 no evidence in tr,'3se volLunetric bee.cll C:JclllgOS or lOIlGSllO:ce 

sediment movement relstine; erosion ,gt the 1'restern end tf) ar:cretion at the 

eastern end. The follo'Jing analysts of bee.cll sediment h0 1!1ever, SUpPO}:'ts 

this conclusion only in part. 

Sediment size and shape poTameters, lib.:: the volumetric beach changes, 

shmv a comp18x lon[shore resronse to the 1'r8.Ve environment. Thp, pe.rameters: 

mean grain size and sorting, particle form, and ]J2rticle sphericity (psi), 

do hovTever give varying indications of a longshore movement of sediment 

to the east at present. This is contrary to the tentative evidence 

siJ.ggested by volumetric beach clwnr::es and by Kirk (1967). 

Particle Size. 

)\t, tr12 tirae of 82.11?plill.C rft8Hn grain size and sortil1G Sl101;Q a complex ~attern 

between Coopers Lagoon and Poranui Pt. J?ig 17 indicates the consid.erable 
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crossbeach and lonGshore variation. No longshore trend is ir;nnediately 

apparent, but OvTens (1966) found a significant trend vThen performing 

trend-surface analysis on beach sediments over the eastern 3 miles of 

the beRch. He noted a trend tmrards coarser mean ,q:rain size tml8.rds 

Poranui Pt Rnd to\'Tards the backbeach. A decrease in the pro~ortion of 

sand sizes present on the beach and an associated decrease in the extent 

of coastal dunes are both evident over this eastern 3 miles. The average 

mean size end sorting parameters in this survey indicate this change 

behleen Profiles 1 and 2. (Fig 17). For the rest of the beach to 

Coopers Lagoon no grain size or sorting trends are apnarent. 

Pebble form sho~ws possible trends in the flatness of pebbles betvreen 

Coopers Lagoon and Poranui Pt. 

values a broad distinction is evident between Barrier beach samples (except 

Profile 5) and beach samples to the Nest. These lines of evidence, when 

combined Hi th the trend in mean grain s iz e 2.t Poranui Pt, sugGest lon5s:"lOre 

changes in sediment character. 

sediment movement at present. 

These changes could reflect loncshore 

Fig 9 indicates a general eastwards increase in the proportion of flatter 

pe.rticles for the beach samples. There is an associated decrease in the 

proportion of illore compact particles. I·iean psi values a~l.d mEnm s/rJ vEclues, 

presented in Table 2, indicate a distinction between the Barrier beach 

samples and the samples from west of it. The hro lilestern samples (numbers 

4 and 5) h2.'1e hip;her mean psi values nnr' mean S/1, values than those on the 

Barrier beach. 
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Longshore Sediment Variation. 

The trends in msan grain size 2cnr1 sorting a t the eastern end of the 

Kai toret8 Ba'Tier sugGest a beAch environmen-'; v.Thich is not quite at 

equilihrium for the length of t1'le Barrier. Owens (1966) related the 

moan grain size change to the selective westward movement of sand sizes 

with an obliquely approachin~ swell from the northeast. In a later 

section this sediment change is related to a progressive eastwards loss 

in sand sizes from the heach, both offshore allrl thro"J.gh dune formation. 

This trend does not provide conclusive evidence for continuing longshore 

sediment movement at the lJresent. But it does sugGest a~l. apparent dis-

equilibrium in the Barrier beach IS se(lL.1ents ~Ji th those of the beach to 

t118 ~!Jesto 

The iro.plicetions that the longshore pClrticle form trends have for an 

eastwards littoral drif~are likewise uncertain. The presence of a 

sediment wit~ a hifher proportion of flatter particles, those ~~rticles 

with less effective settling properties, on the Barrier beach sug~est8 

that this sediI'lent mD-y b" COLlIlosecl of mol'e stnble p2cl'ticles than further 

Hest. The immediate source of beach sediment 'IWS suggested to be the 

rivers and receeding C08.stal cliffs of recent alluvium bet1rTeen the 3.e.kaia 

and Rangitata Rivers. The increase in more stable particles eastwards 

vrould thus appear to indicate the selective reuoval of the more mobile 

po.rticles fror.1 tl1.8 heacll, EPd8.Y fro!'l tll.e OUTce of 82diraent 0 

The presence of more stahle particles with distance eastwards, does not 

provide conclusive evidence for sedinent movenent at present. It may 
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reflect a relic sediment distribution fron former times "Then littor2.1 

drift was active. On the other h&nd the sediment res~onEe on the p~esent 

beach could reflect the action of prnseI~ littoral drift associated with 

pro1J,'radetion in the east (as suggestecl by T8ble 3.) 

Evidence presented so far in this section has described the character 

ancl sedim811ts of the beach E1Lcl h,:';8 i?;iven an underst!'ll'tcling of tfW pTel3ent 

beach environment. An imlJOl'tf')'11; reeson for studying t~je beach environ-

r:wnt, thE;,t of investig8-ting preHcnt direction,s of corestnl movement, has 

only been nartly discussed so far. This aspect is now treated more fully. 

COP sip 1. llovemen ts 

divided into three portions in terms of directions of present coastal 

moveT'lents. Thetie are: 

1. the beRch west of 'I'pur~utu - current recession. 

2. the beach for 12 miles eest of rCeulluhl - prctable stability~ 

3. The eastern portion of the beach on Kaitorete Barrier -

possible accretiono 

Bvic1ence for n.iff'?rill.':; moveqe;:ts of Pte beFlch in these three T'8rts Hill 

now be discussed. 



13ELCE\'n~:~T OF T.i\.UNUTU. 

Evidence ~iven in the beach descrintion indicates a retreating s~wre-

lim'). 

Taumutu anel trw ttc!;;.sia Eiver, Hll.ich dated t,,) 1931. These indiCAted 

fluctuating trends of erosion, with rntes up to 3 ft per year at 

11ct:vedys Culvert. Speight (J.950) mentioned th.3 remOY8.J. of c'. roa.d 

connecting Taumutu to the It P luda Hm; th Settlem(;nt, c.nd the; lO~JS of one 

t=irk (1969) shldied the nlan-shape of ttl;? beac'1 fringing the Ccu:terbxr'Y 

T'l:Lddle portion tc c0nfm:"'1 to eC1l~ilibri1)u c:onclitionr::;. T11iJ central 8rea 

is vThere there lS abundant evicence of present erosion. The beach to 

Taumutu forms tho norther:l lirlit of tllis middle po:ction. 

The heach morphology on this area iLlj')liec3 a stahle beach. 

trimrasd semm.rd faces of dunes in the west indicate slight possible retreat" 

£:Jlsewhere the development of a foredune suggests 8 constant shoreline for 

some period of time. 

shorelines for this part of tho Barrier over the last century. The IRed 

Nap I survey of the Native r{eserves taken in 1848 (R.E. 140) shows Il similar 

distance bet'iwen the shore and the stream 2.t the end of Church Road, (r::tUIDutU Q 
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'1'he 'Black Nap' survey of the Barr'icr vT2.S undertaken in the 1860' s 

end inrlicates a s!:oreline simiLcr to th[it of the nresent for the western 

10 r'liles of tile BArrier. 

The ridge on the backshore indicates th",t the most recent shoreline 

movement has been progra~ation. 

at ion may still be conU.nninG 2:l.t present. The shoreline position in 1862 

in ffi'l.rl:ecl E1S hw and ;;1 half C;:'2 in:3 lLnd"l'lal"cls 01' the shoreline in 19520 

::iediment A.nd volur~etric beach responses in:jcate vElrJ'ing evide'lce fc;r 

Summary 

In this section the beach zone has been described and discussed. 

Processes influencin~ the beach and associated beach responses have been 

analysed. Directions O~Q c02.stELl lTlO\Tenent have been studied 2.nn three 

divisions were proposed on this bHsis. 

This section indicates tha.t the vrave environv,ent in the Horthern 

Cnnterbury Bight is a high energy one dominated by vraves from the southo 

Stronger vlincl.s from trd::: o~uarter similarly dominate the wind regimeQ The 

coast is receeding west of Kaitorete Barrier 9 and stable for most of the 

Barrier, but possibly ·prograding in the east. In this regard it is 

important to realise that movement of the coast west of the Barrier will 

have an effect on the stabili.ty of the Barrier's shoreline. Zen1?:ovioh 

(1967) i'Trites thBt barriers are d,:mamic features, capable of movement and 
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decay. Coastal recession \Vest of TriU.illutu appeal's to be affecting 

the ivestern portion of the Berrier, [:':Lving rise to the Iwve-triillT:led 

dune illerginf;. It illc_y be tha t in the future 9 active co?~)tal recession 

will extend to the Barrier and possibly destroy its present form. 

It is thus important to v~~e1'T K".i torete Barrj.er as present on a coast 

which is undergoing change. In the follol'line secb.on it will be shovm 

that forraer movements of the I.restern COE'.st have lead to shoreline mod-

ifications alon,:-;' the Barrier in the PRSt. This vrill enable ar. unr[er-

stancUnc of the present e5stwardfj increc18e in vridth of the I3B.rrier. 
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NARnrE DEPOSITIONAL LAlii1)FOTIHS 

General 

The landforms in two areas on ~aitorete Barrier show evidence of recent 

coastal adjustments in the seaward portion of tll8 study area. Other 

landforms in the 811esmere area, which have bee~ ascribed to coastal 

situations, will be studied later. This section is concerned with 

former shorelines and sealevel positions that are sUGGested by riclge-

axes, rin.ge levels, and sediments in the areas of Hooked Ridges '~nd 

Barrier Ridges. The Hooked Ridges will be studied first and the Barrier 

Ridges second; a discussion of the shorelines indicated hy ths3e gY'oups 

of ridges will then follow. In this discussion the nroblem of the 

westerly decrease in extent of the Kaitorete Barrier will be evalu~ted. 

This section indicates the longer-term directions of coastal movements 

in the l'lorthern Canterbury Bight. It allows the present trends of coastal 

movement, discussed previously, to be vievred as')F1rt of a continuous 

seqllence of chClnt:es invJl'1ed in th~ evolvtion 0:::' t~le coast behreen 13ankE. 

Peninsula. and Das~ling Focks, T im8.Tu. 

Hooked Ridges 

The area of Hooked Riclges is located at the eastern end of the inner 

Kaitorete Barrier. It runs for 4 miles west of Frices c:md llirdJin,o;s 

Valleys, and is approximately half a mile vlide. Shingle ridge-axes pre 

reflected in the grovrth of Scirpus american..1!§. (three ribbed arrmv sedge) 

in the overlying lakesilt. Fir: 18 ShO'iTS th8 easter:lIrloc!t portion of the 

area of Hooked Ridges. The vegetation pattern is complex but clearly 
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inoicates c series of hooks curving h;.kmwrds from a linear axis. 

rrhe secLp:e grO\'JinC; on the 1,,"kes:Lde sLoHs P gr010Ttll patterE that is 

broadly related to the depth of shingle beneath the lakesurface. An 

indication of the nature of the lakesilt overlyine the shingle is given 

in the following description of a section beneath a vegetation hook at 

Grid ~eference 394/017233. This sequence was present: 

o to 2 ft deep dark br01Tl1 firn :'lil t, no horizons 

graduRJ change 

2 to 6.25 ft ;[10".st blue-green sU 1; (soft pUG) 

6.25 to 7.5 ft shingle w~th silt matrix (lqrgest 

sizes in handauger \"Tere granules). 

The only significant surface variation is between the vegetated and 

nonvegetated surface. '1'he vegetatecl surface has built up its base by 

as much as 1 ft. This variation is a response to the sedge's gro\"Tth, 

h01vever, and. is not the causal factor in its presence. Th~ vegetEttion 

is grO'tTing in most parts where shingle is at depths less than 6 to 7 ft 

beneath the surface. Where shingle is at greater depths the vegetation 

is either sparse or absent. For shinRle-depths between 3 and 6 ft thp 

vegetation growth i3 a response to variations in shingle depths, rather 

than to absolute depths. 
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SHnIGLi~ SURFACB. 

The shingle surface beneath the lakesilts shows a pattern of ridges 

and swales on the hooks and on the axes. This is illustrated in Fig 19 

vrhich S~lOvlS subsurface shingle profiles measured in 5 transects in 

different pprts of the area. The ridges and svrales can be seen to 

shovT a broad correspondence to the vegetation hooks and the nonveget-

ated areas, respectivelYQ The sl~,ingle surface measured in each of the 

east-west transects is regarded as a continuous surface indicating ridges 

and SHales because: 

1. l'here appears to be a continuous relab~onship between SLLCces-

sive depth mSt=18nrements. The derths do not 8 np!c?cJ]' to be r811r'10nJ 

al t'lOugh ttey shovr e~ greater vari8,tion thEn the vegetation p,')ttern 

sug'gests. 

2. A Random Turning Point statistical test was applied to see 

whether the series of depth values to the shingle forKed a 

random or nonrandom distri~ltion. This test was appli?d to 

Transects E and C. The technique and results are described 

in Appendix IIIBQ Both distributions are nonrandom at the 95% 

level of confidence, thus indicatinG that the subsurface shingle 

variation has a definite form. 

l'rcmsect A S:i:lOvS a very broad Dattern with three vague ri0,ges ane swales; 

Transects Band C have mo:ce definite un(lulating for;ns. These transects 

illustrate height differences between ri(iges and swales of 2 to 3 ft and 

4 to 5 ft 9 ninor variB,tions are also imposed on tl~e trends. J~engths 

bah-reen ridges e,ppear to vary between 80 Eene 200 ft. 
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A fall in ridge-levels from the hook-axes t" the ends ('f ";}'8 llooks 

j c: demonstrated on the nort'c.-south tranuects by the increase in height 

of the s:lingJe surface, crossinG frem the area of hooks to the 8.rea of 

axes. It is further shmill by corrDaring 1'ransects B [mel D. The axes 

corresponding to the hooks on Tralillect B cross Transect D and indicate 

an increase in level of 3 ft from hook-end tf) hook-axis. Pr,rt of 

Transect E traces one hook nnrt notes a vertical increase of 0.5 ft in 

115 ft. 

'1'he northern, or lakei'TE,rds, extent of the hooks is unknm.m because 

vegetation. At ths sQl).thern bondciL'Y of the Hool:ed Hidge area lakewaves 

have reIJloved all trfl.ces of ridges. A featureless s~incle surface slo?es 

at a 10lr angle 8.vTBy from the I,ake tOHards Speight Ridge. The "restern 

extent of the Hooked Ridges is nasked by thin shingle layers within the 

fine sediment. These layers prevent any possible ridge and swale 

response in the vegetation gro~·Jth. They also make it impossible to find 

an extension of the Hooked Ridges beneath this area. Fi~lre 18 indicates 

that the ridges at their eastern extent appear to tie with Banks Peninsula 

at Prices and Birdlings Valleys. 

The plan-form of the Hooked RidGes is shmm in Fig 7 (inside back cover), 

using a trace of the lakeside vegetation pattern. This system of linear 
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riclf,es "lith hookpd ridges branchinG' from them, sug[':ests ridge 

formation at the end of a spit developing to the east before the 

presence 01' t'Je Barrier. The lineur ri~ges in1icate a beach on tho 

seaward face of a spit. The hooks suggest recurved ridges formed by 

waves refracting around the en~ of the spit. Successive curved ridges 

vrould be added to those alreedy present as more material moved along the 

beach to the end of tre spit. '\lave condi tiona related to the forraation 

of each successive ridge woald vary, often cutting off or modifying 

earlier :nidp;es at thei.r lEterRl ends. In this way a sri~ is sugpested 

to have developed eastwards until it joined onte Banks Peninsula. 

},11 alternative hypot~18sh~ 0:" fOrl.:.ntion mi,u:ht be S'_l[';gested because of the 

present position of the ridges within t~e Lake's zone of influence. 

This hypothesis su"u~ests thC:Lt these ridges were formed by vTaves frc')ill 

within the Lake after the Burrier was present. It would call for 

tending into the Lake. The impossibj_li ty of dif5tinp:llishin,:; the true 

trend of addition of hooks makes this hypothesis 'l'Torthy of constde:ration. 

The problem 'with such a hypothesis is the projection of the ridges avJay 

from tlw shore into the Lake. In certain situations spits develop as 

projections from a near-straight .shore but t'beil' forms Fmc'_ deveJopment 

sequences are different to those suggestecl by this ridee group. This 

group of ride;es would necessarily have been a progradatioi18l S8Cjl18l'lCe 

to have developed in this particular situation. 
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i 'heir projection into the Lake ca::mot be explained in terss of' 

filling are-entrant ":l1,o'le or tice lEJ;eshol'e. The sequence of 

hooks is 4 miles long, end at the wester~ end the hooks are more 

than 1+ Diles from the spur-ends. Yet, the hook, proceed into the 

Lake at angles th2t would oppose the directions of the apnrocchine 

l,rTCi\les 0 There C't])pears t~) be; no vTay of overcQll1 ing the problem, th£t 

arises with B lacustrine hypothesis of formation, of their projecting 

into the 10ke. Thus '1 t:,is hypothesis rlI'pcars unacc8r'::able. 

without the initial presence of a spit. 'rhus, the h;rpothc;sis of Tic:ge 

Preservation of Hooke~ Ridges. 

The eBTly preservation of these ridges VTi thin the pI'esent Lake must heLve 

been related to isolation from "rave action b:;r ID.kelevels >'Thieh vere 

lJrerloninantly te)o higl; or too 101"1 to snbject thc') ridges tel vIave-8ttack o 

At lakelevels similar to the ridge-levels, ,nwe-attack could only have 

been active on the ends of the hooks. With a baselevel for the Lake 

have formed the ridges' protective cover. 
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I~ARLY ·SllOBj~1INJ.S. 

The Krd.tcrete ;C) pi t provides eviCl.ence of shorelines during the lD,tter 

St~g8S of its develonment. It ':JU,":gests the a ppr;)xiraate eastern shore-

line when the Barrier VPS initially formed. Furtl~er IcresT evi rlence hes 

been destroyed or buried by the lccustrine influence. Hm'iever, the 

inner mergin of the Barr:i.er provirles a e;eneral ieie'l 0: the early sho1'e= 

linFs in the west which were associated with the prese~ce of a spit in 

thE'; east. In the absence of any other evidence it suggests a shoreline 

curving ~l8avlarcls of rj~aumutu at the vTesterT' end of the Barrier. 

8ssoci&ted question rShlHins: how were the ridges forned at this level? 

(2h8 pxplan2,tiorl is found in the probable height 0:;:' sealevel at t'lle time 

of spit developnent. Give,l simililr re1£1tioJ18 betTreen sealevel 2.rl'l rid.ge 

height to tho,':e O~n th8 T)reS81~t bsach~ a 101.'er sen lJ?vel 8,cconn ts f,;1' 

rl~ges at this level. This lower sealev8] allows Rome estimation of the 

age of the ;3pit and the time "Then thp sea ,'iRS lar{':eJ.y or w'llOlly exc1u':led 

fron the area teb'Teen. i;he al1U'lie.l cre,vels F'.nd 13anl~s Penins1;,la. 

Ridge Height Above Sealevel. 

'1'ho rel,qi;ioJ1sJli}) behreen the;> Hooked HiclCps ~md s88.level ffi,'\Y be similar 

rid~e ic at a hei01t of +24 ft. 

behTeen height of tIle riCif,es in t.hlE: area a'lc1 sea.}.8vel could have been 

cl03er to that of t::e 1Jarrier 1)P8ches at the outlets oJ:' tJi8 l.,akes g 
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Tlle:T are at heights of +l~ to +20 ft. The possibility th~t the ridf8s 

is present. 

of the ;)1)it ric' ges "I'm.s 15 to 20 ft bel,)'! t~ e 19v21 0:: ttl<" lIook-3.x8s. If 

relc.tionship behreen sealevel nncl ridf':e hei./?:ht vias ["Ire liV-(. tl,E' t ()f t~le 

beach at PorBuui Pt the sealsvel estimations wjll be tnn hi:h or t~ C 

of Kaitorete Spit. 

these ridyes su~~e8~ a p02sible 2Aalevel hetween -J5 2n~ -0 ft (f~r e 

POl' B difference of 20 :':~t the sea-

le\rel l,-r:;l}lrl 

within the Sl12smere area. 

Sealevels between -9 and -20 ft suggest Rges between 6,000 and 7,000 

yeATS J3.P. for- the final ~evelo1!rnent of the :lpit £md tlp fornation of the 

B!'.rrier. 

rise (Sugcate, 1968). 

suggest enveloJ)ing ages bet'tveen 8, 000 and '3 7 000 ye8.rs. 

h s8alevel behreen -10 end -20 ft vwuld 8180 ID88,Il that the recent sho:ce-

lines "'li F'in t~le Ellesmere nrea "wre at a level lo'·rer t.han mean sealevel 
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vThen they vrere exc1."U''\ed b~T trw fo:::'w'bon of tile Bnrrior. rrhis 

will prohebly be cove~ed by recent 

p,lluvium F.n,l lcwustrine rle}JOi;i ts. 

The Hooken. rUdges have been sLmu to he r:Ulges rel0.te(1 to E!. S1)it 

extendlng itself e0Rtwarns to tho Pe~insula. 

refracted waves fa 

Storelincs rel~ted to the Spit ~re clearly indicoted 

J\.t the t irqe of t developruert9 sea18vel~ between -20 pad -10 ft were 

ego 2.Ed secondly, tl;cl t the sea ,J£lS excluded from the inlesmere nTea D.t a 

level cOl1siderRbly below thcl.t of the present. ]<;videnc8 o~ former shore-

lines in Ellesmere may be covered or modified by recent actions within 

the Lake. A study of the Barrier Ridges gives additional evidence of 

development at the eud of the pOhtglacial rise in sealevel 8n& substantiates 

some of the conclusions reached 80 far in this section o 
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Barrier Ridges 

rrhe 8.rea of BBlTieI' Ridges fO::08 tllO semT2,rd portion of tl'le Kai torete 

Fm:ther 1rJest, tte rirlges on the i111;er borriFT have bt';en destroyed by 

;:'3V8 action :ce1aterl to fOl'lner hi<,,:her lcl~eleve18, ~m(l the Barrier Hidges 

are more restricted. Over elf' vTestern 3 miles of the BE:lrricr, ringe-

evirlellce is Lcrp~ely obscured by 10';[ dunes. 

Thiu fiEure 

The simil&rity in 

trend between Barrier ridps-axes Rn~ the beach in the lsft of tte fi~lre 

illu2tr~tes thLt progradation has been the no~t re~ent action here. 

There is abundant evidence of marinG for2ation for these ridges" Three 

f2ctors innicatinG their formation will, hOHever, be outlined. The;;, are 

as fo11o\is:-

present beach. This aspect i" nost apparent in the ridges 

formed on ths Eastern Barrier 2.nd is indicated in Fig. 20. 

The ridge ani swals relates them to formation by waves at former 

shore positions. 
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2. Tht; similarity behleen beddinG exposed in Devils Knob Pit 

and that exposed on the present beach at the outlet to Lake 

Forsyth. The beddinG in the lower section in Devils Knob Pit 

is illustrated in Fig 21: it dips at angles similar to those 

recorded by Jmdre,,rs and Van Der I,inden (1969) for the beach 

midway along Kaitorete Barrier. 

3. The similarity in ~3ediment characteristics between the Berrier 

HLlees and the present beach. PiGS 8 and 9, and Table 2 

indicate similarities in particle size and shape parameters 

between 5 Barrier s8,npJos an,l those fron the beach. Houndness 

also a~pears similar for uebbles from both situstions. 

The section through the ridges in Devils Knob Pit is illustrated in 

H" .L 19S. 21 and 22. Figure 22 shaHs a distinct break in the section beh.reen 

100ler am] hi!Sher beds at +18 ft; Fj.g 21 shol,rs an eashrards vievi through 

the 10Her beds only. The similarity between th8 lower beds and those 

of the present beach has already been noted. Sediments in the Imver 

part of the Pit section and in the present beach shovr bedding related to 

a great variation in sediment and wave conditions on the lower foreshore. 

Bedding on the beach and in the lovler layers in the Pit is preserved on 

exposure beCaLlSe a significant matrix of fine sand if] present in some 

layers, thus enabling the formation of firm layers. 

'[he PJ~ominent break in the Pit ma.rks a change bebTeen vJell-bedded beach 

sediments and poorly-bedded ridge sediments. The poor bedding of the 
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overlaying layers is to be expected because similar conditions at the 

upper SvTash limits of the highest energy I'Taves influence their formation. 

Here, the changeable conditions that prevail lower on the beach are 

absent. 

Kirk (1967) 1'Trites that larger particles idth 10vier sphericities move 

easily up the beach-face in the turbulent svlash of high energy conditions. 

Movement dovin the beach is retarded becaus e of the lower backwash velocity 

and the subseQuent sliding nature of movement for these flatter particles o 

He found that particles of size -4 to -5 )1) with sphericity values of 0.5 

to 0.6 psi were the most stable particles on the beach fringing the 

Canterbury Bight. Samples collected from the Barrier Ridges betweE:)n 

the Pit and the sea, have mean sizes of -4 ¢ and mean sphericity values 

between 0.55 and 0.6 psi (Table 2 and Fig 8.) Smaller particles, or 

similar-sized particles that are more sphericle (those moved by rolling), 

are more easily moved by the backvTash. Such particles, which are not 

trapped among the more stable particles 1 are lost from the ridge which 

forms on the upper part of the beach. Thus in the ridge, particles 

tend to be more similar in nature and the bedding is less distinct. 

The sediments and the bedding seQuence that are exposed in the section 

through the Barrier Ridges at Devils Knob Pit, are valuable for comparison 

with sediments and bedding from ridges in other locations to which writers 

have ascribed marine origins. This exposure through the Barrier Ridges 

indicates the nature of deposits that have formed in a marine environment 

on this high energy coast. 
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RIDGE ClLAluWTERISTICS. 

Ridge-Axes. 

The direction of ridge-axes varies systematically with distance along 

Kaitorete Barrier. This is indicated in Fig 7 (inside back cover). 

At poranui Pt the ridge-axes trend approximately 100° east of north. 

This trend changes to one between S5° and 900 , on an axis "which slopes 

from It miles to 3 miles from the eastern end between the present beach 

and the innermost Barrier Ridges. This trend is continued until 10 

miles from the eastern end 1iThere the change of angle continues to one 

of 75 0 to SOO. By the 13th mile the angle changes further to 75°. 

The seacoast ~s parallel to the ridge-axes for the eastern 10 miles, 

but for the westernmost 5 miles projections of the ridge-axes trend 

across the coast at incTeasing angles up to appToximately lSo. The 

ridges aTe evidence of former shOTe positions and thus indicate formeT 

shorelines of the vTestern Barrier, and furtheT Ivest, to be semvaTds of 

the present coast. This suggests that the coastal recession \Vest of 

Taumutu is part of longeT-term coastal retrogTadation. The similaTity 

between ridge-axes and the present coast at the easteTn end of the Barrier 

indicates that pTogTadation has been the most recent action here. 

The changing relationship between the trend of the ridge-axes and the 

present beach Tesults from the landward movement of the BarTieT's fulcrum 

during the development of the BarTier. Fig 23 indicates that extensions 
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of successively later ridge-axes sho,,[ a northeasbv2.rd movement of 

the fulcrum. The movement of the fulcrum has occurred as the effect 

of the retrograding coast to the west extended eastwards onto the 

Kaitorete Barrier. This demonstrates the importance of the events 

in the coastal sector adjacent to the Barrier. 

Barrier Ridge Surface Levels. 

The Barrier Ridges have their best expression at Birdlings Flat and 

most attention was focused on the complete ridge sequence there. 

Further 1'rest along the Barrier 1 ridges are less noticeable and ridge-

evidence has been removed on the inner margins by lakevmves. 

two points arise, from investigatinG the surface along the I·Thole Barrier, 

which need clarifying. Firstly, the ridge-surface varies along the 

Barrier involving an overall increase in level from less than +20 ft in 

the west to more than +30 ft in the east. 

series of profiles illustrated in Fig 24: 

This can be seen in the 

the lowest surface is on 

Profile VI, 1'rhich is the ~vest ernmost profile, and the highest surface is 

on Profile II, \'Thich is the easternmost profile. Secondly, the Barrier 

surface shmvs an increase in level f rom the lakevrard edge to the middle 

of the Barrier. The increase in ridge-level across Profile, II will be 

cliscussed later in detail, but the surface variation across the other 

profiles calls for a brief review here. 

The variation of the Barrier Ridge surface along the Barrier does not 

represent a continuous increase in level from I'rest to east. It can 

be seen in Fig 24 that Profile VI is lower than the ProfilGs V, IV, and 

III, and that Profile II is higher than all of them. The surface on 
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Profile VI is between +16 and +20 ft while that on the middle three 

profiles varies between +20 and +25 ft. The surface of Profile II 

is at a level around +30 ft for Taost of its sen;Tnrds portion. 

The variation in level between the surface at Profile II and that to 

the west probably relates to the longshore variation in sediment 

character. On the beach, a decrease in sand sizes vTi th an associated 

increase in pebble sizes vras noted over the easternmost 3 miles 0 If 

this condition has existed for the cluration of progradation in this 

area it would account for the vreshrard variation in height of the ridge 

surface on the eastern Barrier. The ridge sediments exposed in the 

section at Devils I(nob Pit indicate a sediment composed mainly of pebble 

sizes. This illustrates the similarity betlveen sediments in the ridge 

and the predominant sizes on the beach at Poranui Pt. The lack of exposures 

through ridges vrest of Birdlings Flat prevented the testing of the' 

hypothesis that more s8.Hel sizes "lTere ill the ridge-sediments to the vrest. 

Huwever, these ridg'e sequences lacked the defini to ridge and svrale form 

of the sequence at Birdlings Flat, this lack of distinctness suggesting 

that sand does form a significant lJRrt of the riclge sediment. 

The surface variatj_on among Profiles III, IV, and V is sugeested to 

relate to random variation of the surface along the Barrier. The surface 

of Profile VI is, hm'Tever, 10"l.;er than the rest. The decrease in Level 

of the surface at this profile may relate to a decrease in the signific-

ance of ridges westwards. The area crossed by Profile VI is largely 
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covered by the 'destern Inner Dunes. Ridge-building IWS conceivably 

minor here in a beach environment vThere sand vras abundant. 

The level of the Barrier Ridge surface thus appears to vary easbmrds 

in response to changes of the sediments, however, this conclusion remains 

tentative. The longshore variation in sediment character will be further 

developed in the following section. 

The second point that needs clarifying is the surface form across the 

Barrier. This variation in surface level behJeen Lake Ellesmere and the 

beach is indicated in Fig 24 to be similar on each profile. The :profiles 

sh01'1 gradational increases from lakelevel across a zone of lake-influence, 

to the middle of the profiles; from there to the sea they maintain a 

similar level. Irregularities related to lakeformed ridges are present 

in all profiles but the general surface-trend relates to the surface of 

the Barrier. This general surface sugg'ests an increase in sealevel 

eluring progradation from initial shorelines at the inner Barrier margins" 

1,10dification of the inner surface of Profiles III to VI unfortunately 

prevents definite conclusions being derived from this area concerning a 

possible sealevel rise during the development of Kaitorete Barrier o 

The sequence in Profile II does not have this disadvantage h01vever, and 

an attempt to assess the relationship between the ridge-level variation 

and a possible sealevel rise will now be made. 
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RIDGS 1SVEJJ TREiTDS A;m FO}lJ'{8R SEA11NE1S 0 

The Barrier Ridges of Profile II show an increase in level from +9 

ft at the back of Birdlings Flat to +30 ft over a distance of 5,000 ft 

(Fig '24). The ridges then vary in level for the subsequent 4,000 ft 

to the beach. KnovTledge of the relationship behTeen sealevel and these 

'ridge-levels is important for considering former sealevels during the 

formation and development of the Barrier. 

that were reached earlier in this section. 

It 'I'Till also test conclusions 

The important factors related to the heights of ridges above sealevel 

were discussed earlier. It vTaS concluded that variations in the IiTave 

regime are .not likely to have affected the major ridge level variation. 

Other factors \>IT11ich could affect the change in ridge levels are: sediment 

characteristics, rate of progradation, and possible changes in exposure. 

A discussion will follmT of the probable affects of these factors on the 

variation in ridge levels on Profile II. 

Sediments have already been noted as having similar characteristics 

across the Barrier Ridges at Profile II. Do sediment vari~tion across 

the ridges here is large enough to lead to such a variation in ridge-

levels. Thus the sediment factor is ignored. 

The theoretical effect that differing rates of progradation have on 

ridge-heights has been mentionecl ea.rlier Rapid progradation may lead 

to the addition of successive ridges before earlier ridges develop to 

their full dimensions e This does not appear to have happened at 

Birdlings Flat because 0: the time-period involved in the formation of 
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60 ridges. \Jeathering modification of pebbles indicates that during 

much of this time, progradation has been continuous. ~Ieathering is 

restricted to surface staining for the seaward ridges of the sequence, 

"toThile tm-rards Devils Knob the thickness of the iron-stained alteration 

surface is 0~5 mill. At the earliest ridges on Profile II this zone is 

1.5 mm. This indicates a considerably longer period of weathering for 

the earlier ridges in Profile II, which suggests progradation to have 

been active over a long period of time. Thus, the effect that variations 

in progradation rates may have had on ridge-levels, is discounted. 

The third factor which could influence the increase in rid~e levels 

is a possiple increase in exposure. This might have affected ridge 

levels because the earliest ridges in Profile II were formed towards 

the rear of a coastal indentation. The dimensions of storm w·aves entering 

this former 'bay' might have been restricted by the headland on the 

eastern side of present Lake Forsyth. As progradation moved the shore-

line to the entrance of the bay, 80 exposure to storm Haves ,vould possibly 

have increased and led to the formation of higher ridges. 

'l'wo factors suggest that the increase in exposure to storm .. raves 

across Profile II was limited. Firstly, the profile was surveyed along 

the ,vestern side of the valley; this side faces the south and is not 

sheltered by headlands. Secondly, the straight nature of the ridge-

axes seawards of 2,500 ft on Profile II suggests that full exposure to 

storm vraves has been present here. Ridge-axes are a response to the 

·waves forming them; thus straight ridge-axes indicate that ,-rave energy 
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is evenly distributed along the beach, ''1"hile curving ridges indicate 

a changing longshore pattern of w-ave energy and less energy at anyone 

point. Semmrds of 2,500 ft ridge-axes do not curve and are orientated 

parallel to the obviously fully exposed ridges near the sea. Ridges 

,,,i th this form suggest that vraves forming them have not been involvecl 

in any loss of energy through vrave diffraction in this former bay. 

Easb"ards of the profile and landvrards of 2,500 ft on Profile II, curving 

ridges suggest a spreading ,;rave energy within the bay and indicate a 

decrease in exposure. 

The ridge levels seawards of the inner 2,500 ft record an increase in 

level from +15 to +30 ft. It is concluded that this increase in exposure 

to the storm imves may have affected the earliest ridges but not the 

subsequent increase in ridge-levels. 

The variation in ridge-levels semmrds of 2 1 500 ft on Profile II is 

tims suggested to be indepenc1ant of variations in the wave regime, 

sediments, progradation, and exposure. It appears probable that this 

trend in ridge-levels traces a curve of flrmer sealevels and indicates 

prograd2,tion occurring on a rising sealevel vihich vTaS initially lower than 

that of the present. This conclusion confirms the formation of the 

Spit and its linking I'lith the Peninsula, at a sealevel significantly. 

below that of the present. The trend of the Barrier Ridge levels 

indicates that sealevel rose 15 ft during the Barrier's development" 

The outer 4,000 ft of the Barrier Ridges may represent a sealevel close 
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to the pre~ent level or 3 to 5 ft hieher. This depends on the 

relationship bet"l-Teen the height of the backshore ridee at Poranui Pt 

and sealevel. If this ridge is fully developed a sealevel of +3 to 

+5 ft is indicated by the ridge-levels. 

The earliest Barrier Ridges which shmv a sealevel similar to the 

present indicate the shoreline approximately 5,000 years ago. This 

is inferred from Suggate's sealevel curve which suggests that the 

present level Ims reached about 5,000 years ago. The 5,000 years B.P. 

shoreline appears to have been at a position level vrith Devils Knob, 

where ridges bet,veen +25 and +30 ft were first reached. 

SUHJVIARY" 

The important points that arise from studying the Barrier Ridges are 

three-fold. These are summarised as follo\,Ts: 

1. The beach and ridge deposits Ivhich form on this coast have a 

distinctive character that relates to the high energy "Tave 

regime. The ridge sediment forms a fairly uniform deposit 

composed of the most stable particles on the beach. The beach 

sediment has moderately dipping bedding with sand to pebble 

sizes present. This marine deposit allows for comparison with 

possible marine sediments on the inner margins. 

2~. The ridge-axes shmv a sequence of shoreline changes "I<Thich have 

occurred to the west of, and on, the Kaitorete Barrier. They 

confirm progradation of the shoreline from an initial position 
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at the landwarcLs margin of the enstern Barrier. This 

confirms early spit-positions suggested by a study of the 

Hooked Ridges. 

3. The ridges of Profile II show a trend in sealevel; they 

indicate a sealevel rise of approximately 15 ft to a level 

which may have been higher than the present. This confirms 

the conclusion, also reached in the discussion of the Hooked 

Ridges, of the formation of the Barrier at a sealevel 

significantly below that of the present. 

Present Shape of Kaitorete Barrier. 

The sequence of shorelines indicated by the Hooked Ridges and Barrier 

Ridges allOlvs an understancling of the present eastward increase in "I'Tidth 

of Kaitorete Barrier. Fi~lre 25 indicates shorelines at various stages 

of the Barrier's development. The shorelines west of Kaitorete Barrier 

are tentative, being derived from extensions of ridge-axes and an 

extension of the inner margin of the Barrier. These shorelines indicate 

progradation over the eastern Barrier and suggest retrogradation west of 

the Barrier. 

The position of near-equilibrium (the fulcrum) behTeen the t1'TO opposing 

trends, has been located near the western end of the Barrier (Fig 23)0 

Part of the westward decrease in ividth of the Barrier can be explained 

by the position of the fulcrum at this end. vD1.ereas progradation has 

operated freely over the eastern portion of the Barrier, it has been 

restricted on the ~'Test of the Barrier "There it is nearer the fulcrum. 
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This unequal clistribution of progradation has meant that the eastern 

portion of the Barrier has increased in l'lidth more than that in the 

"I'rest. 

The rest of the west'ward decrease in Barrier Hidth caD be explained, 

in terms of the northeastvwTd shift in fulcrum position. This move-

ment has occurred as continued retrogradation ,rest of the Barrier has 

brought about the extension of the eroding coastal sector to the western 

Barrier. Coastal recession on the western Barrier has given rise to 

the further narrO'l'ling of its "restern end. This erosion has led to the 

formation of the narrO'l'r barrier beach connecting the Barrier to Taurnutu 

in the extreme situation "here the former Barrier has been completely 

removed. 

The weshrard decrease in 'Iridth of the B2Trier is thus related to ti-ro 

factors: 

1. the limit to p~ogradation on the western Kaitorete Barrier, 

because of its position near the fulcrum between a retrograding 

and a prograding coast. 

2. the extension onto the western Barrier, from the west, of 

coastal erosion. 

This disCl1ssion indicates that the Kai torete Barrier has undergone a 

sequence of changes related to the changes in the whole of the coastal 

area behreen Banks Peninsula and TirJ.aru., The Barrier can be seen as 

a dynamic feature I'Thich has undergone growth and development. It could 
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be suggested ths,t the Barrier is nOvr in a state of decay. Its 

future development will be related to the magnitude of changes on 

the coast to the west of the Barrier. 

Summary 

The combination of the hro groups of ridges sho1'[ that there are hro 

p~ri6ds in the development of Kaitorete Barrier. The first period 

is ,'Then a spit \'ras present, gradually extending across and separating 

an embayed area beh'leen the fan margins and the Peninsula. This is 

suggested to have occurred betueen 7,000 and 6,000 years ago. The 

second period follows the joining of the Spit with the Peninsula. 

This marks the exclusion of the :3ea from the Bllesmere area and the 

formation of a lake in the depression between the Barrier and the fan 

margins. Shorenormal pl'ogl'adation has led to the formation of the 

Barrier Ridges. At the eastern end of the Barl'ier progradation is 

shOlm to have extended continuously from the Spit I S meeting the Peninsula 

to a time near the present. At the western end of the BarrieI' early 

pl'ogl'E=tdation changed to retrogl'ac1ation as coastal recession on the 

adjacent coast has affected the development of the Barl'ier hel'e. 

The inc Tease in level of the Barrier Ridges that is appal'ent on Profiles 

III to VI, 2,nd present on Profile II, is thoueht to result primarily 

fl'om a l'ise in sealevel? altho1),gh 3n increase in exposure may be 

significant for the early l'idges on Bircllings Fint. The suggested 

sealevel curve is from a level at -20 ft I'Then the Spit vTaS present 1 

reaching mean see,level I'Then the Barrier had prograded level \'lith Devilfs 
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Knob. Comparison of the extent of l)ccrticle modification by 

weathering acr02S the :Garrier suggests that the most sem-rard ridges 

on Profile II have formed recently. The Barrier Ridges thus do 

not add conclusive evidence either for the present occurrence or 

nonoccurrence of progrccd2.tion at Poranui Pt, but evidence from then 

does indicate that if progradation is not active at present it has 

only recently ended. 

The discussion so far has neglected to consider the dunes on the 

Kaitorete Barrier and their implications for recent coastal develop-

ments. The next section seeks to discuss these dunes together with 

those of the northeastern lakemargins. Discussion of tho coast2~ 

dunes I'Till al101'T ~'- further cOl1sideration of the sediment budget on the 

present and past shores of Kaitorete Barrier. Investigation of the 

dunes and ridges on the northeastern lake margins will introduce the 

problem, so far ignored concerning the shoreline evidence in ths 

Ellesmere area. 
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l\}i;OLIAII IJ1UIDFOPJ.m. 

General 

Dunes and related aeolian landforms are significant features on the 

Kaitorete Bs.rrier and on the northeastern lakemargins. A study of 

the dunes on Kaitorete Barrier adds to the understanding of beach 

environments during progradation on the Barrier, "tv-hile an investigation 

of the dunes and ridges on the northeastern lakemargins provides an 

answer to the question of former marine shorelines in one part of the 

Ellesmere area. 

Dunes on Kaitorete Barrier. 

Dunes on the Kaitorete Barrier have been divided into three categories 

on the bases of location and mo rI)ho logy • These three sets of dunes 

will first be described separately and then their implications for 

coastal development will be discussed. 

COAST.AL DLTl'mS. 

Coastal Dunes are the most noticeable dunes on Kai to}~ete Barrier o 

. They parallel the beach for most of its length but decline in vridth 

and height eashTard t01mrds Poranui Pt where, for the easternmost 2 

miles, dunes are subdued or absent. For the rest of the Barrier, dlmes 

generally rise 15 to 25 ft above the Barrier surface and occupy a width 

of 200 yards. An approximate trace of their outline is present in 

Fig 7 (inside back cover). Coastal Dune sediments are moderately to 

moderately-vlell sorted unimodal s31lds "\ITi th mean sizes bebleen 0 and 
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1 ¢. The variation in form, heightt and 'Width t from "IIrest to 

east provides a better understandinG of the beach enviromnent. 

For the ,'rest ern 5 miles of the Barrier I·rave attack on the sea1vard 

margins of the dunes v'ms earlier noted. (Fig 12). Parabolic dunes 

(lUI shaped dunes ~vi th t,vo arms aliGned parallel to the predominant 

wind and both arms pointing up"\dnd) are present in this coastal sector .. 

Their arms are sparsely vegetated and extend landvrards from the back-

shore for distances up to 80 or 100 7ards. The orientation of the 

parabolic dune axes vms compared vii th a theoretical axis orientation 

derived from wind-resultants (using a modified Landsberg-Bagnold method 

of calculating vTind vectors.) The technique ancL calculations are 

described in Appendix VIII. 

Five years H1nd data from Taumutu was used in the analysis. Only the 

three onshore vectors 'Nere used, fol101'Ting Jennings (1957). The 

theoretical orientation of the parabolic dunes is 130 to 140 ,·rest of 

south, Hhich compares Hell lirith the average axis trend of these dunes 

000 
of 16 west of south. Of the 19 dunes 15 ha,d axes behreen 12 and 18 

west of south. This agreement between theoretical orientation calculated 

from present vrind data and actual dune orientation suggests that the 

directions of strong vrinds from the southern vectors have been similar 

for the period involving the formation of the parabolic dunes. This 

could involve a period of behreen 500 and 2,000 years. 
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For 8 miles further east of the western coastal sector there is 

an eashrard-change in character of the dunes. The viidth of the 

backbeach area increases-,- the "\iave-trimmed dune margins disa:ppear, 

and a 1m! foredcme gradually gains in prominence. BlovTOut dunes 

are present in this sector, situated lanchTards of the foredune. Fig 26 

illustrates the nonaligned nature of these blowouts, the bare centres, 

and the foredune forming the semmrds margin. The Coastal Dunes 

decrease in height and width to the eastern 3 miles of the Barrier 

vThere they are present as 10"l'T dunes less than 5 ft high. For the 

eastern 2 miles of the beach a thin sand veneer, less than 1 ft thick, 

is present on ridges lanchrards of the backshore. 

\TBST Em\~ INlmE DUNES. 

'rhe Hestern Inner Dunes are low undulating dunes deposited on the BaTTier 

IUdges oveT the i'!estern 5 miles of the inner Barrier. Depths of more 

than 3 ft -IIere measured; the depths decrease easb-Tards and these dunes 

are absent east of Bayley's neVI farmhouse. The brovm colour of the 

dune-sand, indicative of considerable weathering, plus the truncated 

nature of the northern margins (related to an early lakeshore) provide 

evidence that these dunes are older than the Coastal Dunes. 

sediment analyses show bimodal or polymodal particle-size distribution 

curves i'Thich are different to those of the Coastal Dunes. The third 

mode is related to scattered pebbles in the sand. These dunes are 

similar in sediment characteristics and form to the 101v dunes forming 

on present backshore areas in situations such as that demonstrated in 

Fig 10. It is suggested that the formation of these dunes is related 



Figu:ce 26. The shingle basement exposed in a blowout near 

Profile 2. The foredune forms the sea,:mrcls 

margin. Vie':T southeast. 
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to situation~ adjacent to earlier shorelines. These dunes appear 

to relJresent an overall loss from earlier beach systems because they 

gradually disappear eastwards and are absent from the rest of the 

inner Barrier. 

EASTERN INNER DU1ilES. 

The Eastern Inner Dunes are a lovT set of dunes which are situated 

from 100 to 300 yards lcmd"l'IBrds of the Coastal Dunes, 3 to 8 miles 

from the Barrier's eastern end. A portion of this Im'T dune area is 

seen in ]'ig 27, lying in the backgrounc1 between the h'lO arro"'lJs. These 

dunes are about 300 yards from the Coastal Dunes which are in the fore-

grounds The Eastern Inner Dunes, like the I![estern Inner Dunes, are 

inactive relict dunes, being vegetated and shovJing no signs of sediment 

movement. 

The follovTing 3 factors suggest their formation from the Coastal Dunes: 

1. Their position inl811.d of the Coastal Dune blm'lOuts. The 

Eastern Inner Dunes illustrated in Fig 27 lie landvrards of the 

blo"wout shO"l'711 in Fig 26. BlovTouts are frequent in this coastal 

sector .. 

20 The frequency of strong onshore winds from the :::;outh and 

They ma' :e it conceivable for sand to be moved 

inland to form these <'tunes. 

3. Their very irregular positions and shapes, which preclude 

any formation related to earlier shorelines landvrards of the 

present beach. 



Figure 27. View north from C02.stal Dunes towards Eastern 

Inner Dunes in the middle distance (arro1d8) Q 'Ehis 

photograT)h is taken from the same position as that 

in Figure 26. 
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DISCU~)SION • 

Both the Ooastal Dunes and the Hestern Inner Dunes sho;-! a "!Jro[,'ressiYe 

eashraJ:'d decrease 1.n extent, and raise the question of i-'Thy this long-

shore trend occurs. An understanding of this longshore change lies 

in the knO\dedge of -the conditions related to dune formation. ZeYlJ~ovich 

(1967) 'I-Trites thc.;,t dune form.ation depends on the presence of both a 

favourable 'l'Tind regime and sufficient semd reserves in the coastal zone. 

Exposure to strong onshore winds does not alter along the Barrier.. Thus:? 

the easbTard decrease in the VTestern Inner Dunes and Coastal Dunes 

suggests a related decrease in sand reserves from the beach and near-

shore zone. An easb-rard decrease in sand reserves in this zone must be 

related to progressive onshore and offshore losses along the Barrier. 

Offshore losses are l..w.kno'l'Til but losses through dune formation are con-

siderable. Both sets of dunes thus confirm the importance of longshore 

changes in the sediments in the beach system. This tends to substantiate 

the conclusion, suggested from studying the height of the Barrier surface~ 

that there is a longshore variation in the p!t'oportion of sand in the beach 

sediment. 

The question of I'Thy the Coastal Dunes have a greater eashrards extent 

than the 1:Testern Inner Dunes may be ans'l'Jerecl by suggesting a change in 

the source of sand. An east\'Tard movement of the sand source later in 

the Barrier I s development '\'JOulcl meffi1 that, given similar longshore losses 

from the Beach, dunes formed later \'Tould extend further eastwards. It 

vms suggested earlier that the fulcrum for the Barrier's development 

moved northeastward and that erosion extended onto the Barrier. This 
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eastward extension of erosion indicates a movement of the source 

which "lvOll1d enable sand to move further eastwards along the Barrier 

"lvhen shorelines "I'lere near that of the present. 

This hypothesis of events allovTS an explanation of the difference in 

eashrard extent bet,'Teen dunes on the coast and the iiTestern Inner Dunes. 

It explains vThy dunes are present tovrards the eastern end of the Barrier 

adjacent to recent beaches but are absent lanclwards. Dunes on the 

Kaitorete Barrier thus allmv some insight to be gained, into the 

sediment budget both in the present and P2st coastal situations. They 

also provide a means of comparison vri th dunes on the northeastern lake

margins \\Then assessing whether the lakemarginal dunes have been formed 

in a coastal or lakem8,rginal situation. 

Northeastern Lakemargins. 

The major dunes and riclges in this pc"rt of the study area T,'Tere 

described in a previous section. These ridges and dunes are' the only 

prominent featlJ.res in a flat, 101'flying area separating the cliffed sljur-

ends from the Lake. Of these ridges and dunes ~ Davidsons Ros,rl Ridge 

is the only noticeable feature, rising more than 10 ft above the 

surrounding area. It has been sug[';ested that these features may be 

related to former marine shores within the Ellesmere area. Hov:ever, 

a comparison between the dunes on the present C02St and the landforms 

in this area suggests J:;hat a lakemarginal hypothesis 6fformation is 

more acceptable .. 
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Important differences in particle size parameters and. morphology 

are present behTeen dunes on the Kai torete Barrier and the north-

eastern IE.kemargins. }lligure 8 illustrates that the northeastern 

sediments have finer mean sizes tlV111 the Coastal Dunes, a difference 

"Thich is further indicated in Table 4. Sediments bet,'Teen the La.1{e 

and spur-ends have meaIl sizes between 2 and 7 ¢ although mean sizes 

from the clune samples are bet,'reen 2 and 4 ¢. Those from the Coastal 

Dunes have mean sizes beb-reen 0 8,nd I ¢ \'Thile mean sizes of samples 

from the Uestern Inner Dunes are coarser still, lying behfeen -1.5 ¢ 

and I ¢ (Fig. 8). 

The most likely cause of the difference lJehleen the sediments in the 

northeastern area and those in the dunes on the Barrier, is a difference 

in sorting processes during transpo:ctation. Sediment sources 2,re similar 

except that there is procalJly some contribution of silt and clay sizes 

in the inner area from the loess on the spurs of the Peninsula. The 

dunes and ridges of both areas suggest Hind and I'rave formation, 

respectively. The most simple explanation is that the inner sediments 

have been cleposited from suspension in the relatively calm lakewaters .. 

This conclusion is supported in the northeastern area by a trend tmrards 

finer mean sizes eashrards from the main river sources. Table 4 ShOHS 

that mean sizes of the leclm and dune sediments in Gebbies and Hc(~~ueens 

Valleys are finer than those of the sediments from further west. 

sizes also indicated a similB.r trend. 

Hodal 



Table 4. Particle Size Parameters of Sediments from the Northeastern 

Lakemargins and Selected Locations on the Present Coast. 

Sample No" Site 

Gebbies - l'kQueens Valley 

10 

12 

15 

18 

19 

20 

Dune 

dune 

dune 

dune 

lake 

la.1(e 

Lincoln - Greenpark Huts 

114 dune/ridge 

115 dune/ridge 

117 dune/ridge 

116 lake 

Dunes on Barrier Seacoast 

107 

85 
86 

69 

dune 

Nz size (¢) 
Mean Size 

3.68 

3.97 

4.21 

3.56 

4.80 

6.69 

2.76 

2.31 

2.53 

2.58 

0.23 

0.73 

0.77 

0.30 

0.58 

0.74 

1.61 

0.33 

1.91 

3.85 

0.54 

0.36 

0.46 

0.55 

0.82 

0.67 

0.63 

0.79 

Skew"ness 

0.41 

0055 

0.51 

0 0 00 

0.71 

0 0 77 

-0.09 

0.09 

0.06 

0.14 

0.20 

0.05 

0.17 

0.19 
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The norphology of dunes E\nd ridges on the northea.stern lakemarginal 

area shows significant differences to th8.t of the danes of the coast. 

In this inner area dunes are mostly Im-} undulating features, less than 

5 ft high. Davia.sons R02,c1 Ridge is hig:her but its morhpology incor-

porates features of both dunes and ric1ges. Dunes on the C08.St on the 

other hand, are usually betw'een 10 and 20 ft high. These difference~ 

in sediment charadteristics and morphology between definite coastal 

dunes anc1 dunes on the inner margins suggest that a lacustrine fOI"DH3.tion 

for the inner features m2.y provide a more likely explanation for the 

landforms and sediments there. 

It has already been noted thc:t a trend in mean grain size betweel".. the 

sediments in Gebbies 1:1.11c1 Nc:~lueens Valleys anc1 those further vTest suggests 

deposition from s1.1Spension Hi thin the Lake. ~;vidence supporting this 

hypothesis is also present in the relationship of the chmes Emd ri(Iges 

Vii tll the present Lake, in the stratigr21Jhic :celation,s of the dunes and 

lake sediment in GelJiJies Valley, fmc;' in the simi18ri ty bet'lreen lake ano. 

dune sediments in this lalcemarginal area. 

The Greenpark Eidges are shmm in Fig 6 to be Si'Cllated parallel to the 

margins of the present 121;:e, and other ric1ges can De easily re12.ted to 

earlier and, or, higher ls.kelevels. In Gebbies Valley a 8e6tion in a 

drain sho'iTS that the dunes overlie lake sediments. Table 4 illustrates 

the sj_mila:d. ty in sediment p[lraE1eters bet,'Teen lake sediment and i~idge or 

dune sediment in theJ.Jincoln-to-Greenpark area. There is greater 

variation BmOne; the 101.ke 8nd dune sediment sanples in the Gebbies 

Valley area, related to the varying significance of a 'fine tail.' 
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The tfine ta.il~ is more significant in the lake sediment and gives 

the finer mean sizes, poorer sorting, and strong positive skewnesses 

of samples 19 and 20 (Table 4). This tail may represent an input from 

erosion of the loess on the surrounding spurs. 

Thus, an origin relating the dunes and ridges in the northeastern area 

to a formation in their present lakemarginal situation appears most 

likely. This mode of forElation provides evidence of lake levels higher 

than the present level on the nort1:leastern lakemnrgins and suggests 

the lakeshore at higher levels to have been at the base of the spurs of 

Danks Peninsula. This raises important questions about the extent of 

the former 18"ke ami the modes of formation of other lakemarginal features. 

Answers to both of these (juestions I'Till be given in the follm'ring section? 

'I"rhich discusses the critical areas for this study: 

the Kai torete Ba:crier and the 'I'Jestern lakemargins. 

the inner portion of 
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LACUSTRIN1:; DEPOSITIONAL 1,jUTDFORrIS. 

General 

A sequence of shoreline cl1anges has been suggested for this coast, 

occurring tmmrds the end of the postglacial rise in sealevel, when 

sealevels were lower than the present. These shoreline changes 

involved spit development and the eventual formation of the Barrier, 

on a sealevel betHeen -20 and -10 ft, 1"Thich excluded the sea from the 

Ellesmere area. This tentative series of events has been developed 

from evidence on Kai torete Barrier, in the Barrier Ridge and. Hooked 

Ridge areas. This section studies bvo areas th2.t are critical to these 

initial conclusions of coastal development: the inner margins of 

Kaitorete Barrier and LakeI;llesmere' s vlestern margins. Landforms in 

these areas have been related to me.rine ShOl"elines, ·which iwuld indicate 

the sea to have been nithin the Ellesmere area at a level eClual to the 

present. The main purpose of this section 'ITil1 be to explain the 

various groupEl of landforms; it vTill also serve to assess the importance 

of a fornel' lake for the lakemarginal area. 

Landforms on the inner Barrier viill be descri l)ed and discussed first i 

part of this discussion i'lill involve an evaluation of the evidence for 

higher lakelevels. This will be follm'Ted by an investigation of the 

ridges on the vrestern lakemargins, firstly the Taumutu Ridges and 

secondly, the Lakeside Ridges. 
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Ridges on Inner Kaitorete Barrier. 

GENERAL. 

The ridges on the inner Barrier are divided into 4 groups on the 

bases of morphology anet location. These groups are, from east to 

l,rest, the Birdlings Valley Hidges, Raihray Cutting Ridges, Speight 

Ridge, and Bayleys Ridges. The grouping is for ease of description 

and it is important to remember that they form a continuous ridge series o 

These shingle ridges extend vreshrards from Birdlings Valley for 

the length of the Barrier to the barrier beach separating Lake Ellesmere 

from the sea. The area of ridges is less than half a mile T,dde in 

most parts; groups of ridges are present in the eastern portion of the 

inner Barrier and in Bayleys Ridges, but for the rest of the inner Barrier 

a single ridge ,'Ti th "I>Tidely varyinG' characteristics? Speight Ridge, is 

present. The elongated nature of this ridge series gives~a clue to its 

formation. 

These shingle ridges have similar secliuent properties to those of the 

Barrier Ridges "Thich form their seEnrard m2.rgins. Figure 8 illustrates 

the similarity in grainsize parameters between sediments from these two 

areas. Form and roundness properties appeared similar in both areas too. 

However, the inner ridges appear quite distinct in bedding, orientation, 

and surface form from the BRrrier Ridges. 

Hailvray Cutting Ridges.> 

The H.aihTay Cutting IUdges are a complex group of ridges at the eastern 

end of this ridge series. Traces of the .ridge axes are shovm in Fig 28 .. 

Their axie.l trends sho,v three periocls of ridge development, the last 
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filling the re-entrant behreen the Barrier Ridges and spur-ends, anct 

enabling the drifting of sediment into Birdlings Valley. This 

succession of ridges, together vrith that in Birdlings Valley 

(indicated by arrovJ), is shmm in Fig 29. This photograph clearly 

shol'Ts the situation of the Hailway Cutting Ridges behreen the spur

ends and the Barrier Ridges (dashed line)o 

Profiles VTere surveyed across these ridges and are illustrated in 

Fig 30; the locations of the profiles are shoVTn on Fig 28. The inner 

ridge groups he,ve ridge levels behreen +14 and +17 ft, '"hile those of 

the outer group range between +16 and +25 ft. The outer ridges are 

separated from the innermost ridges by lagoonal sediments. These 

ridges may overlie fine sediment or extend to the Hooked Ridge surface 

beneath. Speight (1930) described a pit close to the raihray line 

i'There these ridges overlie sediments dipping to"tmrds the sea. 

Birdlings Valley Ridges. 

This series of shingle ridges is orientated across Birdlings Valley 

and tied to the Railway Cutting Ridges by a small shingle ridge along 

the southern valley wall (Fig 28). The characteristics of these ridges 

are shown in J!'ig 31; the ridges are closely spaced vrith a distinct 

ridge and swale form, and are orientated directly across-valley. 

profile crossing the Birdlings Valley Ridges is shovm in Pig 30. 

A 

This 

group has ridge levels between +17 and +19 ft except for the most lake-

ward ridge which is +23 ft. The number and horizontal extent of these 

ridges decreases from the northern side to the southern side of the 

seQuence. 



Figure 290 Raihmy Cutting Ridges sequence in re-entrant 

behreen Barrier Ridges on right forefSround (dashed) 

and spur-ends in background. 

Ridges in baclq~round (arrow). 

Birrllings Valley 
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F'igure 310 View southeast across the Birdlings Valley Ridges. Formation of 

the ridges vTaS from 1 eft to right, and lake is to the left. 
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The ridge along the southern i'rall relates these ridges to the other 

inner ridges on the Barrier, and further evidence of this relationship 

is provided by the stratigraphic sequence in Birdlings Valley. Exposures 

in the stream lv-hich cuts the ridges show" lake sediment beneath the 

Birdlings Valley Ridges. This suggests ridge formation on a lakeshore. 

Speight Ridge. 

Speight Ridge is a complex feature extending along most of the inner 

Barrier. It is interrupted 10 miles from the eastern end, by a complic-

ated series of shingle ridges and depressions (Bayley.s Ridges). The 

changeable n;:cture of Speight Eidge can be seen on Profiles III and IV 

in Fig 24. The ridge may present a 101, angled northern slope and a 

steep southern slope, as is shown on Profile III. In other places it 

exhibits .a steep northern slope, with little difference betvreen the ridge

top and the associated Barrier Ridges; such a condition is present on 

Profile IV. The height of the Ridge varies along the Barriel" between 

+18 and +24 ft. 

Bayleys Ridges. 

Bayleys Ridges are a set of ridges and depressions, 2 to 3 miles in 

east-iJest extent and up to 1,000 ft wide. Profiles V and VI show" hro 

sections of this ridge area; (Fig 24) they indicate several major 

ridges and depressions. There is evidence in these ridges of several 

'major' shorelines. These shorelines are numbered on Fig 32~ which 

indicates the ridge-axes in this area. The earliest shoreline is 

adjacent to the Hestern Inner Dunes and appears on the left foreground 
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of Fig 33 (dashed line). This shore position suggests a similar 

o~ earlier age for the Western Inner Dunes. Later deposition formed 

the rest of Bayleys Ridges on Profile V. Progradation follo"IIed and 

led to the formation of a series of between 23 and 28 curvilinear ridges. 

The pattern of these ridge-axes suggests progradation vreshrarcls and 

north'lmrds, related to a sediment supply from the east. A later shore 

truncated the outer ridges of this series and formed an irregular ridge 

that has continued 1>reshrards enclosing, vTith overwash features, depressions 

behind. Some of these depressions are show"n in the centre foreground 

of Fig 330 The fourth shore position is a proIlJ.inent lovler shingle 

ridge between >t-ll and >t-14 ft. 

EVIDENCE; FOR FORI'li\.TION. 

Bvidence for ,'/"ave formation is present in several exposures vlhere vrell 

o 
bedded deposits dip lakevTards at angles up to 5 • The truncation of 

the Barrier Ridges by Speight Ridge shov'lS that the inner ridges were 

formed follmTing the presence of the main marine ridges. This later 

formation of ridges located inside the Barrier Ridges combines vTi th two 

other factors to suggest formation by waves from the position occupied 

by Lake Ellesmere. These other factors are: 

1. Bedding in Speight" Ridge and the Hailway Cutting Ridges dips 

o 
lakmwrds at angles up to 5 • Figure 54 ShOI'TS a clear bedding 

pattern dipping "westward to\'larcls the Lake G 

2. Overwash features are present on the backs lopes (semwrd side) 

of various ridge sets. Figure 35 indicates such landforms on 
THE LIBRARY 

UNiVERS:TY OF C~NTERBURY 
CHRI;TCHURCH. N.Z. 



Figure 33. View 1'Test in vlest end of Bayleys Ridges. Steep 

lakeward face of Western Inner Dunes is in l~ft 

bEwkground (dashed), depressions in middle back

groLmd, and lake-ridges in foreground and right 

__ JJllckgrourtd (present as overHBsh feC3:tL~res),,- ___ ~" 

l(1,ks1'rards. View south. 



Figure 35. View north tovrards Lake Ellesmere (1)ackground) from 

Barrier Ridges shovTing Speight Ridge present as a 

series of overl'Tash features (mid foreground). 

Sneep indicate height of the ridge's backslope" 
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Speight Ridge, and they are also evident on Fig 33 in the 

right foreground. 

Speight (1930) suggested that the "raves forming the inner ridges w"ere 

semvaves at a periocl of higher sealevel, vThen the Barrier vms avrash and 

the wave platforms were being cut. This hypothesis is rejected because 

a rise of sealevel sufficient to allo"1'[ sea to enter the Lake ,vould have 

destroyed landforms over much of the Barrier's surface. A rise of +16 

to +20 ft would be necessary to enter the present lake at its outlet. 

Such a rise would have destroyed the Western Inner Dunes and the ridges 

over much of the Barrier. Furthermore, there is no evidence of such a 

rise in the Christchurch area. 

The simplest explanation for these im1er ridges on the Barrier is waves 

on a lake of greater magnitude than the present. TvTO concH tions need to 

be satisfied to make this explanation acceptable. Firstly, the Lake 

must have been able to reach levels necessary for waves on it to form the 

ridges at their present levels (between +15 and +24 ft). Secondly, winds 

must have been able to form waves on this lake of sufficient size to move 

shingle. These two factors will now be discussed. 

Fomn:::R HIGH LAKELEVELS. 

Four lines of evidence give an indication of former "rater-levels on 

Lake Ellesmere. These are: 

10 Historical evidence. 

2. The height of the Lake's outlet. 

3. The influence of wind. 

4. Horphological evidence o 
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Early reports record the Lake I s ability to reach the base of the inner 

ridges on the Barrier, and to reach levels up to +10 ft, in Buropean 

times. Early writers report the swampy nature of the land at the base 

of the spurs of the Perilinsula such that several I passes I ~vere necessary 

over the spurs. An old map (Black Map 115) shows an 1862 flood level 

that follows the base of the ridges from the Railway C~tting Ridges, 

along Speight Ridge, and around the fourth shore position of Bayleys 

Ridges, to the western end of the Barrier. Mr. C. Miller (1970,pers~ 

comm.) reports that lakelevels in the early 20th century reached his 

house in IVIcQueens Valley, which is at a level of +10 ft or more o Harris 

(1947, in \'iraight, 1958) vTrote that the lake-level liTBS possibly +8 to +9 

ft "lvhen the Lake vTaS opened by the Naoris in the last century. Since 

the early 20th century the lakelevel has been further limited to between 

+4 and +6 ft, and since 1947 to less than + 3.7 ft. 

In pre-naori times the maximum lJOssible lakelevel ,vould be governed 

by the height necessary to break over the Barrier at the lOV'Test point 0 

This lowest point at present, is the barrier beach at the western end 

ivhich is at a height of +16 ft. 1,hth a vrave regime similar to th8,t of 

the present and a barrier across the outlet, the Lake has conceivably 

been at levels up to +16 ft. The oontinuous presence of a barrier 

beach is highly likely because the barrier beach is a response to the 

,mve regime. If sealevel has been higher than the present then it is 

possible that the barrier beach, and consequently lakelevels, have been 

higher too o 
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lVIoc1erate to stronG vrinds can have consideral)le influence on lakelevels 

by lmrering the >;rater-level at the ulywind end of the lake and increasing 

ita t the dmH11vind end. Hecords taken for Lake Ellesmere behleen 1953 

and 1962, swnmnrisecL in Table 5, show- differences in levels of up to 5 ft 

between two stations 14 miles apart. The absolute level increases at 

the dovmvTind end will be less than these maximum differences, but vrill 

still be significant. This effect could r~ise the water level by several 

feet at the eastern end of the Lake for south to southeast ,vinds, thus 

increasing the height of wave-action. The opposite action would happen 

I'Tith northeast conditions: the level increase would occur at the western 

end. 

Higher lakelevels should have left shoreline evidence around the Lake's 

margins. Lakeshore dunes and ridges have already been described on the 

northeastern lakemargins; of these features~ those in Gebbies and 

NcQueens Valleys suggest lakelevels up to +10 ft. Other morphologic 

evidence of higher lakelevels l'f1ll be discussed in the later sections o 

From this review of evidence for high Inkelevels it can be concluded that 

former levels have been considerably higher than those of the present. 

IIistorical evidence inclicates former levels up to +10 ft. Deductions 

from the I'm ter-level necessary to break over the Barrier, and from the 

effect of wind-induced I,rater-level variations, suggest that levels higher 

than +15 ft are possible. Thus, lakelevels, I'li th sufficient height to 

reach the ridges on the inner Barrier have been demonstrated as operating 

in an earlier Lake Ellesmere. Before the hypothesiS of riclge formation 

by waves from the Lake can be accepted, it is necessary to assess the 

ability of waves of sufficient size to form on a higher lake. 



Table 5. vlind Induced Variations in 1vater-level on Lake Ellesmere. 

Year Date Maximum difference J'iIax. 1 hr. Direction 
in levels (ft)+ wind run (kts) Uegrees++ 

1953 10 April 4.2 40 220 

11 April 5.05 53 200 

1954 10 July 3.95 48 220 

1955 29 April 3.4 40 190 

1957 28 September 3.15 30 050 

1960 30 Nay 3.15 26 040 

+ 
Recorded about the time that water-level at Taumutu changed from 

rising to falling or vice versa. lIindspeed and direction was 

measured at Taumutu. \'Jater-levels were recorded at Taumutu and 

Kaituna. 

++ 
Direction is measured from True North. 

Source: Hydrology Annual, Number 10, 1962: 191-192. 
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POSSIBLE if AVES ON A FOI?HER LAM E1LEm'G~RE. 

The possiole WRves a1)le to oe forIlled on a forIller Lake Lillesmere viere 

derived theoretically oecause the present dimensions of the Lake prevell-G 

wave form8,tion. The theoretical cfllculation of \'Tave heig'hts, period.s, 

and lengths for lakes is different to thnt for oceans oecause the 

addi tional factors, depth of vrater and plan-shs,pe of the lake, must o'e 

taken into account. idater-depth limits ,mve dimensions for waves "ii th 

lengths greate~(' than two times the vrater-depth. Plan-shape must oe 

considered oecause 'wind acts on an area in forming vTaves and narrm,r water 

oodies may restrict wave-formation. 

In a deep-'water lake (depths greater than half the 't18ve1ength) Hinel 

olows across an area of water and forms 'Iraves i'rhich increase in height 1 

period, and length until mBximum dimensions are reached for a vrind of 

that velocity. The time taken to develop to the muximnm climenstons, the 

Ninimum Duration, varies ii'Ti th the fetch aDd the "rind-veloci ty. For 

shallOH-,\later lakes there is an increasing frictional loss of Have energy 

with decreasing depth. Thus, for vIincls of a given velocity the m2ximum 

,mve dimensions gre less than those in deep vrater. The limits thCi,t vTater-

depths impose on .,rave height are demonstrated in Fig 36. 

The second factor that must be considered is the plan-shape of 11 lake. 

The straight-line fetch does not give an accurate indication of the 'true l 

fetch that a ,find acts over in an inland vrater-oody. The Effective 

Fetch (Beach Brosion Bd, Tech. Memo. No 132) takes into account straight-

line water distances within ~5° of the wind direction. Fetches on 

Lake Ellesmere I'Tere calculated this vJay and the method is shovm in 

Appendix IX-A. 
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Ana.lysis. 

For the calculation of theoretical wave heights and periods on Lake 

Ellesmere, hourly records of 1'find velocity and duration for Tawnutu 

during 1951 "rere analysed. Details of the anemometer and the recording 

site are described in Appendix L\: B. The relationship between wind 

speeds recorded at Taumutu and 'average windspeeds' on the Lake, is not 

important because the vTindspeeds used are generalised to the Im·rest 

values. Variations in water-depths and possible effects of vegetation 

grolving in the Hater are also ignored. 

Effective Fetches were calculated for five positions around the Lake. 

At each location the fetches were calculated, with 300 intervals, for 

all directions of possible wave-approach. The locations of these five 

positions and their fetches are illustrated in Fig 37. Because of the 

elongated plan-shape of the Lake the longest Effective }<"etches "lvere 

between 7 and 9.3 miles; these fetches were considerably less than the 

longest straight-line fetches of 14 miles. 

For the theoretical calculation of ltTave parameters vrater-depth is assumed 

to be 10 ft at the dmvmvincl end of the fetch because the analysis applied 

to the lake at levels of ~15 ft. Sedimentation has been proceeding at 

an unknm,m rate and has been progressively lovTering the depth0 There-

fore, initial depths may h8.ve been much greater 8,nd, "I',hen combinerl "I'lith 

I·rind-induced vraterlevel variations, dovruvrind depths may have been greater 

than 20 ft. The increase in Have height that would occur ,vi th depth 

increases up to 15 ft (Hind remaining constant), is shoHn in Fig 36. 
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Selected groups of hourly mean velocity values were used to derive 

theoretical ,\faye heights and periods using diagrams of their generalised 

deep-water relationships with windspeed, fetch, and duration values 

(Beach Brosion Bd, Tech. Memo. No 132, plates 34 and 35). These deep-

,'rater i\faVe heights and periods "rere then limited to shallo'w-vrater maximum 

dimensions for a 10 ft average depth using the values indicated on Table 

6. This table assumes unlimited fetch and fully developed liraves 0 

Although some increase in minimum durations can be expected, the difference 

in "rave dimensions between the deep-limter and shallOlil-water (10 ft depth) 

condi tions sU9;gests that waves would be developed to the shallow-water 

dimensions over the fetches used. 

Have dimensions that would theoretically have been formed at the Railway 

Cutting Ridges are sholim on Table 7. Vands recorded during 1951 at 

TmmlUtu from the south'Hest and south vlould form '\V'aves Vii th heights up to 

3.2 ft and periods up to 4.5 seconds. Calculations for the western end 

of Speight Ridge shm\f theoretical ,\fave heights between 2 and 2~3 ft from 

several directions. 

Orbital motion in a 2 ft high ,\fave \'11 th a :3.9 second period can move 

pebbles (S.G. = 2065) "7ith median diameters of 25mm (medium lJebbles) in 

3 ft of vTater, ancl those of 4.5mm (very SLla11 pebbles) in 6 ft of ,vater. 

(Hydraulics Res. Station Notes, 1969). These sizes Iwuld obviously 

also be moved in the sVTash zone where more turbulent conditions prevaiL 

A 2.6 ft wave "\\fith a 4.25 second periocl can lift large pebbles (D50 = 8lillll) 

in water-depths of 6 ft. Thus? waves ,'Thich are theoretically possible on 

this lake can move the sizes that are present in the inner ridges. 



Table 6. Theoretical \'Ta;ve Heights and Periods over. an unlimited 

Fetch for 10 ft water depth (Bretschneider in Ippen. 1966) 

Wind Speed (mpl}) Vlave Height (ft) Have period (sees) 

20 2.0 3.9 

25 2.3 4.1 

30 2.6 4.25 

35 2.8 4.4 

40 3.0 4.5 

45 3.3 4.6 

Source: Bretschneider, C.L. in Ippen, A.T.; 1966: Estuary and 

Coastline Hydrodynamics. 744 pps. 



Table 7. Theoretical 'dave Heights calculated for the Railway Cutting 

Ridges and Speight Ridge from 1951 wind velocity data 

limited by a 10 ft water-depth. 

Eff. Fetch Velocity Duration \vave Ht Duration of waves 
(mph) (hours) (feet) at max. dimensions 

(hrs) 

Railway Cutting Ridges 

2400 (5.9 miles) 20 1 less than 1.9 

44+ 3 3.2 1.55 hrs 

2700 (7.2 miles) 24 - 40 5 2.3-2.6 3.20 hrs 

S12eight Ridge 

300
0 

(605 miles) 24 - 40 5 2.3 3.30 

330
0 (7.1 miles) 23 - 30 3 2.2 1.20 

30 - 38 3 2.6 1.35+ 

22 - 29 3 2.3 3 

3600 
(7.0 miles) 20 - 26 6 2.0 5.0 

22 - 28 5 2.1 - 2.3 3.20 

0300 (7.4 miles) 19 - 22 4 2.0 2.10 

25+ 5 2.3 3.20+ 

20+ 8 2.0 8 

0600 (5.9 miles) no significant records 
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Incomplete refraction of these vdnd-formed and directed I'Taves would 

have led to Ii tto ral drift. Significant vTaves approaching the eastern 

inner Barrier ,wuld have approached from the wes t, and l'Tould thus have 

caused an eastwards drift. -VTestern portions of the inner ridges are 

open to significant ,'Taves from more varied directions \vhich "would have 

caused varying drifts. This variability in "rave conditions could have 

led to the complicated shoreline developments present in Bayleys Ridges. 

The small frequency of high vrindspeeds, together vTith the probability 

of low lakelevels for part of the time suggests that the process of 

ridge building and modification would take a long time. Evidence I'rhich 

was given earlier suggests that a time period of 6,000 years is available 

for this action. Vladimirov (1953, in Zenkovich, 1967, p321) demonstrated 

the action, when proceeding, to be rapid. He noted 38 metres per hour 

longshore-movement of shingle sizes (diameters greater than 10 mm) with 

,-raves 80cm high approaching the &'lore obliquely. This indicates that 

the time period envisaged is sufficient for the formation of these 

features. 

Summary 

The ability of the Lake to reach levels sufficient to reach the ridges, 

and of vraves formed on the Lake to move pebbles, indicates that shinGle 

ridges on the inner Barrier could have been formed by lake-waves. This 

conclusion, when combined with geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence 

fi'om the inner ridges, confirms the hypothesis of lacustrine formation 

for these ridges. This conclusion ma~-ces a consideration of the nossible J_ 

lacustrine influence on features on the "I-restern lakemargins necessary" 
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Shingle Ridges on 1,{estern Lakeshore. 

GI~HERAL. 

The shoreline features on the ,I[estern edge of the Lake can be divided 

into bTO groups on the bases of sediments formine the ridges and their 

surface-forms. This ridge series appears continuous in surface-form, 

but the relationship bet"ween the bw groups is obscure because of the 

absence of sections. Speight (1930), Suggate (1968), and Burrows (1969) 

wrote that these ridges are evidence 6f former marine shorelines. The 

rest of tIlis section investigates the evidence present in the sediments 

and landforms, and assesses the marine and lacustrine hypotheses of 

formation. The Taumutu Ridges ,'!ill be discussed first and the Lakeside 

Ridges, second. 

TAUNUTU RIDGES. 

These ridges extend parallel to the sout~Testern lakemargins for two 

miles in a north-so"Llth direction from Taumutu. The ridge area narrows 

northwards from 2,000 ft at Tall.mutu to 500 ft before linking HUh the area 

of Lakeside Ridges. At Taumutu the complex ridge development is seen 

in the trace of ridge-axes shown in Fig 7 (inside back cover). Single 

ridges lose clistinctness moving northlvards, and for the northern 1 mile 

there is a single broad shingle ridge. At a drain exposure near the 

northern limit of this area 3 to 4 ft of shingle overlie fine sand and 

peat at a level of approximately +10 to +15 ft. The pebbles are similar 

in form and roundness to those found southvrards to Taumutu; northvmrds, 

sediment of a different form and roundness marks the southern limit of the 

Lakeside Ridges. 
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A profile crossing the ridges at Taumutu is illustrated in Fig 38. 

It sho,'TS 15 ridges over a horizontal distance of 2,000 ft. 110st of 

these ridges are between +11 and +17 ft but hro ridges, capped by a 

layer of sand, reach over 20 ft. The lakeNard margins of this ridge 

group shoH a possible ridge between +5 and +10 ft. The height and 

extent of these ridges have been suggested by others as evidence of a 

marine formation for these ridges. HONever, a lacustrine originiprovides 

a better explanation for factors Hhich have arisen firstly, from studying 

the sediments in the ridges and secondly, from the presence of a fresh

vrater mollusc in fine semd beneath the ridges. 

Sediments exposed at the surface of the Taumutu Ridges are pebble to 

granule sizes, but the vert.ical extent of such sizes is uncertain o A 

section through the ridge im:nediately lakeNards of Lm\fer Lake Road~ 0 0 3 

miles south of the profile 9 is shmm in J<'ig 39. This section indicates 

coarse sand to small pebble sizes in layers for the upper 3.5 ft overlying 

4 ft of green fine sand. The upper 3.5 ft is the sediment forming the 

ridge. The fine sand is similar in mean grain size and sorting to the 

samples from between Lincoln and Greenpark Huts, which possibly indicates 

similar conditions of deposition. These sediments shol" no resemblance 

to the marine sediments exposed in the section through the Barrier Ridges 

at Devils Knob. It is very unlikely that processes on this high energy 

coast would form a deposit of this nature. These sediments exposed in 

the Taumutu Ridges indicate deposition on a lakeshore. 
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1l. similar conclusion is ind:.Cated by the presence of freshvJater shells 

in the fine sand beneath the ridge at Taumutu. A sample of these sheilils 

(893/500) was sent to the Geological Survey, Lower Hutt, for Carbon 14 

dating. Results were not available at the time of writing and con-

clusions from the age of the shells cannot be drawn. '1'he shells were 

identified, by Nr. P. jlilaXliTell of the Geology Department, as the fresh

,'later mollusc Hyridella menziesi. This mollusc inhabits creeks, rivers, 

ponels, and lakes to depths of 100 ft in the South Island, (Suter, 1913; 

Stout in Lnox, 1969), and suggests a freshwater environment in the area. 

Doubt has been expressed that the shells have been deposited in situ 

because Hyriclella. menziesi does not inhabit the present brackish water 

of the Lake. Stout (1970, pers. corum), says that there is no record of 

these molluscs in the rivers flmving into the Lake at present. The 

shells,were, however, well preserved and a significant portion of shells 

had both valves present and were infilled with silt. If they had been 

introduced to the site of deposition from outside, it is ¢ost unlikely 

that they have been moved far. This is sug£:ested by the number of shells 

present in the layer and their preservation. Also, the fine sand above 

and beloy! the shells indicates that the environment of depoEji tion has 

been constant. ,Shells are restricted to this layer and possibly a very 

poorly preserved layer at a depth of 5 ft. 

Hhether the freshwater mollusc has been deposited in situ or has been 

introduced into the area, the shells and sediment suggest quiet conditions 

in the environment of cleposi tion at a level of +7 ft, and fresh"Jater 
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conditions nearby. The deposition of these shells in a marine 

environment is thus discounted. It is concluded from the presence 

of Hyriclel1 8, menziesi in the fine sediment, and the nature of the 

sediment in the ridge and beneat]l it, that these ridges were formed 

in a 12custrine environment. 

The plan-form of the ridge-axes confirms this lakeshore origin. The 

orientation of the ridges at T[rumutu (Fig 7, inside back cover), plus the 

change of orientation through the rid,~e sequence there, suggest a shore

line Elovement towards a more equilibrium plan-shape facing the northeast 

across the Lake. This direction approximates the maximum E;ffective 

Fetch on the present Lake. 

Peat, located beneath the shingle ridge at the drain exposure on Lower 

Lake Road, does not allovT definite conclusions about this area's deposit-

ional environment to be drmrn. Fig 40 shows the stratigraphic relations 

of the peat and overlying ridge sediments. A study of the peat I'Tas carried 

out by Drs. r,'Iolloy and Noar (1970, reI's. comm.) and the results of the 

analyses are described in Appendix X. Kahikatea (Poc1ocarpuf? dacrydioides) 

and mated Cr.. spicatu:~,) 8,re the important conifers present in the pollen 

analysis; Wood fragments of matai confirQ its local presence. ]\1e,nuka 

Tree species indicate 

a possible floodplain or impeded drainagesituDtion, but do not confirm a 

lakeshore environment o HOHever, the sedinents beneath t118 pea,t al1d those 

interbedded with t~e overlying ridges suggest it. 



Figure 40. Peat with ,wod present underlies shingle from the 

Taumutu Ridges in a drain exposure. Vertical extent 

of section is 3.5 ft. Particles in the ridge sediment 

are up to medium pebble sizes. 
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Various lines of evidence tn thts area suggest that a lacustrtne 

formatton for these ridges ts htghly Itkely. Theorettcal derivations 

of lake-formed wave hetghts reaching thts location, and deductions about 

former lakelevels, indicpte the ability of lakewaves to form these 

ridges. Theoretical heights of ,raves approaching Taumutu v'rere ca1-

culated for the 1951 ,'finel data and are S!lO,m in Table 8. \Jave heights 

up to 2 ft were calculated for the northeastern direction; such waves 

are capable of moving all particles present in these ridges. Lake-

levels from +12 to +15 ft would reach the base of most ridges. Thus, 

formation by waves from (3 lake is conceivable. In the absence cf any 

definite evidence supporting a mSTine forrn.ation these rio&;e8 are con~ 

chlded as being lakeformed. 

LAI~J:<;S IDE RIDGES. 

l'fortlmard,s of the Ta,Umutu H.idges the Lakeside Ridges extend irregularly 

for 8 miles in a northeasterly direction. They are different to all 

other ridges studied, both tn surface-form 8.nd in sedi,ment-character. 

These deposits h8.ve an unevenly undulating, hummocky form; definite ridges 

are not present, al though there is an ir:regular trend tm-rards a lower level 

on the lakevrard side of the ridge 8.rea. The horizont8.1 extent of the 

8.rea is likewise irregular. 

Hortl'l of Timberyard Pt the ridges extend in a straight iine north of 

northe8.st. Bet,-reen Timberyard Pt and 1a.keside four shingle tongues 

with axes pointin~ to the northe8.st, project into the Lake. The southern 

group of two projections appear in B'ig 41. The Taumutu Ridges are 

inclicated on the left of this figure, betvreenthe projections and the 



Table 8. Theoretical v[ave Heights calculated for the Taumutu, 

Lakeside, and Lower Ridges from 1951 ,dnd velocity data 

limited by a 10 ft "rater-depth. 

Eff Fetch Velocity Duration VJave Ht Duration of max 
(mph) (hours) (feet) dimens. waves" 

(hours ) 

Taumutu Ridges 

0400 
(9.3 mi) 18+ 5 1.9 3.20 

20+ 14 2.0 14.00 

070
0 (8.0 mi) no significant records. 

Lakeside Ridges 

1000 
(8.3 mi) 20 - 28 9 2.0+ 7.00 

30 8 2.6 6.20+ 

27 2 2.4 2.00 

30+ 24 2.6+ 22.20+ 

20 8 2.0 8.00 

130
0 

(8.6 mi) 18 - 20 5 1.9 3.00 

20 3 2.0 3.00 

LovTer Rid~ 

195
0 

(6.4 mi) 20+ 4 2.0 2.20 

30+ 11 2.6 9.20 

40+ 5 3.0 3.50 

30+ 5 2.6 5.00 

25+ 13 2.3 13000 

30+ 34 2.6 33.00 

225
0 

(7.8 mi) 30+ 23 2.6 21.20 

20+ 5 2.0 5.00 



Figure 41. TvTO projections into the Lake near Lakeside. 

View southwest with Taumutu ridge sequence south 

(arrow) tm·rards the sea. 
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present coast. These projections were suggested by Suggate to 

be marine-formed spits. The orientation and plan"",form of these 

fea,tures is the main evidence for marine shorelines in this area at a 

sealevel near that of the present. Vfhile this evidence is difficult 

to refute, a study of bedding and some sediment characteristics indic

ates that "\I)'ave-formed features in the area could be ascribed to forma

tion on lakeshores. 

Exposures through the Lakeside Ridges shou differences in bedding and 

sediments between these ridges and those on the Barrier. A section 

through the ridges in a dra,in south of Dickies Hoad, S~lO\"Tn in Fig 42, 

exhibits the main characteristics of the bedding in the Lakeside Ridges. 

The bedding, 1'i'hen present, is subhorizontal and relates to major differ-

ences in particle siae between layers. In this section sediments in 

the layers aTe either of medium sand, possibly vTith scattered pebbles, 

or of pebbles, often 1-rith a medium sanc1 matrix. Such bedding differs 

markedly to that notect in the marine sediments in Devils Knob Pit 1vhich, 

vlhen present, dips sem·T8.rds at angles up to So. Furthermore, successive 

layers in the Barrier Ridges do not contrast as much in sediment sizes 

that are present. 

In addition to the differences in bedding lIi th the marine sediments, 

this area exhibits considera.ble differences in some sediment characteristics. 

As vras noted in an earlier section, the roundness and form properties of 

sediments exposed in sections of the Lakeside Ridges appear different to 

those of the sediments from the Barrier, and Beach. Sediments from the 

Lakeside Ridges are predominantly I rounded I v711i1e those from the other 
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areas are predominantly t"\'lell rouncled'. Fig 9 shows that the 4 

samples from the LakesicLe ttidges shm'l" a consistently 10v7er proportion 

of flatter particles (S/L ratio is lov,er) than those samples from the 

Barrier and Beach but sho"\'l similar proportions to the 3 River samples. 

A study of Table 2 indicates hTO things. Firstly, the differences and 

similarities of Fig 9 become more apparent with the mean 8/L ratios. 

The Lakeside Ridge and Sel"rtTyn River samples have values near 0.50 "rhile 

samples from the Beach and Barrier hewe mean S/L ratios around 0.40. 

Secondly, there is a similarity in mean psi values between Lakeside Ridges 

and River s8.m~)les (means near 0.68 psi) and betvleen 13each and Barrier samp

les(meansnear 0.60 psi). 

This difference bei;1.',een Barrier and river samples possibly reflects 

selective sorting on the const on the sediments available to the beach 

from river and cliff. (It is concei~able that the initial cliff or 

river sediment was similar in form and sphericity properties to these 

river samples.) In the section discussing the present beach it "\'las 

suggested that a selective process has led to proportionately more of 

the flatter particles present of the beaches. This "\'las explained as 

being related to the greater stability of the larger, flatter pebbles. 

The similarity bet'ween the Lakeside Ridge and River samples in mean psi 

values, and in proportions of flatter particles, suggests that very 

little, of any 1 sorting action by ,.,raves has acted on these sediments@ 

Unfortunately, no statistical sighificance can be given to these differ

ences because of the limited number of samples from the various environ

ments. 
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The differences in bedding and sediment shape characteristics between 

Lakeside Ridge deposits and established marine sediments on the present 

coast suggest that these deposits are not marine formed, but ,'Tere instead 

formed on a lakeshore o The hummodcy surface-form of the ridges and the 

proximity to river sediments in the present lakeside situation~ add 

assurance to these conclusions. The hypothesised mode of formation 

is that river sediments have been partly re"rorked by laksvTaves on a 

lakeshore. Cobble to granule sizes BTe present close to the mouths 

of rivers and indicate river sources. Also, fluvial action is evident 

landv-rards of the ridges, becoming interrupted by the ridges; during high 

flOvis sediment was conceivable moved onto the lakeshore I'There ,Taves could 

subsequently act upon it. Table 7 indicates that lfaves of considerable 

size could approach this shore from the Lake. A study of Hellholes 

supports this hypothesised formation of these ridges. 

'vIELLHOLE RECORDS. 

Five Hellholes were important to this aspedt of the study, giving 

additional information about the sequence of events within the south-

,,[estern lakemarginal area. The locations and sequences of these well-

holes~re1shbwn on Fig 43 A and Fig 43 B, respectively. These wellholes 

indicate a change from alluvial gravels in the north of the area (393/195) 

to sediments from a variety of environments tOFards Taumutu (393/:159). 

lo[el1 393/195 shmm an unbroken sequence of alluvial gravel and sand to 

-155 ft from vTi thin the Lakeside Ridges area. The Lakeside Ridges in, 

and north of, this area appear to be al1uvium i of the Springston formation 

"Thich has been modified by 1akel'Taves. LandHards of the ridge area, north 
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of 393/195 the fan surface conf irms this, rising steadily avray from 

the J~ake. 

In well 393/163 the La1{eside riclge is recorded as medium gravel and 

very fine blue sand to -13 ft. 'rhis description of gravel and sand is 

very similar to that in the section at Dickies Eoad. At Timberyard Pt 

the Lakeside Eidges thus appear to be related to river gravels deposited 

over estuarine and lacustrine sediments in an area east of the dipping 

fan-surfaces. 

Sou thirards to'fiards the Taumutu Ridges sand, clay, and pug is present 

over alluvial gravels (893/162 and 393/161) which are at a similar level 

to the northern ridges. The alluvial origin is suggested by the brown 

colour in 393/162. The four projections into the Lake could possibly be 

desposi ts rela.tins· to rivers extending their beds in delta fashion:> lake

wards over lakesediment. The present undulating surface-form does 

SUPllort this hYllothesis, but action by le.kmfaves could he.ve modified any 

former surface. The particles forming these features are cobble sizes, 

hO"\\Tever, and lakewaves calculated for the Lakeside Ridges \'!Quld have a 

limited effect on them. 

South of the shingle prOjections blue pug, beneath the 3 ft of shingle in 

the 'l'aumutu Eidges (S93/159) suggests only lacustrine and estuarine con-

ditions. Fluvial action did not reach this distance into the Lake. 

The sediments forming the Taumutu n.idges were probably drifted southwards 

along a lakeshore from the river or lake gravels further north. Selective 
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sorting of the smaller and more easily eroded particles would give 

rise to the significant difference in. sediments between the two ridge 

areas. Two factors support this suggestion. Firstly, vraves of the 

dimensions calculated for rraumutu could move pebbles and smaller sizes 

in the area behreen Lakeside and Taumutu.. Secondly, the changing 

orientation of the ridge-axes at Taumutu,Hith the fulcrum at the northern 

end of the ridge series (Fig 7, inside back cover), suggests sediment 

movement from northHards. 

The study of wellholes indicates that the Lakeside Ridges can be 

explained in terms of a lacustrine origin. A hypothesis of marine 

formation,. suggested by the spit-forms south of Timberyard Pt, introduces 

problems in the sediments and surface-forms that cannot be adequately 

resolved. Sediments are significantly different to those on the Barrier 

and Beach, both in bedding and some sediment properties. ~ The surface

form is markedly different to that seen in areas subjected to this coast's 

high energy wave environment. It is therefore concluded that these 

ridges 1\I'ere formed by waves from the lake. Evidence of former marine 

shorelines is not present in the landforms of t his area. 

Summary. 

The inner ridges on the Barrier and the western lakemargins have been 

formed in lakeshore situations by 'waves on a higher lake. Evidence of 

this formation for the inner ridges on the Kaitorete Barrier is present 

in the bedding, in ovenvash features, in the level and position of the 

ridges, and in the stratigraphic relations of the ridges in Birdlings 
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Valley. The TaumutuRidges i lacustrine origin is suggested by the 

sediment in anc1 beneath the ridges, the presence of Hyridella menziesi 

beneath the ridges, and the axial trends of the ridges. A formation 

by lakevrav:S;s is concluded for the Lakeside Ridges because of the 

minor amount of modification that the original fluvial sediments have 

undergone, the difference in bedding between this area and the Barrier 

Ridges, and the location near the lakeshore. The continuity of the 

ridge-surface I,d th the Taumutu Ridges suggested the source for the 

sediments in the rraumutu Ridges to have been the Lakeside Ridge area to 

the north. Deposits related to a marine shoreline \wuld have been of 

quite a different nature to those found in the western lakemarginal area. 

The ability of former lakelevels to reach the levels necessary to 

form these ridges was demonstrated from historical evidence and from 

levels necessary to break over the present barrier beach across the out-

let of Lake Ellesmere. Theoretical "rave heights and periods were cal-

culated from nrediction diagrams, and restrictions to these parameters 

I'Tere imposed for shallow-vvater conditions. For Haves of these parameters 

it was demonstrated that pebbles and smaller sizes could be transported. 

The form2tion of these features by lalc8"\'Taves IJeans that no marine land

forms in the Ellesmere area related to recent high sealevels have yet 

been discussedo 1'his tends to confirm the conclusion, arrived at in a 

previous section, that the sea was excluded from the Ellesmere area at a 

level significantly below that of the present level. However, conclusions 

about the absence of marine shoreline evidence in the region have neglected 
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the abrasional evidence present on the spurs of the Peninsul~. 

very important consideration Hill no,v be discussed. 

This ' 
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J.vlARHTE ABRASION1l1 1ANDFOmrrS. 

General 

Relic shore platforms, occasionally backed by cliffs, and seastacks 

occur near the spur-ends of the Peninsula for 12 miles vrest of the 

present cliffed spurs at Poranui Pt. These lcndforms are absent at 

Tai tapu although a seastack is present 5 miles nortlnTard of Tai tapu, 

near Halsvrell. The presence of shore platforms at levels between +6 

and +25 ft raises questions about recent sealevels and shorelines in the 

Ellesmere area. It is necessary to ask if a postglacial sealevel at a 

level, consiclerably higher than the present, formed the platforms and 

cliffs. The position of the abrasional features at Birdlings Flat, 

landwards of the J3arrier, clearly indicates the earlier formation of 

these cliffs and shore platforms. Thus, formation on a postglacial sea-

level higher than the present, would contradict the sequence of events 

derived from a study of the landforms on the Barrier and lakemargins o 

In the sequence that has been developed marine shorelines are suggested 

to have left the Ellesmere area Hi th the formation of the Barrier !!Then 

the sealevel vTaS 10lver than -10 ft. 

This section will briefly review the evidence for concluding a marine 

origin for these hardrock features. This will be follmred by an evalua-

tion of the age of the period of cliffing and platform cutting: 

it is recent or preglacial. 

vThether 
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Marine Formation. 

The formation of these features by coastal processes has been recog-

nised by all previous writers. Cliffs fronted by rounded boulders 

suggest a cliff development reluted to "I'Jave attack ancl subaerial "reatllering 

at some earlier time. Subhorizontal hardrock surfaces 9 dipping sea-

,'lards from spur":'ends? call for the development of ple.tforms by marine 

processes. T"!TO such platforms are indicated in Figures 44 [lncl 45" 

They shov1 irregulE'cr, rough surff'.ces which decrease in level by behreen 

10 and 20 ft, over distances up to 50 yards from junctions .d th the 

loess. The character of the surface, and the presence or absence of 

boulders, is related to the nature of the volcanic strata: • .L • 
luG In-

dllration and its jOillt s:srstem. 

Upstanding rock-masses at some distance from spur-ends Bre present at 

Ahuriri, J'iIotuk8.rara, l{aitunCl., and BircHings Flat, and are DoSt easily 

explained as seaformec1 stacks. ';'}JS l..huriri Stack ShOHS evidence indicating 

development at ,sealevels,similar to that forming the shore platfol'IDs: 

it is connected at the surface to the spur and it appears to have a minor 

platform at the western end. Other stacks may have formed at l01·rer sea-

levels. 

T'he conformity behreen the trend of the ends of the spurs from Notukarara 

to Birdlings Flat and that of t~18 present coastal spur-ends gives further 

support for the marine origin. The cliff at Devils Knob is in line vith 

those of the coast and is of similar height~ The relic cliffs decrease 

in height 'ITesb-:8.rcts from Devils Knob and spur-ends are generally subdued 



Figure 44. 

Figure 45. 

Shore platforw west of Kai tuna. Note the very 

rough surface with boulders present in places Q 

The platform is backed by loess, apparently overlying ito 

Shore platform near Kai tuna dipping sem'Tards, in 

front of house 1 and app8,rently continuing beneath 

the loess (dashed line). Viel'[ east. 
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by Ahuriri. The definite marine origin of these features inrticBtes 

a shoreline adjacent to the spur-ends, at a sealevel between +10 and 

+15 ft, prior to the presence of the Barrier. 

Age of Formation. 

Speight (1930) relatecl the formation of these landforms to a period 

of high sealevel follovring the presence of the Barrier. Thompson (1964) 

virote that height correlations vrith the Princess Anne sealevel suggest 

an age of 85,000 to 90,000 years B.P. for their formation, while Suggate 

(1968) and Burrovm (1969) concluded the formBtion to be during a post-

gla.cial sealevel higher than :present. The latter two writers placed 

the age of cliffing and platform formation vrithin the last 5,000 years o 

It is necessary to know 1'lhether the shore platforms are pre- or post

glacial in age, to test the conclusions already reached in this invest-

igation. 

The relationship betw·een the loess and the shore platforms is crucial to 

an estimation of the period of formation of these features. Speight 

L1908) wrote that loess overlies the shore platforms. Figure 45 sho1'lS 

that the platform, exposed in front of the house, continues beneai:h the 

loess (dashed line). The continuation is partly obscured by claY1V2sh 

but vertical cracks in the loess stop at the basalt-loess contact. 

Horizontal bedding is present in the loess covering the platform and 

concretions are present in some layers; these two features indicate 

that the loess fonits a primary deponi t, and possibilities of redeposition 

over the platform from higher on the spur can be ignored. 
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The basalt-loess contact is more noticeable in Fig 46, but any bedding 

in the loess is obscured by vegete.tion and surface modifications. There 

is also uncertainty in other instances vThere basalt platforms appear to 

underlie the loess because of the lack of clear exposures of the loess~ 

and the possibility arises t:hat reT;wrking of primary loess deposits may 

have lead to deposition over platforms. 

Ilr. J.K. Hill of the Geology Department, University of Canterbury, 

(1970, pers. comm.) has carried out transects on subsurface basalt on 

a spur north of J:10tukarara, locatecl at Grid Reference S84/946339. Results 

indicate that a basalt surface, conformable \'Tith the platform exposed at 

the outer edges of the spur, is present beneath the loess. The basalt 

surface slopes upwards beneath thicknesses of loess (up to 70 ft thick) 

mvay from the end of the spur until, several hundred yards from the spur-

end, it slopes steeply towards the surface. The form of the basalt 

surface suggests that the platform in this location continues beneath 

the loess to a former cliff, also buried by loess. Exposures of the 

loess covering the platform at the outer margins of this spur indicate 

that the loess forms a primary deposit. 

AGE OF LOESS e 

The stratigraphic relations of loess and shore platforms suggest, in 

several instances, that the formation of the platforms predates the 

deposition of the loess. The age of loess deposition allows an estimation 

of the relative age of the shore platform cutting in this situation o The 



Figure 46. Platform extends beneath the loess east of l\IcQueens 

Valley. Surface alteration and vegetation prevent 

the ascertaining of the presence of beddingo 
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generally accepted hypothesis of loess accumulation on BaIllts Peninsula 

and the East Coast of the ~30u t:1 Island is by Hind transport of silt and 

clay sizes from glacial ou hrash. Raeside (1964) adds that loess may 

have been derived from fine sediment on the continental shelf during 

sealevel recessions in recent glacial periods. 

related broadly to glaciations. 

Loess has thus been 

Sequences of at least 6 loess layers in localities in South Canterbury 

and North Otago have been tentatively related to the Otiran (upper 3 

layers) and Haimaungan (lm,rer 3 layers) Glaciations of Gage (1961). 

(Suggate1s (Suggate, 1965) revision divides these two glaciations into 

three glaciations). At least 4 beds are present on Banks Feninsula 

exposures. In the bedded exposures over the shore platform there 

appear to be four or more beds. Thus, the Imrer loess could possibly 

be older than the Otiran Glaciation. 

From the relatiohship of the loess overlying the platform, it appears 

that the platforms have been formed during some preglacial high sea-

level prior to their burial by loess. The sequence of shorelines-;-

derived from studying landforms on the Barrier t is therefore accepted 

because there is no definite evidence of shorelines within the Ellesmere 

area near the present level. 
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o 
Expsure of Platforms and Cliffs. 

1\ 

Former postglacial shorelines would have been at levels that were too 

101'1 to have exerted much influence on the exposure of the platforms Q 

Other evidence suggests th2..t the sealevel vTaS bet"ween -20 and -10 ft 

'i,hen shorelines were excluded from this area. The present partially 

or wholly exposed shore platform and cliff situations are suggested to 

have taken place, along a lakeshore. 

Lakelevels of +15 ft would bring the lake-edge to the base~ or pi.lrhray 

up, the present exposed portions of the shore platforms. 'vTaves of 

considerable height coulel have developed on the Lake before sedimentation 

infilled the area lake"\wrds of the platforms. This area faces into the 

southw"est across a considerable stretch of vrater, and the strongest 

"'rinds 'iTi th the greatest frequency and duri.ltion occur from this direction, 

at the present time. 

Theoretical ,;rave heights calculated for locations adjacent to the spur-

ends confirm that waves, larGe enough to erode loess, could have developed 

on an earlier lake. \[ave heights that VIere calculated for the Lower 

JUdges are sh01"m" on Table 8 to be up to 3.0 ft. The Effective Fetch 

for this location is similar to those of the more westerly spur-ends o 

Spurs tOlmrrls the eastern end of the Lake 1wuld have experienced waves 

similar to those of the Raihray Cutting Hidges (Table 7). Calculations 

for these ridges also shoued theoretical vTave heights up to 3 fto Higher 

lakelevels and the vJaves produced on such a lake could account for all of 

the cliff and platform exposure in the area behleen Ahuriri and Birdlings 

Valley. 
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Some confirmation of this hypothesis of ex:oosure by lakevTaves is 

provided by the significant proportion of silt sizes in the 1ake-

sediment samnles in Gebbies Vall~y. The silt sizes in these samples 

form a marked 'fine tail' \'Thich comprises up to 20/; of the sample 

vreight. Silt-sized particles form the dominant proportion of the 

Banks Peninsula loess. The significant tail to an otherwise normal 

curve is interpreted as being derived from the erosion of loess by 

1daves, as \Vell as by running water, in this area. 

Such an explanation is supported by the presence of Bliffs in the loess 

in bro valleys 11J"8St of Kai tuna. :B'igure 47 indicates that hro scarps 

are present on opposite sides of one valley; the westernmost scarp is 

within 150 yards of a shore platform and cliff. The cliffed loess 

demonstrates the action llJ"hereby lake1/Taves progresclively cut back the 

loess, exposing Hhatever hardrock features are buried beneath. Loess 

cliffing in this situation also confirms that platform cutting is not a 

recent action in this area: it is unli!<::ely that a recent high energy 

seacoast environment Hould have cut a hard-rock cliff and platform while 

only cliffing loess which is this short distance land,mrds. 

The su[':gested relative seCJ.uence of events relating to these landforms 

on the spur-ends of Banks Peninsula are as follo1;ls: 

L Cutting of the shore platforms, cliffs, and stacks 1;Tith sea

level at the level of the platforms. 

2 • Deposition of Loess "'Then shorelines vTere absent from this area. 



Figure 47. Cliffing (partially obscured) in loess adjacent to 

seacliffs on the left foreground. Arro1m indicate 

the cliffs. View east, vrest of Kai tuna. 
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Several periods of loess-deposition occurred, involving 

burial of the relic platforms awl. cliffs on the spur ends. 

3 Q Exposure of t~le pla.tforms and cliffs by lElkevraves trimming 

back the loess during the presence of the Lake. 

SUl11I:lary. 

Harine abrasional features are present tOT/rards the encl of spurs behTeen 

Poranui Pt and Taitapu. They may extend further north to HalmTell. 

Evidence of their formation is present in the landforms, their surficial 

features, and their situation adjacent to present coastal cliffs on the 

southwest side of the Peninsula. l'-'rom the stratigraphic relations of 

the loess overlying shore platforms it is concluded that the period of 

cliffing and platform formation is pre-glacial, but no estimation of 

the age of such an action is made. 1akmmves vTith former high,lakelevels 

a,ppear to have been cE),pable of exposing the platforms and cliffs to their 

present extent. This means that there is no real evidence of recent 

shores within the area at levels close to present sealevel. This 

evidence tends to confirm earlier conclusions about the formation of the 

Barrier at a lower sealevel towards the end of the post-glacial sealevel 

rise. 

From the evaluation of shoreline evidence in different parts of the 

Kaitorete Barrier and lakemarginal areas a sequence of recent shorelines 

has become increasingly apparent. The sequences of Hooked Hidges and 
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Barrier Riclges indicate the action of shoreline rectification over 

the last 7,000 years; there is evidence of early spit development 

followed by progradation and, on the western barrier, retrogradations 

Other ridge groups on the inner Barrier and vestern lakemargins confirm 

the exclusion of shorelines from Ellesmere at a sealevel Imver than the 

present, and the relic shore platforms do not contradict these con-

clusions. The following section i-Jill summarise these important coast-

line changes in the Northern Canterbury Bight. It ,-rill attempt to 

place theL1 1iTi thin the broader sequence of shoreline changes in this area1 

consequent with the postglacial rise in sealevel. 
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RECEFT IilARINE LNTI LACm:TRHlE SHORELINES. 

General 

Recent marine shoreline changes that occurred "ri th the postglacial, 

rise in sealevel eturing the last 15,000 years ,-rill be described anrl 

discussed in this section. This Hill involve a general consideration 

of shorelines prior to the development of the Spit, lfThen land'frard move-

ments of the) shore "rere most important. The only direct evidence for 

these early shorelines is from wellholes in Ellesmere, but indirect 

evidence is introduced to allovr some generalised conclusions of these 

early shorelines to be derived. Narine shorelines \·rill be described 

with greater certaintt folloHing the presence of the Spit. Sequences 

of shoreline changes in parts of the Lake demonstrate similar changes 

to those that have occurred on a larger scale on the coast. 

The follovring discussion assumes that, in absolute terms, the level of 

the land has been constant for the last 15,000 years. Changes of the 

land~sea relationships indicated in the Kaitore~Barrier are ascribed 

to changes in sealevel. Events prior to 7,000 years B.P. are placed in 

8. broad time-scale by relating the sealevel to Curray IS lJostglacial sea-

level curve (Curray 9 1965). Bvents beivreen 7,000 years and B~OOO years 

B.P. are approximately dated with reference to Suggatets sealevel curve 

for the Christchurch area (Suggate, 1968). Thus, any absolute changes 

of the land-level in the s tndy area, if present, lidll not influence the 

dates of events in this time-period. 
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Postglacial Shorelines Preceeding the Spit. 

Tentative positions of early shorelines are illustrated in Fig 48. 

Five successive shorelines are indicated 1}ehreen 16,000 and 7,500 

years B.P~ They exhibit the dominant aspect of coastal changes 

during this period: the rapid land'.f(i.rd movement of shorelines related 

to the postglacial rise in sealevel. Such a movement meant that shores 

Ivere moving land1mrds i'li th little longshore adjustment taking place. 

This figure suggests that shorelines in Northern Canterbury Bight moved 

land,mrds by 25 miles in 8,500 years. The 16,000 and 13,000 years B.P. 

sllOrelines relate to present submarine contours vThile later shorelines 

are derived from submarine contonrs, extended fan=surfaces, and sub

surface information in the Ellesmere area. 

l5~000 TO 10,000 T.8lmS B.P. 

The shoreline at a sealevel of -300 ft (16,000 years B.P.) is sugg'estec1 

to bave been 2. pproxima tely 30 'miles s em·rards of the present coast 0 This 

position is related to the level of the present submarine surface, but 

is p18.ced several miles lanchrards to cor~pensate for the effects of 

subsequent deposition. Deposition is sue;gested to have beel1 minor in 

the vicinity of the 200 to 300 ft submarine contours because they maintain 

similar (listcmce~to-shore rela tions:1ips around Banks Peninsula, a minOT 

sediment source, 8.S north alJ.cl south of it. 

The shorelines for sea.levels at -200 ft (13,000 years B.Po) a.nd -100 ft 

(10,000 years B.P.) are likewiss placed landwards of, and parallel to, 

their ec~uiv81ent submarine contours. Tm·rarcls BC'.l1J:es Peninsula the 

sh:llower contouTs, including the 120 ft contour, exhibit responses to 
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present sedimentation conditions, indicating recent c'leposition to have 

been active. .Shorelines related ta these shE,llov;er levels "Tere thus 

probably cOl1sinerable distances land1,mrds here. The -100 ft (10,000 

years 13.P.) shoreline is extended parallel to its trend near H2.kaia 2.nd 

indicates a shoreline meeting the Peninsula at Poranui pt. 

Nothing is knoun oj" the charB.cter of early shorelines but certain 

deductions can be mcide as to their possible natnre. The rapid sea-

level rise dnrinc: this perioct Foull have caused quick land1tTarcls movement 

of the shoreline. It is sugc:ested that tIle sediments I'Tere composed 

mainly of sand sizes 2.nd the character of the beach and nearshore zones 

TITCW that of a sand beach. This is concluden from sem-Tarn extensions of 

fan surfa.ces on the Canterbury Plains; Fig 49 illustrates that the most 

gently dipping snrface, that of the Springston formation, dips towards a 

level of -300 ft 12 miles ftom the coast near Rakaia. Sediments deposited 

by rivers on the 10l'Ter angle surface seavrards of fan surfaces are suggested 

to have been sand s1zes and finer sizes. Until shorelines intersected 

the fan surface, beaches in the NQrthern Canterbury Bight are thus 

suggested to be sand beaches 1 markedly different in character to those 

of the present coast. 

10,000 TO 8,000 YBARS BoP. 

BehTeen 10,000 and 8,000 years B.P. shorelines near Rakaia I'lould have 

intersected the A.lluvial f2n surface about 6 miles seac'i8.rds of tl:.e present 

beach. This ,muld have meant a change in the nature of the beach from a 

s,md beach to a mixed sand-shingle beach similar to the present. The 
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curve of the fan surface, illustreted on Fig 49, indicates that 

transgressing' shorelines further north diel not intersect the fan 

surface until later. It is suggested that the rapid rise in sealevel 

during this time resulted in little northvrard sediment movement; . .1..' 1'Tl vl1. 

rapid landimrds movement of the shore, cliffing Fould have been restricted 

and the sediment volumes available for littoral drift Iwuld consequently 

have been small. The beach system may have appeared like that between 

Taumutu and Rakaia at present. This situation is demonstrated in Fig 50 

I'There cut on the foreshore and deposition of beach sediment on the back-

shore in high energy conditions, occurs as the vTho1e system moves lanc1-

"Tards. 

Shorelines in the Ellesmere area follm·ling 10,000 years B.P. are uncertain, 

but some indication is given by a se0l-uence of I'lellholes betueen Greenpark 

and Lincoln. This seq-u.ence is illustratec1 in Fig 51 B, and their 

locations are shOT/Tn in Fig 51 A. The sequence inclicates dominantly 

silt and sand sizes over gravels. Tvro Carbon 14 dates which place this 

sequence vTi thin time-limit s are described in Appendix XI. The date 

9,400 ~ 120 years B.P. for vroocl in a possible estuarine situation prooaoly 

,indicates sealevel at the time (Suggate, 1968). A similar date from 

Lincoln, 3 ft below the surface (8,895 + 130 years B.P.) indicates the 

age of the Springston surface there. The surface at about 9,000 years 

B.P. was thus +20 ft near 1Jincoln an(l -70 ft near Greenpark. The shingle 

layer vThich is at the oase of the fine sediment at sLlccessively Im'rer 

levels tmrards Greenpark possibly relates to this surface. 

interpreta.tion of environments at vrell 883/212 suggested sho],elines to 



Figure 50. Looking westwards towards Coopers Lagoon from 

back shore. The 10l'1-sloping backslope of the 

befwh is covering lovT-lyihg sediments lanchrards,a' 
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the north and "I'mst following 9,000 years B.P. ~ The fine sediments 

at the surface in these \·rell,s relate to lacustrine deposition but 

beneath this, they probably reflect estuarine or offshore conditions. 

The stability of shoreline positions in the restricted Ellesmere area 

TllOuld depend on the rate of sealevel rise and the amount of sediment 

entering the area. Rapid sealevel rise is sugBested by the sealevel 

curve until -25 ft (7,000 years B.P.). The sediment amounts entering 

the area are UnknOlrD.. Sediment inputs from rivers are uncertain; the 

Rakaia River may have floived into the area in adeli tion to the ~JehTyn 

River, but the \vaimakariri River's contribution has been minorQ The 

small input of the Waimakariri is suggested by the surface date of the 

Springston formation at Lincoln. The amount of longshore input from 

the rapidly migrating coast to the south is suggested to have been small. 

The rapid sealevel rise, combined vIi th the probably small addition of 

sediment to this restricted area. suggest that shorelines in this area 

moved landvrards during this .L' elme. The shorelines fo Ilm·ring the -70 ft 

shoreline are thus, suggested to have been initially landHards of Greenpark. 

This is illustrated on Fig 48 by the -50 ft shoreline (7,500 years B.P.). 

SW'lINGSJ:<1AIJEVEL RIs}~ Al'lD COASTAL RECTIFICATION. 

The slol>:ing rate of sealevel rise follovTing 8,000 years B.P. brought 

about important changes in the direction of shoreline movements ,.thich 

culminated eventually in the development of the Spit. These changes are 

shmm on Fig 52 The differing positions of the two shorelines indicate 

th2"t longshore coastal adjustment to the vTave regime became more important 

as the rate of sealevel rise slowed. Transgressive coastal movements 
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changed to shoreline movements attempti~'1g to attain a better balance 

in "lave energy along the v11101e coast. Erosion and cliffing proceeded 

south of the Rakaia River on a coastline which Ivas and still is, too 

flat for equilibrium conditions. Increases in littoral drift probably 

resulted in progradation north of Rakaia in the indented area bet"ween the 

fans and the }'eninsula. This led to the seaward movement of the 7,000 

years B.P. shoreline in Fig 52. 

If events dicl happen this limy the coast built outtovTards the Peninsula 

near Taulllutu, leaving lagoonal areas landHards. The Spit vTould sub-

sequently have developed from the projecting shore ancl continued the 

trend tOl'Tarcls Banks Peninsula. The mein evidence supporting such a 

series of events is the plan-form of the Barrier itself. The shoreline 

inc1icated by the Barrier1s inner margins, west of the Hooked Ridges* is 

sem-lards of the fan surface near Taumutu (Fig 53 (+)). The Spit appears 

to have formed at an angle to the former coast across an inlet. Steers 

(.1964) notes the tendency for some spits to form at right angles to the 

main direction of wave 8.pproach. This appears to be the situation here, 

because the main directions of ,mve approach are the south and southeast; 

i'raves from more northerly directions approach the area only after con-

siderable refraction around Banks Peninsula. 

Later Shorelines. 

KAITORETE SPIT. 

The Spit developed on a slackening sealevel rise 7,000 to 6,000 years 

B.P. The wave regime in Northern Canterbury Bight resulted in a net 

(+) This figure is also present in an earlier section (Fig1J.re 25.) 
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northee.stvrard movement of sediment to, and along, the semrard me,rgins 

Deposition occurred at the eastern end, related to the 

decreased transporting capacj.ty of the "I'TaVeS refracting around the 

detached end of the Spit. Continued deposition at this end? demonstrated 

by the sequence of hooked shLlg1e ridges near Banks Peninsula, rasul ted 

in the Spit IS eashrard extension and eventual linking vTith the Peninsula 9 

The continuing sealevel rise during this period is possibly indicE~ted by 

the eB-stvrarcls increase in level of the hook-axes. The joining of the 

Spit "\d th the Peninsula was significant for subsequent development of 

Ellesmere. It removed the shoreline from the Ellesmere area, fOl'med a 

le,ke in tIle depression landvrards, and allovred for later shorenormal :pro-

gradation to take placeD 

lu\ITORETE BARRIER. 

Follm'ring the formation of the Berrier the coastline beb'Teen Taumutu 

and Poranui Pt prograded in a ttempts to form an equilibrium planform v1i th 

the adjacent coastal area. This shorenormal progradation has proceeded 

over the vThole Barrier idth beach ridges marking positions and trends of 

successive shorelines. };'igure 53 shovTS five successive shorelines during 

the development of the Barrier and the coast to the Vlest. The earliest 

shoreline (position 5) is the shore at the time of the Spit's linldng 

vri th the Peninsula, and shoreline 1 marks the present beacho 

At the eastern end of the Barrier the coastline prograded from a position 

adjacent to Birdlings Valley to a position level Hith Devils Knob (shore-

line 5b in Fig 53.) The coast apparently stabilised its position here 

vrhile progradation occurred in Birdlings Flat by material that was drifted 
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around the base of Devils Knob and along the northern valley Hall. 

Beach ridges Here added in Birdlings ]<'lat while the coast to the "\ITest 

remained stable. This occurred until the ridge se'Luence in BircHings 

Flat was level Hith the rest of the shore. 

Sealevel was still rising during this period and is represented by the 

increase in ridge levels on Birdlings Flat. It is also shown in the 

increase in level from the inner Railway Cutting Ridges to the Barrier 

Ridges on Profile IB (Fig 30). This abrupt level increase suggests 

that the sediment landwBrd_s of this Barrier Ridge Has deposited at a 

cO~lsiderably lower sealevel 11Tith the sudden increase in level resulting 

from the constant shore position during the subsequent sealevel increase o 

When the shore in Birdlings Flat was at a position level with that to the 

I'rest, progradation continued along the "\IThole Barrier again. The similarity 

in levels betvreen ridges in this position ancl those for the rest of the 

Barrier suggests that sealevel had reached a position similar to the 

present level. According to Suggate's curve of sealevel fise the present 

level Has reached 5,000 years ago; this suggests an age of 5,000 years 

B.P. for a shoreline in this position (Shoreline 4 in Fig 53)0 

\lhile coastal progradation proceeded along the Barrier, coastal retro-

gradation continued south1Jrest of the Barrier. This action is demonstrated 

by the landwards position of later shorelines in the west in Fig 530 

This recession gradually brought a northeastern movement of the fulcrum 

for the Barrier is develol)ment, \'Thich eventually caused a change from 

progradation to recession for the western portion of the Barrier. 
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Progradation hO'"s continued in the east, probably at a slovTing rate 

to':rards the present. Shorelines have thus steadily moved seawards 

in the east, but in the vTest they have cro ssed and trimmed back former 

shorelines as the coast further west moved landwards. 

the v'restern Barrier shore has contributed to much of the present Hesterly 

decrease in Barrier width. 

Dune development on Kaitorete Barrier. 

Dune formation was limited to the western 5 miles of the Raitorete 

Barrier for most of its development. The dune formation contributed 

to a longshore loss in the sand reserves of the beach system, v,Thich 

prevented dunes forming further east. It vTas only late in the Barrier's. 

development that erosion of sand from dunes and sediments on the western 

Barrier, and immediately west of it9 led to sand reserves on the beach 

sufficient to allm' dunes to forn along most of the Barrier coast. Dune 

decay has recently been active along much of the BarJ:ier; for much of 

the middle portion vegetated dunes are present up to 500 yards lcnchrards 

of dune-blm'Touts, ,'rhile at the western end dune decay has been accentuated 

by 1wve ... trimming of their semmrd nargins. 

are both present in this vrestern sector. 

Recent Progradation Q 

BloHouts and parabolic dunes 

Uncertainty about se2"levels during the last 5,000 years lJrevents estim-

ation of the ages of later shoreline positions. By extrapolating from 

the rate of progrartation a,t Birdlings Flat between 6,000 and 5,000 years 
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B.P. the present Sh01"e position v'TOuld have been reached approxiIll8,tely 

3,000 years ago. H01J8Ver, the slight v'ieathering of pebbles from the 

outer Barrier Ridges, \'Then compared vri th the considerable Heathering 

of those from the inner BaT:cier RidGes, suggests that the addition of 

the later :cidges took place at a sloHer rate. Therefore, the most 

recent shorelines a:ce much younge:c than 3,000 years. Indeed? the small 

amount of Hee,thering modification of the most semrard pebbles, compared 

with that of pebbles in the earliest ridges, suggests that the latest 

ridges were added within the last 1,000 years. Analysis of the p:cesent 

beach sediments indicates that :p:cogradation could be proceeding at the 

present, but evidence is not conclusive. 

Lake Shorelines. 

The l2,ke-associeted l~~nclforms indicate the consiclerab1e influence that 

the Lake has he,d on marginal a:ceas since it vIas formed about 6 ~OCOye8.rs 

ago. Lakefo:cmed ridges up to +25 ft are present around the Lakemargins 

and indicate the action of lakmmves on high lp,kelevels. Relic shore 

platforms, formerly buried beneath 10ess on the spurs of the Peninsula, 

h20ve been exposed by lak81'nWeB and fu:cther "demonstrate the importance 

of a fo:cmer high Lake Ellesmere. The extensive northeastern l2kemargins, 

vTi th Be.ncl ridges [,nel dune;:) present, call for cons iderable deposi tiol} 

since the initial lc!l<:eshol"e positions Here adjacent to the spurs. 

fe.ctors demonstra,te the consiclerably influ.ence that a former, high 

1Ellce h!c,s had on the El1esmere area. 

These 
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On the inner Kaitorete Be.rrier Speight Ridge is the most prominent 

lakeshore feature; it i8 8. distinct feail1re with l'1idely va.rY'ing 

characteristics for more than 8 miles along the Barrier. In different 

pa.rts it demonstrates the cOlls:Lclerable erosion that took place on former 

lakeshoreljl1 uhile in other pa.rts it indicates large alilounts of dep()sition. 

Often it is present as a significant ridge vThich is higher than the b,'3cking 

Barrier Ridges ,this form indicating the ridge's depositional nature. 

Overwash features were noted in two situations of this kind. In other 

locations the lakeward slope is below the level of the associated Barrier 

Ridges and the ridge is a very minor feature on the top of what has been 

a sloping lake shore. The s ihw,tion here appears to be largely erosional. 

Along the 1\Thole of the inner Barrier, higher than +41; lake,-Javes removed 

evidence of early Barrier ridges. 

Early la1:e8ho1'es in the area of Bayleys Ridges formed a steep lakm'Tard 

face on the Inner Dune and B8rrier Ridge margins. Subsequent shoreline 

development? affected by w'aves from various directions, led to the complex 

arrangement of ridges and depressions here. The ridges in this area 

indicate the occurrence of con.siderable deposition, which involved 

sediment movement from the east. 

In contrast to 3peigh t RidE';e and Bayleys Ridges, the Ra.ilvray Cutting 

Ridges and those in Birdling Valley are completely depositional ridge 

groups. Ridge sequences at the Railway Cutting Ridges shovr hO'\'T the 

lEkeshore developed towards a more stable plan-shape, orientated to the 
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"lvesterly approaching waves. '1'he innermost ride;es follO\·.[ the line of 

the Barrier Ridges and then turn tovTards the cliffs, but later ridges 

show a separate development. The outer ridges allowed beach drifting 

into BircUings Valley and the formation of the ridges on a fine sediment 

basement between two valley walls. 

On the western lakemargins high lakeshores allowed waves to act on 

alluvial sediments. For the northern position lakeshores formed irreg-

ularly undulating shingle ridges in sediments of the fan surface. Near 

Lakeside river deltas extended over lakesedil2lents into the Lake and 

resulted in the development of irregular projections. At TauInutu, 

to\mrds t~le southern margins of this gToUIJ, fine sediment del)Osition filled 

the re-entrant bet,'Teen the retreatinc beach and the alluvial fans. 

Eventually ridges formed in this area 1)y beach drifting sediments along 

a lakeshore from the fluvial ::ediments to the north. The change in 

orientation of the ridges at Ta.umutu shovrs the attempts of the shore to 

develop normal to the direction of significant "l13.ve approach. This ridge 

development demonstrates similar actions to those I'Thich, actine; on a larger 

scale, lead to the recent shoreline development in the Horthern Canterbury 

Bight. 

In the area northeast of Lake Ellesmere lakesediment and dunes in Gebbies 

and McQueens Valleys, plus cliffed loess in two valleys west of Kaituna, 

indicate initial lake shorelines to have been at the bases of the spurs Q 

The considerable erosive povrer of the lakewaves h2.s been demonstrated 

in the removal of loess overlying the shore platfoTID.s and cliffs 0 
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ridges and dunes nearer the present lakeshore illustrates effects of 

10vTer controlled levels in the last feH hunclred years. Ridges have 

formed in the fine sediment from the present restricted vTave activity 

on a lOHer lake. 

Pres~nt Coastal Trends. 

Recent profile trends from four culverts betueen the Rakaia River and 

TauIrlutu? plus morphological ancl historical evidence, suggest that the 

coast "\vest of Taumutu is currently receeding. TiIorphological evidence 

suggests a similar trend for the western 5 miles of the Kaitorete Barrier. 

:B"urther east the beach is backed by a foredune lilhich is partly or completely 

developed. This situation is suggestive of a beach either in equilibrium 

,'li tll the present beach environment 9 or prograding. The conformity 

beh18en the coast and the recent Barrier ridges suggests either possihli ty. 

Recent historical evidence, a ridge on the backshore, and analyses of 

present beach responses provide some eviclence for active progradation 
_ L 

over the eastern 2 miles of the beach. 

The future shoreline changes depend on the amount of coastal recession 

,vest of the Kaito:cete Barrier. A landvTard movement of the sho:ce near 

the Rakaia. River of 2 or 3 niles might bring about recession along more 

of the Barrier's shore. However, a comparison of the present shape of 

the coast with the theoretical plan-shape satisfyinG e~lilibrium conditions 

suggests th["-t 1;he Barrier complies ~ closely with the future equilibrium 

plan-forB that the Canterbury Bight is vTorking tmmrn.s. Thus, it is 

felt that the Kaitorete Barrier is close to equilibrium with the present 
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coastal environment and th2t little recession or progradation will 

take place in the forseeable future. 
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cunCLUSION. 

This st1Jcly 1'12S undertaken vTi th su:: aims, and i tis felt tho.t each of 

these h2.s been achieved, either 1·rholly or in part. The first idm has 

been accomplished only in p2.rt; major landforms have been described 

and attempts have been made to explain their formation. V1here pertinent 

to the discussion, sediments have also been described. The explanation 

has, hOHever, been inconclusive in parts: the question of the full 

develoDment of the b8J,:kshore ride-e at Poranui Pt remains, and there is 

uncertainty about the validity and significance of particle form changes 

behreen the various environment s. 

Fulfillment of the second aim Nas like"rise only in part. The present 

directions of coastal movement VJere adequately assessed in the western 

and central portions of the BarJ"ier, but uncertainty remains for the 

eastern fmlT miles as to Nhether equilibrium or accretion is present, 

Historical evidence and some results of sediment characteristics suggest 

accretion as occurring, but uncertainty remains. 

The third and main aim has been achieved. A sequence of recent co·s.stal 

changes in the Northern Centerbury Bight has been described in as much 

detail as present evidence allmvs. The coastal changes elUTing the last 

7,000 years are '\ITe11 documented but those eaJ~lier are, at best, tent8tive~ 

The dating of events is less satisfactoTY1 being based on established 

postglacial seal~vel variations and not on dates related to shOTe positions. 

A fuller system of "e11h01es around the lakemargins might give greD.ter 

knowleclge of early shorelines within the Ellesmere area. Also, subsurface 
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data from the offshore area might lead to the more accurate pla.cing 

of shorelines there. 

The secluence of shorelines during and following spit-development allows 

a greater unclerstancling of the. dynamics of this coastline. A progradat-

ional shoreline development has occurred at an e8,rlier period than in 

Pegasus Bay. Progradation appears to have been initiated on a rising 

sealevel south of the Peninsula but on a stable or falling sealevel north 

of the Peninsula. This difference behTeen the hro areas results from 

different relationships bebveen the fan-surfaces and Banks Peninsula; 

the former southern coastline was indented adjacent to the Peninsula 

because of the curvature of the fan-surfaces there. Progradation Nas 

initiated earlier there in the sub-equilibrium situation than further 

north. Also, the differing orientations and equilibrium plan-shB.pe 

considerations on the hiO coa.sts have meant 8. different sequence of shore 

movements in each area. 

The fourth purpose of the study, to investigate the extent of marine 

influence on the landforms around Lake Ellesmere, was accomplishedQ It 

was conclud_ed that landforms in this area have not been affected by coastal 

processes. This l,as indicated by the coastal development ShOlTn in the 

Hooked and Barrier Ridges and confirmed by the landforms adjacent to the 

Lake. 

The eastwards increase in Barrier width has been explained as resulting 

from hTo factors, both related to the fulcrum for the Barrier's developmento 
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Part of the decrease is due to the presence of the fulcrum at the 

western end of the Barrier, al101'Ting only minol' progradation on the 

coast there. The rest of the decrease in l'ridth can be attributed. to 

the northsHshrard movement of the fulcrum, indicating the extension of 

the eroding sector onto the \Jestern Ba.rrier. 

The sixth aim was fulfilled. The effect'of Lake Ellesmere on the 

landforms in the surrounding area ,'las found to be considerable. Haves 

on a former, higher lake viere of sufficient size to move pebble sizes and 

to erode loess. Considerable volumes of sediment on the inner Barrier 

were eroded and redeposited, often in large ridge groups. It vias 

demonstrated th2.t waves eroded loess on the spur-ends of the Peninsula, 

exhuming relic shore-ple.tforms and cliffs. Theoretical vTave parameters 

calculated for a higher lake confirmed the ability of waves of sufficient 

magnitude to form. UnfortunatelY9 the present artificial control of the 

former Lake" prevCGn+.s tes+-I;"".5 or these COY\c.!U5i'Or\S. 

It i2 felt that this study has made a significant contribution to the 

geomorphic knovdedge of one coastal area in Canterbury; it has exp18.ineo. 

landforms more fully betvTeen B,mks Peninsula and Coopers Lagoon than has 

already been done. The coastal cha.nges that have occurred in the stud_y 

area have been demonstrated to be part of a long term response to the 

location of this area bahTeen the alluvial fans and the Peninsula. The 

situation as a coastal indentation, at the northern end of a shoreline on 

a high energy coast1 led to the spit-formation B.nd the subseCi.uent barrier~ 

development. The Lake has been sh01m to have exerted a marked influence 
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on 12nclfo:::T1S of the inner Rrea since this time. 1'he hitherto 

neglected eff'?cts of the form8r l,ake hmre led I'Triters in the past 

to conclude differing SeC[LlenCes of events to those reached here. 

It is hoped thc,t future investigations carried out in this area vTilT 

test and evaluate the conclusions reached in this study and provide 

a fuller account of the sequence of recent shoreline changes in the 

Ellesmere area. 
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Appendix I. Aerial Photographs used in this Study 

Run Number 

1952 Aerial 

2113 

2114 

2115 

2116 

2117 

2118 

2119 

2120 

3156 

3157 

3158 

3159 

3160 

Survey: 

1966 Aerial Survey: 

5144 

5145 

Photo. Numbers 

64 to 84 

64 to 80 

61 to 78 

62 to 86 

63 to 90 

62 to 66 

55 to 58 

52 to 55 

42 to 46 

42 to 45 

42 to 51 

28 to 53 

29 to 55 

8 to 13 

6 to 14 



Appendix II. Locations of Profiles on Kaitorete Barrier and across 

Ridges at Taumutu 

Profile 1: Kaituna Inlet to IvlcIntosh I S farmhouse (894/027237-053224). 

It w·as surveyed from the lake-edge across Jones Rd. and the main high-

way, to the hedge in front of the farmhouse. 

Profile IB: Northeast gatepost of a pair of gates in the fenceline 

running between the ridge-area and the main highvmy. From this point 

the profile CTosses the ridges to the silt behind, approx. parallel 

to the fenceline. (S94/048247-052241). 

Profile Ie: Joins Profile 1 to the Devils Knob Pit (S94/046226-055215)Q 

It was surveyed from a fencepost on Profile 1 (west side of main high

way, the second fencepost north of former telegraph-post(about 10 feet 

high) across the former railway line to the Pit. The Profile has 

a bend in it on the Barrier Ridges. 

Profile 2: Birdlings Flat Profile. From valley at back of Birdlings 

Flat (at north end of shingle ridges near the S'i'ramp 40 feet vrest of 

the drain), to the sea at the vTest end of the line of batches 

(S94/067228-056201). 

Profile--2,! Frow 30 feet west of fenceline (extending from Speight 

Ridge to the lakeshore), surveyed from water's edge parallel to the 

fence, the line of survey vms extended in a straight line to Hapgoods 

Quarry and the sea. (S94/974232-973196). 



Profile 4: \vhere Speight Ridge turns from east-west to north-east-

south-west back to east-west p the profile is surveyed from lakewards 

of the east end of the bend (lake~edge) across the ridge to the sea. 

(394/908213-912188)0 

Profile 5: From the lake-edge, half way between two fencelin€s which 

extend into the Lake (lakewards of a point 200 yards east of Bartlet 

and partners' farm buildings), the profile extends across ridges to 

the sea near Bayley's west boundary fence. (393/862202-863180)0 

Profile 6: Profile passes from the lake-edge across the eastern end 

of the westernmost major depression, and 150 to 200 yards west of a 

belt of pines, to the sea via a parabolic dune's blown out middle. 

(S93/832196-835177)0 

Profile It Taumutu. From the lake-edge, where a drain enters a 

small inlet on the lake, across the ridges at the southeast end of a 

belt of pines, and in a straight line across the field behind. 

(S93/762185-753177.) 

Profile 8: Across the barrier beach at the mouth of the Lake, west 

of the artificial opening of the Lake. (S93/766168-767167). 



Appendix III A. Locations of Hooked Ridge Transects. 

Transect 'Ai (w"est to east) - S94/974232 approximately; on 

aerial photograph 2116/80 - the two vegetation projections west 

of the fenceline Ivhich trends into the lake and the one project-

ion east of it. Surface is 1.3 feet above I~L. 

Transect IB' (west to east) - S94/986236 - 983234; A. Photo. 

2Il:TI:6/80 - the three vegetation horns west of fence running into 

lake (fence of Ivest end of former rummy.) 

1.0 feet above rllSL. 

Surface is 0.5 to 

Transect ICV (west to east) - S94/017234 approximately; A. Photo. 

2115/74 - "westwards from end of vegetation horn opposite extension 

of fence1ine from Speight Ridge towards the Lake-edge. 

feet above rvrSL. 

Surface is 

Transect 'D' (north to south) - S94/974232 to 974224, along Profile 

III. 

Transect tEl (north to south) - S94/017237 to 017227; it c~@sses 

from 1akewards of Transect 'C' and runs towards Speight Ridge. 

AppendixIII B. Random Turning Point Statistical Technique 

Technique: Cole J.P., King C.A.M.; 1968: Quantitative Geography~ 

J. Wiley & Sons 692 pp. 

A series of observations are plotted as an ordered sequence. The 

points are joined and the number of mrning points are counted. A 

turning point is defined as 'a point which is a peak or trough on 

the graph' (p129). At least 50 observations should be plotted. 



The number of turning points in a random distribution at a 95% 

confidence level is 

2/3 (n - 2) : (. /16n - 2g X 1.96) 
'V 90 

i"There n is the number of observations. 

If the number of turning points falls outside this range there is 

a 95~S probability that the dis tribution is non-random. This 

technique was applied to Transects IB' and IC'. 

Transect IB' n = 45 t = 13 (turning points). 

For a random distribution the number of turning points at a 95% 

confidence level is 28.66 = 5.45. The number of turning points 

falls outside the range and therefore there is a 957b probability 

that the shingle surface profile varies non-randomly., i.e. that 

the surface variation has some pattern. 

Transect IC' n = 49 t = 15 

t (random) 

The actual number of turning points falls outside this range. There 

is therefore a 95% probability thB t the distribution (shingle~ 

surface profile) is non-random. 

One of the conditions for applying the technique is not satisfied 

in either transect. Both transects have less than 50 observations. 

The writer feels that the number of observations in each transect is 

close enough to 50 to accept the conclusions reached. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------



Appendix IV. Grain 3ize Parameters. 

Samp. Location fJ[z¢ a- 8k K 
No. I I G 

Beach 8urve;Z1 Marc:q. 

48 393/703152 lA -2.85 2.59 0.19 0.55 

49 lA -1.64 2.88 -0.61 0.49 

50 IB -1.65 2.56 -0.56 0.57 

51 ID -4.33 0.83 -0.36 0.84 

52 lC -5.30 0.37 0.02 1903 

54 893/756164 2A -0.83 2.20 -0.58 1.83 

55 2B -3.19 1.51 0.24 0.75 

56 2C 0.76 0.53 -0.03 1.01 

57 2D -3.10 1.14 0.67 2.29 

59 893/795173 3A 0.22 1.39 -0.32 1.25 

60 3B -2.15 1.41 0.20 1.64 

61 3C -2 .. 00 2.44 -0.64 0.56 

62 3D -1.24 1.36 -0.53 1.03 

64 S93/829177 4A -2.34 1.27 0.09 0.74 

65 4B -0.21 1.30 -0.21 1.57 

66 4C -5.13 0.93 0.34 0.61 

67 4D -4030 0.63 -0.17 0.74 

70 S93/863180 5A -3.13 1.82 0.09 0.87 

71 5B -0.52 0.90 0.21 1.18 

72 5C -4.83 1.17 0.60 0.99 

73 5D -3.04 1.43 0.29 1.12 

75 894/916188 6A -2 .. 69 2.23 0.47 0.64 

76 6B .".0.70 1.06 -0.10 1.25 

77 6C -1.46 1.91 -0.12 0.76 

78 6D -2.68 0.71 -0.36 1.00 

80 S94/972176 7A -1.27 1.33 -0.09 1.03 

81 7B -0.64 0.75 0.22 1.12 

82 7C -4.18 1.59 0.67 0.77 

83 7D -1098 1.84 0.16 0.81 



3amp. Location MZ¢ 0" 3k K 
No. r r G 

88 394/972196 8A -1.79 1.44 -0.53 0.63 

89 8B -1.90 1.05 0.15 1.44 

90 80 -3.38 1.49 0.16 0.81 

91 8D -2.20 1.14· -0.27 1.34 

93 394/040200 9A -2.68 0.76 -0.15 0.88 

94 9B -1.94 0.73 0.29 1.46 

95 90 -2.06 1.12 -0.08 1.03 

96 9D -1.15 0.44 -0.23 1.09 

98 394/069201 lOA -4.91 0.83 0.07 0.60 

99 lOB -3.71 0.73 -0.05 1.31 

100 100 -3.41 0.98 -0.14 1.06 

101 10D -2.43 0.20 -0.01 1.07 

Barrier Transect 

106 394/050202 -3.76 1.05 0.34 -0.70 

108 394/050204 -3.66 0.61 0.05 2.38 

109 394/050206 -3.91 1.9.:9 -0.18 1.43 

110 394/050211 -4.25 0.70 -0.20 0094 

III 394/056214 -3.68 0.49 -0.05 2.55 

Lake-Formed Ridges. Barrier. 

31 393/836187 -0.16 1.13 :;:';0.06 1.18 

32 393/836187 -1.01 1.25 -0.12 1.30 

33 393/837187 -1.05 1.24 -0.04 0.96 

40 393/866196 -1.27 1.76 0.66 0.69 

112 394/049238 -2.47 0 .. 49 -0.24 1.36 

113 394/049238 -2.48 0.87 -0.36 1.11 

Lake-formed Ridges! ~'lestern Lakemargins 

41 393/763178 -1.11 1.40 0.23 0.51 

42 393/763178 2.59 0.42 0.09 1015 

87 393/745238 -4.61 2.22 :0.52 1.44 
103 393/768296 -3 .. 58 2.23 0.38 1.06 
104 393/768296 -3.15 1.20 0.37 1.20 



3amp. Location Nz,~ () 3k K 
No. I I G 

vlestern Inner Dunes 

24 393/836187 0.41 LOB 0.25 0.69 

25 393/836187 0.46 1.23 0.15 0.78 

26 393/836187 1.15 0.75 -0.36 1.28 

34 393/844184 1.18 0.77 -0.12 0.90 

35 393/844186 -0.53 2.48 -0.39 1.11 

36 S93/843188 0192 1.05 0.04 0.85 

37 S93/843188 0.56 1.37 0.06 0.80 

38 II tl -0.31 1.85 -0.09 0.99 

39 " " -0.71 1.67 -0.07 1.00 

Coastal Dunes 

69 393/829177 0.30 0.79 0.19 0.98 

85 S94/972196 0.73 0.67 0.05 0.81 

86 S94/972196 '0.77 0.63 0.17 0.98 

107 S94/050202 0.23 0.82 0.20 1.10 

Northeastern Lake-formed Ridges and Dunes 

Gebbies and McQueens Valle~s 

10 884/983330 3.68 0.58 0.41 2051 

12 S84/979334 3.97 0.74 0 .. 55 2.50 

15 884/978332 4.21 1.61 0.51 3.61 

18 884/976334 3.56 0.33 0.00 1.09 

19 884/976334 4.80 1.91 O~71 3.24 

20 884/975333 6.69 3 085 0.77 1.20 

Lincoln-Green~ark Huts 

114 883/847375 24176 0.54 -0.09 0099 

115 883/885352 2.31 0.36 0.09 1.18 

116 S83/889325 2.58 0.55 0014 1.12 

117 894/914293 2053 0.46 0.06 1.05 



Appendix v. Formulae and Verbal Scales for Particle Size and 

Particle Sphericity. 

Particle Size Parameters (Folk and Ward, 1957). 

Graphic Mean: ~~Iz = ~J6 + PSO + &84 
3 

Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation: 

6' = 2284 - p16 ~95 - p5 
I 4 

+ 6.6 

() less than 0.35 ¢ very l'1"ell sorted 
I 

0.35 to 0.50 ¢ vIell sorted 

0.50 to 0.71 ¢ moderately well sorted 

0171 to 1.00 ¢ moderately sorted 

1.00 to 2.00 ¢ poorly sorted 

2.00 to 4.eO ¢ very poorly sorted 

greater than 4.00 ¢ extremely poorly sorted 

Inclusive Graphic Skewness: 

Sk = p16 + p84 - 2~50 
I 2 (¢~4 - ¢16 + 

+1,.0 to +0 .. 3 strongly fine ske"\'led 

+0.3 to +0.1 fine skewed 

+0.1 to -0.1 near symmetrical 

,-0.1 to -0.3 coarse skewed 

-0.3 to -1.0 strongly coarse skew'ed 



Graphic Kurtosis: 

K = ~9t - ~2 
G 2.44;75 - ;25) 

K less than 0.67 very platykurtic 
G 

0.67 to 00 90 platykurtic 

0.90 to 1.11 mesokurtic 

1.11 to 1.50 leptokurtic 

1.50 to 30 00 very leptokurtic 

greater than 3000 extremely leptokurtic 

Reference: Folk, RoL.; Ward, W.C. (1957): Brazos River Bar: A 

Study in the significance of Grain Size Parameters. J. Sedimo 

Petrol o 27 (1): 

Effective Settling Sphericity (Folk, 1965) 

V S2 

psi (Effective Settling Sphericity) = 
L.1 

where L is Long diameter 

I is Intermediate diameter 

S is Short diameter 

and the three diameters are measured at right ang1es" 

Reference: Folk, R.L.; 1965: Petrology of Sedimentary Rocks~ 

University of Texas Publication. 159 pps 



Appendix VI. Locations of 3amples used for Form. Roundness, 

and Sphericity Analysis. 

Analysis 3ample Location 
Number. Number. 

Beach Sam121es 

4 51, 52 McEvedys Culvert S93/703152. 

5 56, 57 Profile 7 S93/756164. 

6 61, 62 Profile 6 S93/975173. 

7 66, 67 Between Profiles 6 and 5 S93/8291770 

8 72, 73 Profile 5 393/863180. 

9 77, 78 Profile 4 394/916188. 

10 82, 83 Profile 3 394/972196. 

11 90, 91 Profile 2 394/019198. 

12 100, 101 Profile 1 394/06920l. 

3amp1es from transect across Barrier 

13 106 

14 108 

15 109 

16 110 

17 111 

Lakeside Ridges 3am121eEi 

18 103 

19 104 

20 87 

21 119 

Sel,~n River Samples 

22 

23 

24 

120 

121 

122 

Al 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

(c) 

(b) 

394/050202. 

394/050204. 

394/050206 Q 

S94/0502:}.1. 

394/056214. 

893/768296. 
II II 

Pit at Lakeside 893/745238. 

Dickies Road section 883/7883220 

Coes Ford 383/807363. 

Maih Road Crossing 383/768373. 
II II II 



AppendixVlle Location of Beach Profiles on Kaitorete Barrier 

Profile 1: From seaward end of fence on backshore, east of the 

road crossing the outlet of Lake Forsyth. (S94/068202) • 

Profile 2: Half a mile sea"rards from end of track leading to 

concrete blockhouse about three miles \Vest of Birdlings Flat 

Settlement. Peg is a two by one inch wooden peg located 20 

feet north of large tree-root, about 5 feet high, on the back

shore. ($94/019198). 

Profile 3: About three miles west of Profile 2, at the end of 

road leading to Hapgoods Sand Quarry (turn left before the first 

cattlestop about six miles along Bayleys Road.) Neasurements taken 

from the top of a partly buried fencepost (the last post on a con

tinuation of Bayley's east boundary fence through the sand-dunes.) 

This post is located 50 yards east of the entrance to the beach from 

the firing pad for upper air rockets (three large bolts in a concrete 

baseo) (S94/972197). 

Profile 4: Half a mile seawards from the lone pine tree approxim-

ately two miles east of Bayley's house. Turn south across field on 

a direct line between windmill (north of road) and the pine tree. Peg 

is three inches by hTO inches and is located partway down the fore-

dune. On the top of the foredune there may be a small pile of logso 

(894/916188) 0 



Profile 5: Quarter of a mile seaward from the safe driving limit 

of Bayley's west ,boundary-fence. JI1easurements taken from the top 

of a round fencepost (a new post) on top of foredune. Profile 

runs normal to the shore from this point and is about 20 to 30 feet 

west of fenceline on the lower part of the beach. (893/862181) • 

Profile 6: Seawards along the fence-line about three-quarters of a 

mile east of the end of the Barrier proper. Fench crosses the 'road' 

and really marks the safe driving limit along the Barrier. Peg is 

located about seven feet below the fencepost on top of the foredune. 

(693/792173) .. 

Profile 7: 

settlement. 

Church Road 9 a quarter of a mile "rest of the Taumutu 

Across the stream at the end of the road. Peg is 

located on the backbeach on the right-hand side of opening to the 

sea. It is semmrds (about one foot) of an upright tree-stump. 

('S93/756165) 0 



Appendix VTII. Landsberg-Bagnold method of calculating lVind

Resultants (adapted by Jennings, 1957.) 

Landsberg-Bagnold method 
12 

b = s ::2£' 
j = 3 

n 
j 

(v. - Vt)D 
J 

b - individual vector of vector diagram 

s - 10-3 

n. - frequency of wind in given direction vlith speed (V) 
J 

in mph. 

j - Beaufort speed no., 3 to 12. j = 3 is Vt (threshold veloc.) 

Vt - speed of 10 mph (threshold velocity for drifting sando) 

All vectors are used in this method. Jennings modified this 

for coastal dunes to include only onshore ,",ind vectors. 

Applied to parabolic dunes on I¥estern Kaitorete 

Averages of wind data collected at Taumutu between 1951 and 1956 

(1955 excluded) were used in the calculations o Only onshore 

vectors (southeast, south, and southwest) were used. Beaufort 

wind scale divisions were absent and wind categories of 10mph, 

24 mph, and 39mph were used. 

b = 6.050 units se 

b = s 22.360 units 

b == 19.635 units sw 

A wind vector diagram was drawn and the resultant was measured o 

The Onshore Resultant is 13° to 14° east of north. 

The average angle of dune axes is 15.Soeast of north and 78% of 

readings were between 12° and lSo. 



Appendix 

Nethod: 

L\ A. Determination of Effective Fetch 

1. 15 radials are constructed 1-ri th 60 between each 

radial (out to 45 0 each side of the central direction). 

2. Each radial is extended until it reaches the opposite 

shore e 

3. The length of each radial is multiplied by the cosine 

the angle behTeen the radial and the central direction. 

4. Values for each radial are summed; the sum is divided 

by the s~~ of the cosines of all individual angles o 

Feff < F .• cos 0( 
i = ~ 

< cosO( . 
~ 

0<. is the angle to the main 

wind direction. 

Reference: vJaves in Inland Reservoirs - Summary Report on Civil 

Vlorks Investigation Projects CW-164 and C"VT-165. 

Technical r1emorandom Number 132. 1962. 

Apuendix L\ B. Anemometer Station at Tal~utu 

The instrument was a 'Dines pressure tube'anemometer. It vms 

located near the eastern end of a small headland at ~aumutu, 

S93/768l75 (1943 Edn.). The anemometer head was 34.25' above ground 

level. Ground level is 10' above 11S1. 

All directions recorded are in degrees true. 

This information together "I"lith that about the quality of the wind 

records, was supplied by the N.Z. Meteorological Service, Wellington. 



Appendix X" Pollen Analysis: Peat from Drain, Lower Lake Road, 

Lake Ellesmere. 

Location,: Peat is located at the base of a drain crossing Lower 

Lake Eoad (S93/751205). 

Analyses were performed by Dr's. B. molloy and N.T. Noar of the 

Botany Division, D.S.I.R., Lincoln. 

vlood and bark specimens from the peat were Matai (Podo. spicatus). 

Seed fragments present in the peat were Elaeocarpus hookerianus 

(Pokaka). 

Pollen Analysis: 

Pollen Type Percentage. 
Polleh Total e 

Trees 

Podocarpus dacrydioides (kahikatea) 7 

P. Ferrugineus (miro) 1 

P. Spicatus (matai) 9 

P. totara type (totara) 3 

Podocarpus (distorted) 5 

Dacrydium cupressinum (rimu) 1 

Phyllocladus (tanekaha, toatoa) 2 

Small trees and shrubs 

Ascarina + 

Coprosma 3 

Coriaria tr 

Elaeocarpaceae (pokaka) 2 

Hebe tr 



Pollen Type 

Leptospermum scoparium (manuka) 

Nyrsine 

rJIyrtus type 

Plagianthus type 

Papilionaceae 

Pseudopanax 

Rubus (Rosaceae) 

Tetrads 

Grasses 

Cyperaceae 

Compositae 

Astelia 

Leptocarpus 

Gramineae 

Ferns 

IJIonol-ete ferns 

Trilete ferns 

Sphagnum 

Percentage 
Pollen totalo 

37 

1 

2 

1 

tr 

1 

1 

1 

16 

1 

tr 

1 

tr 

3 

tr 

tr 



Appendix XI. Carbon 14 Dates Referred to in the Text. 

S83/50l, 9400 yrs : 120 years B.P., located at S83/89l322 73 feet 

below mean sealevel. vTood Ivas dated from peat at the base of grey 

sand in well-hole S83/2l2. 

Reference: SUGGATE R.P. 1968: Postglacial Sealevel 

Rise in the Christchurch Metropolitan Area, 

N.Z. Geologie En Hijnbouw 47 (4): 291-297.·· 

383/511, + 8895 yrs - 130 yrs B.P., located at S83/8624l8 approximately 

20 feet + 5 feet above mean sealevel. The dated wood sample was three 

feet:!: 0.5 feet beneath the surface. \vood (Podocarpus dacrydioides) 

in peat, .vas resting on sand beneath silty clay. 

Reference: SUGGATE (1968, OPe cit.) 
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